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Hurricanes GM Don Waddell busy on multiple fronts ahead of outdoor game, trade deadline
By Chip Alexander 

Raleigh 

The month leading up to the NHL’s trade deadline is always 
a hectic time for general managers. 
And if your team happens to be hosting an outdoor game … 
“Nerve-racking but very exciting,” Canes president and 
general manager Don Waddell said Wednesday. 
Tickets for example. The players want to bring in their 
families for the game, several traveling from overseas. That 
could be 300 tickets. 
“A nightmare,” Waddell quipped, smiling as he said it. 
If so, a good one to have. Waddell said the makings of the 
Hurricanes bringing a Stadium Series outdoor game to the 
Triangle began before Tom Dundon officially bought the 
team from Peter Karmanos. 
On Saturday, Feb. 18, the puck will drop and the Canes and 
Washington Capitals will go at it in N.C. State’s Carter-Finley 
Stadium — not an exhibition game, Waddell noted, but a 
regular-season Metropolitan Division game to be won. 
“It’s a great opportunity for our fans,” he said. “Come that 
Saturday night, I just want the two points. Let’s face it, it’s an 
important game in the standings.” 
Waddell said the Caps have been allotted 6,000 to 7,000 
tickets that have been sold, saying, “There’s a lot of 
excitement in their market, too.” 
Work began this week with installing the rink at Carter-Finley 
and work on the ice surface could begin Friday. As Waddell 
spoke Wednesday, the backdrop was a black outline of the 
rink on the stadium field below. 
“We’ve been working on this for over four years,” Waddell 
said. “It’s been an incredible amount of work by a lot of 
people. 
“We’re excited about it. The buildup has been tremendous 
but now we’re at that part where we need good weather and 
we all come together for a great event.” 

Waddell said that Wednesday on a sunny day when the 
temperature was in the low 70s. The extended forecast for 
game day is partly cloudy with a high of 50 and temperatures 
possibly in the 30s when the game begins at 8 p.m. 
Waddell said Dundon, who became majority owner in 
January 2018, sought out an outdoor game “right off the bat” 
and was “in the ear” of NHL commissioner Gary Bettman. 
Those who know Dundon know he was relentless. 
“He said, ’Let’s get ourselves in a rotation to get an outdoor 
game,’ so we were very progressive there.,” Waddell said. 
Waddell conceded it was a hard sale to the NHL at first. In 
2018, the Hurricanes had not been in the Stanley Cup 
playoffs since 2009 and home attendance was lagging. 
Some NHL types were skeptical. 
Carter-Finley will hold about 54,000 for hockey. Could the 
Hurricanes handle something like that? 
“They were a little concerned that things hadn’t gone that 
well for us on the ice and the attendance was down,” 
Waddell said.  
But the Canes have been in the playoffs the past four years, 
and home attendance has averaged 18,493 this season, 
placing Carolina in the top 10 in the NHL. On the ice, the 
Hurricanes again lead the Metro Division, and Waddell said 
there could be an addition or two to the roster before the 
league’s March 3 deadline. 
When tickets for the outdoor game were put on sale in 
October, they were quickly scooped up. When more tickets 
became available, they, too, were quickly scooped up. 
Waddell said the NHL will pay the Hurricanes a fee for the 
home game, although not saying the amount.  
“We’re going to expose hockey to a lot of people here in the 
region who have never been exposed to our game,” he said. 
“That’s what I’m excited about, to not only create more fans 
but make more people aware of Hurricane hockey.” 
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Super 16: Hurricanes closing in on Bruins for No. 1 

Devils, Maple Leafs, Lightning round out top 5; Islanders 
enter latest rankings 

The 2023 NHL Trade Deadline is fast approaching, just over 
three weeks away, and every team ranked in this week's 
Super 16 should be considering their options at this point. 
That is the theme of the Super 16 this week, a look ahead to 
the deadline at 3 p.m. ET on March 3, the need or needs of 
each team in the run-up to the big day. 
A select member of the voting panel offered thoughts on 
each ranked team and what they should be shopping for in 
advance of the deadline. 
As a reminder, to come up with the Super 16 each week, the 
13 voters put together their own version of what they think 
the rankings should look like. A point total assigned to each 
with the team selected first is given 16 points, second 15, 
third 14, and so on down the line. 
Here is the Super 16: 

1. BOSTON BRUINS (39-7-5) 

Total points: 205 
Last week: No. 1 
"This is the year to go for it, with the obvious caveat that 
general manager Don Sweeney and the Bruins can't do 
anything to upset a balance that has been downright historic 
this season. But to me, their biggest need is some veteran 
help on defense. This is a team that has seen its Stanley 
Cup Playoff hopes go down in flames with defense injuries a 
couple of times over the recent past. Luke Schenn would be 
a great pickup from the Vancouver Canucks, and Jakob 
Chychrun of the Arizona Coyotes would be a home run. 
They'll take a goal-scorer too, but defense is No. 1 to me." -- 
Amalie Benjamin, staff writer 

2. CAROLINA HURRICANES (34-9-8) 

Total points: 198 
Last week: No. 2 
"The Hurricanes' biggest need is a scoring wing. Although 
Carolina has a deep and talented group of forwards, 
including Sebastian Aho (23 goals), Martin Necas (21) and 
Andrei Svechnikov (19), it could use another proven scorer 
to help it get over the hump in the playoffs. The Hurricanes 
looked like they filled that need when they acquired Max 
Pacioretty in a trade with the Vegas Golden Knights on July 
13, 2022. But Pacioretty tore his right Achilles tendon during 
his offseason training, returned to play five games and tore it 
again on Jan. 19 to end his season. Expect general manager 
Don Waddell to be aggressive to try to add this missing piece 
to a team that has the makings of a Stanley Cup winner if it 
can stay healthy." -- Tom Gulitti, staff writer 

3. NEW JERSEY DEVILS (33-13-4) 

Total points: 176 
Last week: No. 3 
"It's been a while since the Devils were considered legitimate 
buyers at the trade deadline, but here we are. New Jersey is 
No. 4 in my Super 16 this week, 9-1-1 in its past 11 games. 
The big question is, does general manager Tom Fitzgerald 
really need to tinker with the roster at this point? If he feels a 
trade could provide a shot of adrenaline entering playoffs, it 
may come in the form of a power forward capable of doing 
some dirty work in the tough areas of the ice, or point-
producing winger capable of assisting Jack Hughes, Nico 
Hischier and Jesper Bratt at a time when scoring becomes 
even tougher. I don't believe New Jersey is looking for a 
rental, either; the Devils would likely want to re-sign 
whichever player they may target to an extension at some 
point. San Jose Sharks forward Timo Meier has been 
rumored to be on the trading block and could be a player of 
interest." -- Mike G. Morreale, staff writer  
4. Toronto Maple Leafs (31-13-8) 
Total points: 168 
Last week: No. 4 
"There's been a revolving door of candidates attempting to fill 
the Maple Leafs' final spot in their top-six forward group all 
season. Simply put, none have been able to grab that spot 
and run with it. Landing a quality offensive player to add to a 
group that already includes Mitchell Marner, Auston 
Matthews, John Tavares, William Nylander and Michael 
Bunting certainly would make it that much harder to shut 
down Toronto's offense come playoff time. There have been 
no shortage of reports linking St. Louis Blues center Ryan 
O'Reilly, whose grinding style makes him tough to play 
against, with Toronto. As for the blue line, the Maple Leafs 
have numbers there but could always use quality over 
quantity, especially in the top-four. If they can only afford 
complimentary pieces because of their cap issues, 
defenseman Luke Schenn, the No. 5 pick by Toronto in 
2009, would bring much-needed physicality to the back end." 
-- Mike Zeisberger, staff writer 

5. TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING (32-16-2) 

Total points: 153 
Last week: No. 5 
"Do the Lightning need to make a move before the deadline? 
No. Will they? Probably. The Lightning have never been shy 
about making their team better for the playoffs. It has 
resulted in trips to the Stanley Cup Final in each of the past 
three seasons, including back-to-back titles in 2021 and 
2022. As usual, the play is likely for bottom-six forward 
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depth, just as it was with additions of Blake Coleman, 
Barclay Goodrow, Brandon Hagel and Nicholas Paul in the 
past three seasons. If there is a fit to be had for limited 
money, it will be made. If not, perhaps a move for a depth 
defenseman. But if the Lightning stand pat, they will be in 
position to once again have a say in who will advance to the 
Final from the Eastern Conference." -- Shawn P. Roarke, 
senior director of editorial 

6. DALLAS STARS (30-13-10) 

Total points: 138 
Last week: No. 6 
"The Stars are a bit tricky on what they need at the deadline 
because there isn't a gaping issue with them. So, I'd have to 
say their biggest need at the moment is a depth forward. 
Perhaps someone with some experience, especially in the 
playoffs. The Stars have gotten good seasons thus far from 
forwards Ty Dellandrea and Wyatt Johnston, but neither is 
experienced. An experienced forward who could play on 
either the second or third line would help. Their top line of 
Jason Robertson, Roope Hintz and Joe Pavelski has been 
strong for nearly two seasons. Captain Jamie Benn has 
found his scoring touch again. The Stars scoring overall is 
top 10 in the League, so bulk up a bit at forward and go for 
it." -- Tracey Myers, staff writer 

7. NEW YORK RANGERS (29-14-8) 

Total points: 120 
Last week: No. 8 
"The Rangers have had a hole at right wing in their top-six 
forward group all season. Filling it should be a priority before 
the deadline. They should have around $5 million in cap 
space by the deadline, which should be enough to even go 
all-in for Patrick Kane from the Chicago Blackhawks, or 
Vladimir Tarasenko from the Blues if there is some cap 
money retained. Adding a productive top-six right wing would 
improve the Rangers depth throughout the lineup. Barclay 
Goodrow would be able to move down to center their fourth 
line, which needs to be better. They could keep the "Kid 
Line" of Filip Chytil, Alexis Lafreniere and Kaapo Kakko 
together instead of eventually pulling Kakko off of it to fill the 
hole in the top-six." -- Dan Rosen, senior writer 

8. WINNIPEG JETS (32-19-1) 

Total points: 111 
Last week: No. 9 
"The Jets find themselves in a position many teams are 
envious of; they are doing well in the standings and have the 
cap room to upgrade. Since they could benefit from a top-six 
forward and/or a top-four defenseman, I could see them 
swing for the fences. Why not use the draft approach and go 
after the best player available? The Jets could take a stab at 
Meier from the Sharks. They have the space to re-sign him 
to a long-term contract. If the price seems too high, they can 
work their way down the list. Bottom line, there is no player 
on the trading block that Winnipeg could not afford, so they 
might as well shop for the best ones." -- Paul Strizhevsky, 
staff writer 

9. SEATTLE KRAKEN (29-16-5) 

Total points: 89 
Last week: No. 7 

"The Kraken already have made a trade, acquiring Jaycob 
Megna from the San Jose Sharks on Sunday for a fourth-
round pick in the 2023 NHL Draft. The 6-foot-6 defenseman 
adds size and depth. He also kills penalties. Still, the Kraken 
need to improve their special teams, and they could use a 
face-off specialist for key situations in the playoffs. Seattle 
ranked first in the NHL in even-strength goals (131) entering 
Wednesday, but 21st on the power play (20.1 percent), 31st 
on the penalty kill (72.5 percent) and 31st on face-offs (45.5 
percent)." -- Nicholas J. Cotsonika, columnist 

10. EDMONTON OILERS (29-18-4) 

Total points: 88 
Last week: No. 11 
"The Oilers have to decide if 21-year-old Philip Broberg can 
handle the rigors of a playoff race and, eventually, the actual 
playoffs. If they think he can, maybe they look to upgrade 
with a depth forward, but the better play would be to add a 
veteran defenseman. We already know they will rely heavily 
on Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl. They won't be shut 
down in the playoffs either. They were the top two scorers in 
the playoffs last season, McDavid with 33 points and 
Draisaitl with 32, and Edmonton only played 16 games. If the 
Oilers want to play more this year they will need to defend 
better, and beefing up their back end while taking pressure 
off Broberg, who might not be ready, will be key to their 
success." -- Rosen 

11. COLORADO AVALANCHE (27-18-4) 

Total points: 85 
Last week: No. 10 
"It's almost hard to believe the Avalanche entered 
Wednesday 21st in the NHL in goals per game (3.02), but 
one big reason is the season-long injury absence of Gabriel 
Landeskog, who had 30 goals in 51 games last season. The 
forward could be back before the playoffs, but Colorado 
needs some depth scoring before then. The Avalanche 
acquired Andrew Cogliano and Artturi Lehkonen before the 
deadline last season, and those two played key roles in 
hepling them win the Stanley Cup." -- Bill Price, Editor-in-
Chief 

12. VEGAS GOLDEN KNIGHTS (30-18-4) 

Total points: 68 
Last week: No. 12 
"The Golden Knights suffered a huge blow when their 
captain, Mark Stone, had back surgery for the second time in 
the past year last month. Not only does it leave a huge void 
in the leadership department, but Stone is still Vegas' 
second-leading scorer with 38 points (17 goals, 21 assists) in 
43 games. Much of it will depend on how the Blues fare over 
the next month, but the Golden Knights could sure use 
Tarasenko up front, and perhaps depth in goal and someone 
who has playoff experience (Thomas Greiss?)" -- Brian 
Compton, managing editor 
13. Los Angeles Kings (28-18-7) 
Total points: 59 
Last week: No. 14 
"Minus-13 in goals differential, the Kings could certainly add 
a good piece on defense, especially on the left side. They 
could also look for depth in net if they judge Cal Petersen 
can't come back from the American Hockey League to help. 
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Veteran Jonathan Quick has had a tough season (3.41 
goals-against average,.881 save percentage). Pheonix 
Copley is doing his best (15 wins, 2.92 GAA and .897 save 
percentage), but Los Angeles needs better goaltending to 
stay in the thick of a tight Pacific division race." -- Robert 
Laflamme, LNH.com senior writer 

14. PITTSBURGH PENGUINS (25-16-9) 

Total points: 35 
Last week: No. 15 
"The Penguins need one of two things to happen before the 
deadline; either their third line starts making a consistent 
impact, or they add a player who will be a better fit so it can 
make a consistent impact. Jeff Carter, Brock McGinn and 
Kasperi Kapanen have combined for 51 points (23 goals, 28 
assists) this season, led by Carter's 19. It's not enough. The 
Penguins are set in their top-six with Sidney Crosby and 
Evgeni Malkin down the middle, and Jake Guentzel, Bryan 
Rust, Rickard Rakell and Jason Zucker on the wings. But 
production from your bottom-six depth typically makes a 
huge difference in the playoffs, and the Penguins aren't 
getting enough of it. They could also look at adding a 
defenseman, but a third-line forward is essential." -- Rosen 

15. MINNESOTA WILD (27-19-4) 

Total points: 32 
Last week: No. 13 
"The Wild barely cracked my rankings this week at No. 16. 
They have five players with double-digit goals and seven 
players with double-digit points, but could use some 
defensive scoring depth. Calen Addison and Jared Spurgeon 
are their only defensemen with at least 13 points, and 
Spurgeon is the only one with more than nine goals. They 
have a solid top-six forward group, two capable goalies and 
acquired Ryan Reaves earlier this season for more grit. A 
scoring defenseman could help them down the stretch and in 
the playoffs." -- David Satriano, staff writer 

16. NEW YORK ISLANDERS (27-22-5) 

Total points: 12 
Last week: Unranked 
"The Islanders already made their big addition, acquiring 
center Bo Horvat from the Vancouver Canucks. They've won 
the first two games he has played and four in a row overall to 
play their way back into the Eastern Conference playoff race. 
They should not be done adding either; New York needs 
more speed on the wings (Tyler Motte from the Ottawa 
Senators?) and another defenseman to play on their third 
pair (Olli Maatta from the Detroit Red Wings?)." -- Rosen 
Others receiving points: Buffalo Sabres 8, Calgary Flames 8, 
Florida Panthers 7, Washington Capitals 7, Nashville 
Predators 1 
Dropped out: Sabres (No. 16) 
HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM 
AMALIE BENJAMIN 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Dallas Stars; 7. Winnipeg Jets; 8. New York Rangers; 9. 
Seattle Kraken; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11. Colorado 
Avalanche; 12. Los Angeles Kings; 13. Minnesota Wild; 14. 
Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Vegas Golden Knights; 16. Buffalo 
Sabres 

BRIAN COMPTON 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
Dallas Stars; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Edmonton Oilers; 9. 
Seattle Kraken; 10. Winnipeg Jets; 11. Colorado Avalanche; 
12. Vegas Golden Knights; 13. Los Angeles Kings; 14. 
Minnesota Wild; 15. Calgary Flames; 16. Pittsburgh 
Penguins 
NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Dallas Stars; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Seattle Kraken; 9. 
Winnipeg Jets; 10. Vegas Golden Knights; 11. Edmonton 
Oilers; 12. Los Angeles Kings; 13. Colorado Avalanche; 14. 
Minnesota Wild; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins; 16. Calgary 
Flames 
TOM GULITTI 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Dallas Stars; 7. Seattle Kraken; 8. Winnipeg Jets; 9. New 
York Rangers; 10. Vegas Golden Knights; 11. Edmonton 
Oilers; 12. Colorado Avalanche; 13. Los Angeles Kings; 14. 
Minnesota Wild; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins; 16. Washington 
Capitals 
ROBERT LAFLAMME 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Dallas Stars; 7. Winnipeg Jets; 8. New York Rangers; 9. 
Seattle Kraken; 10. Vegas Golden Knights; 11. Edmonton 
Oilers; 12. Los Angeles Kings; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14. 
Colorado Avalanche; 15. Minnesota Wild; 16. Washington 
Capitals 
MIKE G. MORREALE 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 4. New Jersey Devils; 5. Vegas Golden Knights; 6. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 7. Dallas Stars; 8. Colorado 
Avalanche; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. 
New York Rangers; 12. Winnipeg Jets; 13. New York 
Islanders; 14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Edmonton Oilers; 16. 
Seattle Kraken 
TRACEY MYERS 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Dallas Stars; 6. Winnipeg 
Jets; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. New York Rangers; 9. 
Seattle Kraken; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 12. Colorado Avalanche; 13. Edmonton Oilers; 14. 
Washington Capitals; 15. Minnesota Wild; 16. Calgary 
Flames 
BILL PRICE 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 4. New Jersey Devils; 5. Dallas Stars; 6. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Winnipeg Jets; 9. 
Edmonton Oilers; 10. Colorado Avalanche; 11. Seattle 
Kraken; 12. Vegas Golden Knights; 13. Los Angeles Kings; 
14. Calgary Flames; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins; 16. Buffalo 
Sabres 
SHAWN P. ROARKE 
1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Boston Bruins; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Winnipeg Jets; 6. New 
Jersey Devils; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Dallas Stars; 9. 
Edmonton Oilers; 10. New York Rangers; 11. Buffalo 
Sabres; 12. Los Angeles Kings; 13. Seattle Kraken; 14. 
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Florida Panthers; 15. Minnesota Wild; 16. Nashville 
Predators 
DAN ROSEN 
1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Boston Bruins; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Dallas Stars; 9. 
Colorado Avalanche; 10. Winnipeg Jets; 11. Seattle Kraken; 
12. Los Angeles Kings; 13. New York Islanders; 14. 
Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Florida Panthers; 16. Vegas Golden 
Knights 
DAVID SATRIANO 
1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Boston Bruins; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Winnipeg Jets; 7. Dallas Stars; 8. Edmonton Oilers; 9. New 
York Rangers; 10. Seattle Kraken; 11. Los Angeles Kings; 
12. Colorado Avalanche; 13. New York Islanders; 14. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 15. Florida Panthers; 16. Minnesota Wild 

PAUL STRIZHEVSKY 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Dallas Stars; 8. Seattle Kraken; 9. 
Winnipeg Jets; 10. Vegas Golden Knights; 11. Edmonton 
Oilers; 12. Colorado Avalanche; 13. Minnesota Wild; 14. Los 
Angeles Kings; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins; 16. Calgary Flames 
MIKE ZEISBERGER 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 4. New Jersey Devils; 5. New York Rangers; 6. Dallas 
Stars; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. Colorado Avalanche; 9. 
Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 12. Seattle Kraken; 13. Winnipeg Jets; 14. 
Los Angeles Kings; 15. Washington Capitals; 16. Minnesota 
Wild 

 
 
 
 
Stadium Series should have lasting impact on region, Hurricanes Gm says 

Waddell believes outdoor game against Capitals on Feb. 18 
will attract new fans across area 

By Kurt Dusterberg 

RALEIGH, N.C. -- Carolina Hurricanes general manager Don 
Waddell is ready to see the impact the 2023 Navy Federal 
Credit Union NHL Stadium Series will make on the 
surrounding area when they host the Washington Capitals at 
Carter-Finley Stadium on Feb. 18 (8 p.m. ET; ABC, ESPN+, 
SN360, TVAS2). 
"It's nerve-wracking, but it's exciting," Waddell said 
Wednesday. "We're going to expose a lot of people to the 
game of hockey in the region who have never been exposed 
to it." 
The outdoor game will take place at the football home for 
North Carolina State University. A stage deck for the arena is 
in place, and a rink will emerge in the coming days. 
As Waddell surveyed the field, he acknowledged there was a 
time when an outdoor game seemed a long way off in North 
Carolina's capital city. The Hurricanes endured a nine-year 
stretch (2009-18) without qualifying for the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs. But after four straight trips to the postseason and a 
potential fifth on the horizon, enthusiasm is building. 
Carolina (34-9-8) has won seven in a row and sits atop the 
Metropolitan Division, six points ahead of the New Jersey 
Devils. 
"If you talked to a lot of people in the League, they were a 
little concerned that things hadn't gone that well for us on the 
ice, and the attendance was down," Waddell said. "But if you 
asked anybody after tickets went on sale, everybody was 
pleased."  

It will be the NHL's 37th regular-season outdoor game, and 
first in North Carolina. The Hurricanes have a strong footprint 
in the market, but the Stadium Series is primed to provide 
exposure to a greater audience, given the spectacle created 
by outdoor games staged over the past 15 years. 
"We're expecting a lot of people who have never been here 
for a hockey game and have never been to this area to come 
for this," Waddell said. "We're giving ourselves an 
opportunity to showcase what we're all about with the 
Hurricanes. 
"You always want to acquire new fans. It doesn't mean 
they're going to come to 41 hockey games, but if they come 
to three hockey games a year, it's three more than they 
came to before. I think introducing the game in this 
environment is going to be a huge success for us moving 
forward." 
The 14-person crew will begin erecting the rink and dasher 
boards Thursday and Friday, followed by the flooding of the 
rink, which takes about seven days. The ice surface will be 
ready for each team to hold practice next Friday. 
After the Hurricanes soak in the different surroundings, the 
attention will turn to defeating one of their biggest rivals. The 
Capitals (27-20-6) are fourth in the Metropolitan and hold the 
first wild card into the playoffs from the Eastern Conference. 
"Washington is in our division, it's an important game in the 
standings," Waddell said. "That's what makes it even better. 
It's an outdoor game, but it's worth two points. 
"When our fans walk in this building, whether they are a 
Capitals fan or a Hurricanes fan, we [hope] their experience 
is one they won't forget." 
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NHL Power Rankings: Hurricanes Maintain the Top Spot 
The Carolina Hurricanes hold the top spot in the NHL power 
rankings by default, but the Lightning, Flames and Canucks 
had a rough start to this week. 
By Jason Chen 
With the NHL returning to action on Monday following the All-
Star Game, there are no major movements in this week’s 
power rankings. However, with what few games we got, we 
can make a few observations. 
The Lightning’s age is showing. Their entire bottom six is 
basically over 30, except for Ross Colton. Steven Stamkos 
and Alex Killorn are 33, and Nikita Kucherov will turn 30 in 
June. They’ve also played a ton of hockey over the past few 
years, a task made tougher with the pandemic. They’re not 
good on the second night of back-to-backs, with a 3-5-1 
record, including blowing a 3-1 lead against the Sharks last 
night. You wonder if they have enough in the tank for the 
late-season playoff race and the post-season grind.  
The Canucks and Flames continue to struggle, and putting 
together 60-minute efforts just hasn’t been feasible. It may 
have been a questionable penalty call in overtime, but the 
reality was the Canucks shouldn’t have allowed the Devils 
back into the game when they allowed three goals in 50 
seconds. The Flames just couldn’t match up to the Rangers’ 
physicality, and in both cases for the Pacific Division teams, 
defensive lapses cost them key points in a tight playoff race.  
Here’s this week’s THN power rankings.  
(All fancy stats are 5-on-5 and courtesy of 
naturalstattrick.com. CF% stands for Corsi For Percentage 
and xGF% represents Expected Goals For Percentage.) 
1. Carolina Hurricanes (34-9-8, +37. CF% league rank: 1, 
xGF% league rank: 1) 
No games for the Canes or Bruins until Saturday, which 
means the Canes retain the top spot by default. 
2. Boston Bruins (39-7-5, +81. CF%: 13, xGF%: 5) 
While no one really expects Linus Ullmark to go 26-4-1 after 
the all-star break, it’s worth noting that throughout his career, 
he’s typically been better in the second half. 
3. New Jersey Devils (33-13-4, +41. CF%: 3, xGF%: 2) 
The Devils needed only 50 seconds to score three goals to 
break a 1-1 tie against the Canucks, and Jack Hughes is well 
on his way to setting franchise records.  
4. Toronto Maple Leafs (31-13-8, +34. CF%: 10, xGF%: 3) 
Ilya Samsonov allowed five goals in his most recent start 
against the Bruins, and Matt Murray is not ready to return, so 
Joseph Woll gets called up again. I’ve lost count of how 
many goalie headaches the Leafs have had over the past 
few seasons. 
5. New York Rangers (28-14-8, +29. CF%: 9, xGF%: 19) 
The Rangers’ physicality could be a huge problem for their 
opponents in the playoffs. Jacob Trouba gets hate for some 
borderline hits, but his open-ice cracks against the Flames 

were works of art. He’s not universally loved, but there’s no 
denying he has the ability to drag his team into battles.  
6. Dallas Stars (29-13-10, +41. CF%: 15, xGF%: 14) 
They narrowly avoided a fourth straight 3-2 overtime loss 
and needed Jake Oettinger’s heroics in the shootout. They 
have not won in regulation since Jan. 21 against the 
Coyotes. 
7. Tampa Bay Lightning (32-16-2, +27. CF%: 11, xGF%: 8) 
As noted above, it was a bad back-to-back stretch for the 
Lightning coming out of the all-star break. For a team whose 
Cup window is still open, they’ve been strangely quiet 
leading up to the deadline considering the splashy moves 
they’ve made in the past.  
8. Winnipeg Jets (32-19-1, +29. CF%: 18, xGF%: 21) 
The Jets are one of six teams that won’t play their first game 
following the All-Star Game until Saturday. Will they be rusty 
or get back on track after losing five of their past eight?  
9. Edmonton Oilers (29-18-4, +28. CF%: 16, xGF%: 11) 
They have not lost in regulation since Jan. 9, owing to their 
incredible offense that now leads the league in goals per 
game, overtaking the Bruins thanks to a five-goal effort 
against the Wings. Also good news: Jack Campbell’s playing 
well. 
10. Colorado Avalanche (27-18-4, +17. CF%: 5, xGF%: 16) 
Getting Valeri Nichushkin and Bowen Byram back should 
provide a big boost, even though they lost in overtime to the 
Pens. Next to return to the lineup? Hopefully, captain Gabriel 
Landeskog.  
11. Vegas Golden Knights (30-18-4, +16. CF%: 20, xGF%: 
7) 
They came out firing following the All-Star Game and 
dominated the Preds. Interesting Bruce Cassidy went with 
Adin Hill over Logan Thompson. Their goaltending situation 
will be one to watch down the stretch.  
12. Seattle Kraken (29-16-5, +22. CF%: 8, xGF%: 17) 
They keep scoring and scoring until it just suddenly stops. 
Tuesday’s loss was just their second shutout loss of the 
season but also their fifth in eight games.  
13. Minnesota Wild (27-18-4, +12. CF%: 19, xGF%: 18) 
C’mon, man, you gotta beat the Coyotes.  
14. Calgary Flames (24-17-10, +4. CF%: 2, xGF%: 4) 
Jacob Markstrom breaking his stick on the post following the 
overtime loss to the Rangers says it all, but maybe he 
should’ve aimed that swing at Nikita Zadorov, who blew the 
coverage on Alexis Lafreniere and was also inexplicably on 
the ice in overtime.  
15. Buffalo Sabres (26-20-4, +16. CF%: 6, xGF%: 20) 
The Sabres have Tage Thompson and Dylan Cozens locked 
up through the 2029-30 season for a combined $14.24 
million. It’s like the Extra Value Meal on steroids.  
16. Los Angeles Kings (28-18-7, -10. CF%: 12, xGF%: 12) 
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It’ll be interesting to see what they do in net. Both Jonathan 
Quick and Pheonix Copley lost prior to the all-star break. 
17. Pittsburgh Penguins (25-16-9, +9. CF%: 17, xGF%: 10) 
Knocking off the Avs must be a huge confidence booster, but 
Sidney Crosby was right – the league’s as competitive as 
ever, and on any given night, any team could beat any team. 
18. Washington Capitals (27-20-6, +14. CF%: 14, xGF%: 15) 
The Caps' early-season success is long in the rearview 
mirror, and the reality is that this is an aging team that might 
have too many injuries to overcome this season.  
19. Florida Panthers (25-22-6, +1. CF%: 4, xGF%: 6) 
An impressive 7-1 defeat of their in-state rival, and Sergei 
Bobrovsky and Spencer Knight are healthy. At the very 
worst, Alex Lyon seems to have proven he’s at least a 
capable third option.  
20. New York Islanders (27-22-5, +9. CF%: 22, xGF%: 23) 
The Bo Horvat era is off to a roaring start with two straight 
wins and outscoring their opponents 6-1. The race is on, and 
the Isles have surprised in the past.  
21. Nashville Predators (24-19-6, -8. CF%: 21, xGF%: 22) 
The loss against the Knights was uglier than the actual 
score, 5-1, and it’s been difficult for the Preds to put together 
any meaningful winning streaks when only Juuse Saros 
shows up. 
22. Ottawa Senators (24-23-3, -8. CF%: 7, xGF%: 13) 
The Sens won’t make the playoffs, and the real story in 
Ottawa now is the sale of the team. Considering the state of 
regional sports networks in the U.S. and how some huge TV 
money has propped up franchise values, it’s going to be 
interesting to see what the sale price will be. It should be a 
bigger story than it is right now.  
23. Philadelphia Flyers (21-22-9, -21. CF%: 25, xGF%: 25) 
John Tortorella penned a rare letter to the Flyers fanbase, 
and, as usual, he was brutally honest. It means the Flyers 
are selling, and curiously it came from Tortorella’s pen and 
not Chuck Fletcher’s. Is there light at the end of the tunnel?  
24. Vancouver Canucks (20-26-4, -29. CF%: 24, xGF%: 24) 
Impressive comeback against the Devils, even though they 
shouldn’t have been in that spot in the first place. Not 
ironically, the Canucks needed a minor-leaguer who hadn’t 
scored in the NHL in 710 days to score the game-tying goal. 
They simply don’t make things easy on themselves, and their 
leadership always seems… scattered.  
25. Detroit Red Wings (21-20-8, -18. CF%: 26, xGF%: 26) 
Dylan Larkin’s contract stalemate is climbing up the ranks on 
issues that Michigan would consider a state emergency, and 
the Yzerplan has hit a major crossroad. The free-agent spree 
didn’t go as planned. Whether Steve Yzerman likes it or not, 

the decision to re-sign his Michigan-born, Michigan-raised, 
Michigan-developed team captain might come down to a 
decision between sentimental value and practical business 
sense. Plot twist: the Wings and Larkin do a nudge-nudge 
deal where they trade him as a rental, giving the Wings a 
potential haul and maybe creating cap space to facilitate 
other trades to get more assets, and then in the summer, the 
Wings will just re-sign Larkin.  
26. Arizona Coyotes (17-28-6, -45. CF%: 30, xGF%: 30) 
Mullett Arena’s fun factor continues to be at a fever pitch, 
and they’re now 3-1-0 at home over the past two weeks.  
27. Anaheim Ducks (17-29-6, -80. CF%: 31, xGF%: 32) 
A shootout loss to the Stars and an overtime win against the 
Hawks bump up the Ducks. It’s also clear that the difference 
between being pretty bad and being the league’s worst is 
whether Vezina-caliber John Gibson or get-me-outta-here 
John Gibson shows up. Sometimes, I think he’s silently 
crying out for help.  
28. Chicago Blackhawks (15-29-5, -59. CF%: 32, xGF%: 31) 
We could see Jonathan Toews and Patrick Kane finish the 
season with the Blackhawks, and they should. They can 
always re-sign in the summer on a one-year deal and do the 
same dance next year. (I do wonder about the dynamic 
between Canucks fan Connor Bedard sitting in the same 
locker room as Toews and Kane). They deserve a nice send-
off in front of their fans, and Game 82 on April 13 will be at 
home against the Flyers, the team Toews and Kane defeated 
to win their first Cup in 2010. John Tortorella will be the 
witness – he previously coached Kane (along with James 
van Riemsdyk) on Team USA at the 2016 World Cup, and 
obviously, Tortorella has coached against Toews many times 
internationally. 
29. St. Louis Blues (23-25-3, -29. CF%: 28, xGF%: 27) 
Time moves fast. It wasn’t even four years ago the Blues 
lifted the Cup, and yet today, they’re closer to bottoming out 
than contending.  
30. San Jose Sharks (16-25-11, -38. CF%: 23, xGF%: 9) 
An impressive comeback win against the Lightning, but we 
all know this team’s going wayyy down there… there… 
there… there…  
31. Montreal Canadiens (20-27-4, -55. CF%: 27, xGF%: 29) 
The Habs have so many injuries up front. As of Tuesday 
night, per CapFriendly, they’re carrying just nine healthy 
forwards on their roster. Nine. 
32. Columbus Blue Jackets (15-32-4, -67. CF%: 29, xGF%: 
28) 
This is the worst season in Jackets history. But I hear 
Columbus is a nice place to live?  
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Why are so many Russian goalies excelling in the NHL?
By Ryan S. Clark 
One of the first things Evgeni Nabokov did after retiring from 
the NHL in 2015 was to fly back to Moscow so he could visit 
friends and watch hockey with them. 
There was a night when Nabokov and his friends were joined 
by Vladislav Tretiak -- yes, the man considered to be one of 
the greatest goaltenders of all time -- and they went to watch 
a game where the focal point was the opposing young 
goalies. 
"Who do you think those young kids were? It was [Igor] 
Shesterkin and [Ilya] Sorokin. I had no idea who they were," 
said Nabokov, whose 353 career victories are the most by a 
Russian goalie in NHL history. "I watched five minutes and 
everyone starts asking me what I think of them. I said I'd 
hate to make any judgments five minutes into the game. 
That's when everybody said, 'Watch, that is the next 
generation of kids coming.'" 
Little did Nabokov know the statement made by his friends 
cosplaying as soothsayers about the future of Russian 
goaltending would be both correct and applicable to more 
up-and-comers than just Shesterkin and Sorokin. 
The NHL has had Russian goaltenders before. But what's 
being done by the current group -- and what is expected to 
lie ahead -- has many considering this to be a golden age of 
Russian goaltending in the league. 
Shesterkin is the reigning Vezina Trophy winner, and he and 
Sorokin, who are longtime friends, became first-time NHL All-
Stars this season while playing for the rival New York 
Rangers and New York Islanders, respectively. Then there's 
Tampa Bay Lightning goaltender Andrei Vasilevskiy, who 
became a five-time All-Star this season to go with his two 
Stanley Cups, his Conn Smythe Award and his Vezina, 
accomplishing all that before turning 29. 
"Shesterkin, I have played against him since we were 6 
years old. ... He was on such a bad team," Calgary Flames 
defenseman Nikita Zadorov said. "My team would beat them 
16-0. Even when we were 13, 14 years old. It was kind of a 
surprise for me where he ended up. Sorokin, he was from a 
small city. He was my age too, but he had never been to 
national teams or anything like that. So I had never heard of 
him, but then he became good. 
"Vasilevskiy has always been great. Everyone's been talking 
about Vasilevskiy since he was 10, probably." 
Florida Panthers goalie Sergei Bobrovsky became the first 
Russian to win the Vezina in 2012-13, won a second Vezina 
in 2016-17 and is six wins away from surpassing Nabokov's 
record for most wins by a Russian goalie. Sorokin's partner 
with the Islanders, Semyon Varlamov, who in 2006 was the 
first Russian goaltender to be a first-round NHL draft pick, 
was a longtime starter who is closing in on being only the 
fourth Russian goalie with 300 wins. 
Shesterkin's former Rangers partner, the Bulgarian-born 
Alexandar Georgiev, is a dual Russian citizen who has 
emerged as a No. 1 goaltender with the defending Cup 
champion Colorado Avalanche. The Toronto Maple Leafs 
have watched Ilya Samsonov regain the consistency that led 
to a successful start to his career but eluded him toward the 

end of his time with the Washington Capitals, the team that 
drafted him with a first-round pick in 2015. 
Among Bobrovsky, Shesterkin and Vasilevskiy, a Russian 
has won the Vezina four times in the last 10 seasons. That's 
the most of any nation in that time, with Canada having three 
winners, Finland having two and the United States having 
one. 
And then there are those awaiting their turn. The Carolina 
Hurricanes have made it clear that Pyotr Kochetkov is their 
goalie of the future, having signed him to a four-year 
extension. The Columbus Blue Jackets have seen glimpses 
of a bright future with Daniil Tarasov, whereas the Nashville 
Predators used a first-round pick in 2020 to select Yaroslav 
Askarov, who already played one game with the Preds in 
what is his first full campaign in North America. 
In all, 10 Russian goaltenders have played in the NHL this 
year. That is tied with Sweden for the third most of all 
nationalities, per QuantHockey. Yet the most telling part 
about that statistic is there have been only 23 goalies who 
have identified as Russian in NHL history, so nearly half of 
them have played this season. 
"When you look at how [Ilya] Bryzgalov, [Nikolai] Khabibulin 
and Nabokov played, it gave us a chance that we could do 
it," Shesterkin said. "They helped so much. We didn't have a 
lot of goalies before from Russia. But right now, you can see 
we have a lot of Russian goalies. Old ones, young ones, we 
have a lot more in Russia too. I think they helped us a lot. I 
think they showed us what we had to do." 
ANY DISCUSSION ABOUT the foundation of the current 
wave of Russian goaltenders in the NHL has to begin with 
Tretiak, who retired in 1984 at age 32 while still a top-level 
goalie. His performances for the Soviet Union were 
legendary and his training methods have had a lasting 
impact. 
Old footage throughout the years revealed how Tretiak 
concentrated on details such as his agility, flexibility, lateral 
movement and positioning. Tretiak once showed Wayne 
Gretzky a few of those drills. There was one in which Tretiak 
squatted and kicked out his legs, which was said to have 
drawn inspiration from a Cossack dance troupe. He then 
continued with the drill while simultaneously juggling tennis 
balls. 
But as Shesterkin, among others, has said, the group of 
goalies that included Bryzgalov, Khabibulin and Nabokov 
was also rather important. They became critical role models 
for a younger generation back home who would wake up at 
bizarre hours to watch their games or find YouTube clips of 
them and draw inspiration. 
There had been only three Russian goalies in NHL history 
prior to Bryzgalov, Khabibulin and Nabokov. Sergei Mylnikov 
was the first in league history. He came to North America at 
31 and played 10 games with the Quebec Nordiques in the 
1989-90 season. He was followed by Andrei Trefilov and 
Mikhail Shtalenkov. Trefilov played 58 career games spread 
out over eight seasons in the 1990s, while Shtalenkov played 
190 games in seven seasons from 1993 to 2000. 
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Khabibulin was a five-time All-Star who became the first 
Russian goaltender to win a Stanley Cup in 2004 with the 
Tampa Bay Lightning. Bryzgalov became the second, 
winning the Cup with Anaheim in 2007, while Nabokov won a 
Calder Trophy in addition to becoming a two-time All-Star. 
Each of them had long careers, with Khabibulin playing 799 
games, Nabokov 697 and Bryzgalov 465. 
"Obviously now, we have social media and have access to 
all this stuff," said Nabokov, who grew up in what is now 
known as Kazakhstan. "Back in the day, we did not have that 
access. We didn't know what they thought or if they were 
watching our games. If a game is at 7 p.m. in California, it is 
5 a.m. or 6 a.m. in Moscow or Kazakhstan. You never think 
about stuff like that." 
Bryzgalov and Nabokov both said they never really thought 
about whether their success was having an impact back 
home in Russia. Nor did they sit around and have those 
conversations among the three of them. Bryzgalov said the 
only times he was in the same place as Khabibulin and 
Nabokov were international tournaments that were so quick, 
there was not really time to get into deep, philosophical 
conversations. 
"You have to ask the younger generation who came after us 
and if they looked at us or if we had any impact on their 
game or their maturity while they were growing up," 
Bryzgalov said. "For us, it is like history. It is only the future 
generations who can really judge the history, not the people 
who made that history." 
How impactful was that group of goaltenders to the younger 
generation? 
"We've been watching them since we were kids," said 
Vasilevskiy, whose father was a goalie and played against 
Nabokov back home. "We were watching them and 
imagining ourselves in the net. It was a great example for us 
that anything's possible and if you work hard, one day, you 
can be like them. I had a chance to play with Nabokov my 
rookie year here and it was such a great experience. You've 
been watching that guy on TV for so many years and now 
you're in the locker room talking to him. It was unbelievable." 
HOW BRYZGALOV AND Nabokov each reached the NHL 
shows that the Russian development model back then was 
not monolithic. Nabokov, now the director of goaltending and 
goalie coach for the San Jose Sharks, is the son of a 
goaltender who also played professionally. When he was 
coming up, they worked on technical aspects of the position, 
but it was never classified as "goalie sessions or goalie 
practices," Nabokov said. 
Nabokov said the goalies played 3-on-3 cross-ice games 
while wearing their full equipment. Playing those games 
taught them how to be better stickhandlers while feeling 
more comfortable with their skating. They would also have 
lessons about the natural way to hold a stick and the natural 
way to slide. 
Bryzgalov said he never had a goalie coach until he arrived 
in North America after being drafted by the Anaheim Ducks 
in 2000. 
"I was like a wildflower just growing in the field," Bryzgalov 
said. "Sometimes, it is the most beautiful flowers that grow in 
the field. In the spring, you go in the mountains and are like, 
'What is on the field?' and you see flowers just blossom 
everywhere. That is how I was growing up." 
Bryzgalov said goalie coaches were not common in Russia 
at that time. He would receive instructions from the forward 

coach about basic ideas on how to position his stick to 
prevent goals, mostly things he already had figured out on 
his own. 
He said the mentality was direct: A far-side goal is just a 
great shot. A five-hole goal is an accident. He'd ask about 
backdoor goals and was told to not worry about it because 
that was a defenseman's responsibility. 
Nabokov said the approach to goaltending in the 1980s and 
'90s was nowhere near as technical as it is today. He said 
being a goaltender was more about using your athletic ability 
and having great hands. Having great hands usually meant a 
goaltender would have good reactions. 
It was more about agility and flexibility than anything else. 
Nabokov said they shied away from heavy weightlifting while 
concentrating more on exercises that strengthened their legs 
while also keeping them quick. 
"Tennis balls were involved all the time," Nabokov said. 
"When you are a kid, as soon as you get to the locker room, 
the coaches tell you that you should sleep with a tennis ball 
and bounce the tennis ball against the wall and do certain 
drills. They'd tell you to even sleep with a tennis ball so you 
could get used to it with your eyes. Now, they call that 
tracking." 
A number of those drills that Nabokov and others used were 
inspired by Tretiak. They were passed down through the 
generations that included Vasilevskiy, who said he still uses 
quite a bit of what he learned as a child and applies it to his 
daily routine. 
Vasilevskiy said he was around 6 or 7 when he started doing 
lunges while simultaneously juggling two or three balls at a 
time. That way, he could improve his agility and strengthen 
his core and legs while sharpening his hand-eye 
coordination. 
He smiles while openly admitting some of what he does may 
look bizarre. But it gets results. 
"Even now, I am still doing some stuff on the Swiss ball that 
still looks weird. Like if another player sees this, he's like, 
'What the f--- are you doing?'" Vasilevskiy said. "It looks 
weird, but it helps. But goalies are also weird. I've been 
doing those drills in the gym for a long time." 
Goalie coaches in Russia are starting to implement more of 
the technical aspects of the game, Vasilevskiy said. 
Shesterkin said there are a number of good goalie coaches 
in Russia, but sees Rashit Davydov as one of the most 
influential figures. A former goalie himself, Davydov has 
been a fixture in Russian hockey for nearly 20 years, having 
worked for clubs such as Dynamo Moscow and SKA St. 
Petersburg. Davydov also worked for the Russian Hockey 
Federation for eight seasons. 
Shesterkin said Davydov has also worked with Bobrovsky, 
Sorokin and Vasilevskiy. 
"He always looked at the small things," Shesterkin said. 
"Rashit, he sees what different people cannot see. He 
worked with me mentally. We worked every day 30 minutes 
before practice with my goalie drills like skating. If I did a bad 
angle on a reverse, he'd say, 'What are you doing?'" 
WHILE THE TECHNICAL aspects are being taught, the trait 
that was discussed the most when it came to Russian 
goalies was their overall physical profile, which emphasizes 
agility, lateral movements, quickness, size and speed. 
Hurricanes goalie coach Paul Schonfelder has been 
impressed by how practically every Russian goalie in the 
NHL has those attributes in great supply. His fascination 
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stems from an Ottawa summer goalie camp that he worked 
at that was run by current Arizona Coyotes goaltending 
development coach Charlie McTavish. 
McTavish and Schonfelder had a connection with a Russian 
agent who lived in Ottawa, himself a former goalie. He'd 
send his clients who were playing in Russia to Ottawa for 
these summer camps so they could work with North 
American goalie coaches to help further their development. 
Vasilevskiy was one of the goalies that McTavish and 
Schonfelder worked with during those camps. Schonfelder 
said Vasilevskiy attended the camp for around five years. 
Seeing Vasilevskiy and the rest of the Russian goalies who 
came to Ottawa forced Schonfelder to take a deeper look at 
what made them so dynamic. 
"One of the reasons they wanted to come over here is the 
way we train goalies in North America is a more structured 
approach," Schonfelder said. "They had the athletic base, 
but now they were older and they needed a structure to 
round out the technical game. When we saw these guys, 
they did certain things technically that made you say, 'Wow, 
that's not right. That does not really look great.' But they 
found a way to make the save and get it done." 
Schonfelder deduced that those goaltenders were allowed to 
make and learn from mistakes while incorporating a strong 
athletic base before adding the needed structure to become 
more complete. He said that differs from the North American 
approach, in which there are children as young as 7 with 
private goalie coaches who gain so much structure early on 
that they trust that instead of their athleticism. 
In the 2017-18 season, Schonfelder was hired by the 
Hurricanes as a goaltending consultant before his current 
role as the team's goalie coach. Part of his job was scouting 
prospects, and there was one who checked every box in 
terms of being that athletic Russian goalie who offered quite 
a bit of promise. 
That goalie was Kochetkov. 
Hurricanes assistant general manager Darren Yorke said 
Kochetkov was a classic example of a late bloomer. Yorke 
said Kochetkov's first international exposure came at the 
2019 IIHF World Junior Championships, where he helped 
guide Russia to a gold medal. From there, the Canes were 
able to get footage of Kochetkov from earlier games while 
also monitoring what he did the rest of his season. 
"I think it was the athleticism first and foremost for me," 
Yorke said of Kochetkov, whom the Canes chose in the 
second round (No. 36 overall) in the 2019 draft. "It was just 
the explosiveness. He can go from one side of the crease to 
the other. It's really breathtaking to say the least. I remember 
sitting there live and watching the World Juniors and 
watching him move side to side in the crease. It almost 
seemed routine with that athleticism because of how he used 
it to play." 
Yorke said there is never that one moment when a team is 
sure someone is the player for them. He said the decision to 
draft a player for the Canes comes back to how the team 
evaluates the player while remaining grounded with each 
piece of information it receives. 

Schonfelder and Yorke speak about Kochetkov with a 
measured tone. On one hand, maybe he can follow the path 
of his countrymen and be the next bona fide No. 1 
goaltender from Russia. On the other, they want him to be 
his own player and not weigh him down with expectations at 
a time when Russian goalies are making their mark. 
"I want to say he could be the next guy," Schonfelder said. "I 
don't want to say he is the next Vasilevskiy because there is 
only one. It's a very young stage in his NHL career. But I will 
be honest with you, I thought that in my head when I first 
watched him play and I first scouted him, that this guy has 
what you see with the Russian goalies in the NHL. You take 
a goalie in the second round, you have expectations that this 
guy is going to be a really good goaltender for your NHL 
team." 
Lightning goalie coach Frantz Jean, who has worked with 
Vasilevskiy since he came to the NHL, was asked what 
stood out about the current crop of Russian goalies. 
His answer? Some of what we are seeing seems rather 
familiar. 
"I think there's a cycle to it," Jean said. "There's been that 
Quebec farm system for a long time during the '80s and '90s. 
Then it was the Finns and then it was the Swedes. Now for 
the past six, seven, eight years -- probably close to a decade 
-- it has been the Russian goaltenders." 
Jean continued by saying another attribute that makes 
Russian goaltenders different -- beyond their physical traits -- 
is their skating. He said they can quickly move and pivot, 
which places them ahead of goalies from other nations when 
it comes to the power they can generate and the precision 
that comes with it. 
"I think all the countries are on the same page with how the 
goalies should play now," Jean said. "You can have the 
same technique for all the goalies, but if you are able to 
identify the best athletes and teach that technique -- and it's 
like this in any sport -- now you've got something really 
special." 
All the talk about Russian goalies has led to another 
question: What could have happened if NHL players had 
been allowed to go to the most recent Olympics? 
Every nation would have faced a number of fascinating 
roster possibilities if NHL players had been allowed to 
participate. Figuring out which three goalies would have 
made the Russian Olympic Committee team was one of 
them. Vasilevskiy already had a spot because he was part of 
the first three players named to the ROC's initial roster along 
with Lightning teammate Nikita Kucherov and Capitals left 
winger Alexander Ovechkin. 
"At some point I looked and asked myself, 'How do I make a 
choice here?'" said Nabokov, who would have been the 
ROC's goalie coach. "It's almost like you can dream of 
having that many good goaltenders. But I have to pick three. 
Then, I have to pick the one who is going to play. ... It's just 
unreal. You can probably say three of them are among the 
five best goalies in the world." 
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‘Keep it at 16 teams’: Why NHL players don’t want expanded playoffs
By Greg Wyshynski 
The most surprising thing I discovered during NHL All-Star 
Weekend wasn't Sidney Crosby's affinity for dunk tanks or 
that Montreal doesn't have a single Chipotle restaurant for 
Nick Suzuki to claim his year's supply of bowls and burritos. 
Although those were stunning in their own right -- man 
should not live on poutine alone. 
No, it was that NHL players, by and large, do not want teams 
added to the Stanley Cup playoffs. 
"Keep it at 16 teams. You have to make it really hard to 
make it," Colorado Avalanche star Nathan MacKinnon told 
me. 
"I think 16 is good. You've got to deserve the spot in the 
playoffs. That's the reality," Carolina Hurricanes winger 
Andrei Svechnikov said. 
"You're pretty beat up and exhausted at the end of it. It's a 
good sweet spot that they found," Vegas Golden Knights 
center Chandler Stephenson said. 
Most of the players I've spoken to about playoff expansion 
share this mindset: Bringing in more teams would cheapen 
their arduous regular season and dull the triumph of playoff 
qualification. 
"It's hard to make the playoffs, as opposed to having more 
and more teams can make it in," one veteran NHL player told 
me. "It's tough to make it into 16 of 32 spots. That's what you 
work all season for. Even if you lose in the first round, you 
made it, you know?" 
None of the players I spoke with were slamming their fists on 
the table and demanding playoff expansion. At best, some 
players whose teams are currently outside of playoff seeding 
might have been ... shall we say, a little more accepting of 
the idea. 
"I like it the way it is. I don't know how much more expanding 
it would bring to it," Brock Nelson of the New York Islanders 
said, "but I'm open-minded." 
Troy Terry of the Anaheim Ducks, who has yet to appear in a 
Stanley Cup playoff game during his six-season career, went 
a step beyond that. 
"I think more, as a sports fan in general, watching the NBA 
format with the play-in game, it would be fun to watch [that 
way]. It does bring an extra round of excitement," he told 
ESPN colleague Kristen Shilton. "It's not a full seven-game 
series, but I think when they play one game in that 
elimination [format] in that little play-in game, I think it's 
exciting." 
Yes! It's very exciting! Which is why the NFL, NBA and Major 
League Baseball have all expanded their playoff fields within 
the past three years. 

 The NFL added two wild-card teams to bring its field 
to 14 teams in 2020. 

 MLB added two teams to create a 12-team playoff 
field in 2022, with a thrilling opening round of four 
three-game series. 

 As Terry mentioned, the NBA added a play-in 
tournament for its seventh through 10th seeds in 
the 2020-21 season, featuring an ingenious system 
that managed to expand the playoff field to 20 
teams while offering some protection for the 
seventh and eighth seeds in the play-in round. 

The NBA play-in round was a plus from a revenue 
perspective but also offered some additional postseason 

drama. Seeding became critical. Otherwise "lost" seasons 
were transformed into late-season playoff pushes. During the 
two postseasons that the NBA used the "Page-McIntyre 
system," the No. 9 seed advanced to the proper eight-team 
conference bracket in three of four play-in rounds. 
Some NHL players recognized that potential in their own 
league. 
"If you look at the teams just outside of the playoffs, there's 
some teams that, if they got in, could challenge. You see that 
every year," Winnipeg Jets defenseman Josh Morrissey said. 
Consider the race in the East under an expanded playoff 
field format. Let's say the wild cards remain in place and they 
face the next two teams in the conference standings. You'd 
have the Washington Capitals and Pittsburgh Penguins 
doing all they can to get out of a play-in round; the New York 
Islanders, Buffalo Sabres and Florida Panthers in a tight race 
for the final two postseason berths; and the Ottawa 
Senators, Philadelphia Flyers and Detroit Red Wings right 
behind them, seeing their own unlikely tickets to the 
postseason. 
In the West, the entire Pacific Division would be at risk of 
falling into the play-in round, while the Nashville Predators 
and even the St. Louis Blues would have new paths to the 
postseason out of the Central. 
The only time the NHL has expanded its playoff field beyond 
16 teams was in the pandemic bubble postseason of 2020. 
While no one should read too much into anything that 
happened in that surreal, anomalous summer tournament -- 
advice that the Vancouver Canucks unfortunately never took 
-- the fact is that the expanded field offered surprises. The 
16-team bracket created from a 24-team playoff field 
included two No. 12 seeds (Chicago and Montreal), a No. 11 
seed (Calgary) and a No. 9 seed (Columbus). Although none 
of those teams advanced any further in the tournament, they 
created early commotion. 
Even as a proponent of expanding the playoffs, I think 24 
teams is way too many. My sweet spot is 20, like in the NBA. 
That still means 38% of the league is tabulating its draft 
lottery odds instead of competing in the postseason. I think 
that's a sufficient split of playoff and non-playoff teams, but in 
fairness, my mathematical perspective has always been a 
little warped. I grew up with a version of the NHL where 16 
out of 21 teams would qualify for the Stanley Cup playoffs, 
leaving four teams and the Quebec Nordiques outside the 
tournament annually. 
The NHL has had 16 playoff teams since 1979-80. It's the 
only total today's NHL players have known, either as fans 
growing up or as players competing in a "normal" 
postseason. 
"I think the players are averse to change. But they also don't 
see a value in what it's in it for them to change it," one NHL 
player agent told me recently. "The first question any player 
is going to ask is 'what's in it for me?'" 
This is an important point. If the argument against playoff 
expansion is "this is just the way it's always been" or "it 
should be difficult to make the playoffs," then the 
counterargument must explain how a new format would (A) 
improve the product, and (B) maintain the competitiveness of 
both the regular season and the postseason. I think if you 
took a bunch of "Keep it at 16" guys and showed them the 
mechanics of the NBA playoff format -- where the Nos. 7 and 
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8 seeds get two cracks to win one game and advance to the 
16-team tournament -- their fears of competitive balance 
might be soothed. 
Well, at least a little. 
"You're going to have players worried about playing 82 
games in the regular season, finishing 15th or 16th in the 
league, and then getting knocked out in a play-in round. 
That's just how it is," the agent said. 
That's where the players are concerned. But stop me if 
you've heard this one before: The owners and players aren't 
on the same page when it comes to an NHL issue. 
I've spoken to members of the board of governors through 
the years who are in favor of adding playoff teams. The 
Athletic polled 12 of them at the governors meeting last 
December and found all 12 in favor of playoff expansion. 
That you haven't heard names attached to those opinions 
speaks to why we haven't gotten additional playoff teams, 
despite that support: NHL commissioner Gary Bettman 
doesn't think they're required. 
"You're looking to fix a problem that doesn't exist," he said at 
the board of governors meeting. 
There's no reason to bring up the topic if the league's most 
important decision-maker stands in opposition to it. In his 30 
years as commissioner, Bettman has always had an 
underappreciated traditionalist streak. I think that's part of his 
reasoning to keep it at 16 teams. He also has voiced 
skepticism about expansion's revenue windfall for hockey, 
even in light of the money the expanded postseasons in 
other sports have generated. 
"Diluting the regular season and diluting the playoffs doesn't 
make much sense to me," he said. 
"The last time we polled the general managers on this, which 
was only two years ago, two-thirds of them were in favor of 
keeping the playoffs the way they are. Doesn't mean that you 
don't revisit it. But it's not some burning issue," deputy 
commissioner Bill Daly said at the All-Star Game. 
"But to be clear," Bettman interjected, "we do value input 
from the players." 
That's good to hear. While they're cool on playoff expansion, 
the players we spoke with at the All-Star Game are hot for 
another playoff format change: Going back to the 1-through-
8 conference format, which is what the NHL used before 
flipping to the wild card in 2013-14. 
That's the format Sidney Crosby played in for his first 
postseasons in the NHL. The Penguins captain championed 
a return to that playoff bracket last weekend, especially with 
the way it theoretically rewards regular-season success with 
easier first-round opponents. 
"I like 1-to-8 just because the regular season is as difficult as 
it is. Teams should be rewarded," Crosby said. "I guess 
that's probably the best way you can be rewarded, even 
though there isn't a ton of difference. I like that version a little 
bit better." 
As Sid said, there might not be much variation from the wild 
card to 1-through-8. As of Tuesday, both versions produced 

the same matchups in the Eastern Conference. The 
difference, however, was that the New York Rangers were 
one point behind Tampa Bay for a potential first-round 
matchup with the Toronto Maple Leafs, instead of the 
Lightning being nine points ahead of the Sabres, the fourth-
place team in the Atlantic. 
Players such as MacKinnon weren't fans of a format that 
already had one matchup basically cemented. 
"The Toronto-Tampa thing is silly," the Avalanche star said. 
"You come in second in the conference, and you play the 
third-place team in your conference the first round? I don't 
understand that." 
MacKinnon's former teammate Nazem Kadri, now with the 
Calgary Flames, also lobbied for a return to the 1-through-8 
format. 
"Two top teams, if they're in the same division, someone 
gets bounced in the first round," he said. "So, for me, I'd like 
to see the 1-through-8, but I understand why they did this 
format." 
Formats come and formats go. Bettman said if the players 
are dissatisfied with the current postseason setup, the first 
step toward changing it would come from within the 
competition committee, comprised of players and team 
executives. 
"That's actually the best place to talk about it," Bettman said. 
"The debate over 1-vs.-8 ... it's not just that. Then you have 
to look at changing the wild card and you've got to start 
looking at the matchups in terms of how many times 
everybody plays everybody else if you're having conference-
based playoffs. So it's not as simple as saying 'I'd like 1-vs.-
8.' It involves a whole host of other issues." 
With due respect to the players, I'm a hill-to-die-on expand 
the playoffs guy. Bring the total to 10 teams in each 
conference and follow the NBA's template for play-in rounds. 
To make things extra spicy, reorganize the final four teams 
by regular-season record, forgoing geographic designations 
in lieu of potential rivalry matchups for the Cup. 
But if I can't have that, I'm down for a return to the 1-vs.-8 
format. It adds more jockeying for position and, as Crosby 
said, rewards regular-season success better than the current 
format. 
It'll also freshen up the matchups. The Rangers have made 
the playoffs six times under the wild-card format. They've 
faced the Penguins in four of those postseasons. The 
Minnesota Wild have played in 10 playoff rounds in the wild-
card era. Half of them have been against either the Chicago 
Blackhawks or the St. Louis Blues. 
"I'd rather the old format for sure," Kadri said. "It feels too 
repetitive sometimes. You see the same teams in the first 
and second rounds every single year it seems." 
It's time for a change. Maybe to something old. Maybe to 
something new. Maybe to something no one's even 
considered yet. 
As I found out last weekend, NHL players are full of 
surprises. 

  

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article272289713.html 

https://www.nhl.com/news/super-16-carolina-hurricanes-closing-in-on-bruins-for-no-1/c-340834810 
https://www.nhl.com/news/hurricanes-don-waddell-on-impact-of-stadium-series-game/c-340837176 

https://thehockeynews.com/news/nhl-power-rankings-hurricanes-maintain-top-spot 
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https://www.espn.com/nhl/insider/story/_/id/35614571/why-nhl-players-want-expanded-playoffs 
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Hurricanes GM Don Waddell busy on multiple fronts ahead of outdoor 
game, trade deadline 

 

Chip Alexander  

 

Raleigh 

The month leading up to the NHL’s trade deadline is always a hectic time 
for general managers. 

And if your team happens to be hosting an outdoor game … 

“Nerve-racking but very exciting,” Canes president and general manager 
Don Waddell said Wednesday. 

Tickets for example. The players want to bring in their families for the 
game, several traveling from overseas. That could be 300 tickets. 

“A nightmare,” Waddell quipped, smiling as he said it. 

If so, a good one to have. Waddell said the makings of the Hurricanes 
bringing a Stadium Series outdoor game to the Triangle began before 
Tom Dundon officially bought the team from Peter Karmanos. 

On Saturday, Feb. 18, the puck will drop and the Canes and Washington 
Capitals will go at it in N.C. State’s Carter-Finley Stadium — not an 
exhibition game, Waddell noted, but a regular-season Metropolitan 
Division game to be won. 

“It’s a great opportunity for our fans,” he said. “Come that Saturday night, 
I just want the two points. Let’s face it, it’s an important game in the 
standings.” 

Waddell said the Caps have been allotted 6,000 to 7,000 tickets that 
have been sold, saying, “There’s a lot of excitement in their market, too.” 

Work began this week with installing the rink at Carter-Finley and work 
on the ice surface could begin Friday. As Waddell spoke Wednesday, the 
backdrop was a black outline of the rink on the stadium field below. 

0208canesgame 

The outline of the hockey rink to be used in the Carolina Hurricanes’ 
Stadium Series outdoor game against Washington is placed at NC 
State’s Carter-Finley Stadium. (Chip Alexander) Chip Alexander 

“We’ve been working on this for over four years,” Waddell said. “It’s been 
an incredible amount of work by a lot of people. 

“We’re excited about it. The buildup has been tremendous but now we’re 
at that part where we need good weather and we all come together for a 
great event.” 

Waddell said that Wednesday on a sunny day when the temperature was 
in the low 70s. The extended forecast for game day is partly cloudy with 
a high of 50 and temperatures possibly in the 30s when the game begins 
at 8 p.m. 

Waddell said Dundon, who became majority owner in January 2018, 
sought out an outdoor game “right off the bat” and was “in the ear” of 
NHL commissioner Gary Bettman. Those who know Dundon know he 
was relentless. 

“He said, ’Let’s get ourselves in a rotation to get an outdoor game,’ so we 
were very progressive there.,” Waddell said. 

Waddell conceded it was a hard sale to the NHL at first. In 2018, the 
Hurricanes had not been in the Stanley Cup playoffs since 2009 and 
home attendance was lagging. Some NHL types were skeptical. 

Carter-Finley will hold about 54,000 for hockey. Could the Hurricanes 
handle something like that? 

“They were a little concerned that things hadn’t gone that well for us on 
the ice and the attendance was down,” Waddell said. 

But the Canes have been in the playoffs the past four years, and home 
attendance has averaged 18,493 this season, placing Carolina in the top 
10 in the NHL. On the ice, the Hurricanes again lead the Metro Division, 
and Waddell said there could be an addition or two to the roster before 
the league’s March 3 deadline. 

When tickets for the outdoor game were put on sale in October, they 
were quickly scooped up. When more tickets became available, they, 
too, were quickly scooped up. 

Waddell said the NHL will pay the Hurricanes a fee for the home game, 
although not saying the amount. 

“We’re going to expose hockey to a lot of people here in the region who 
have never been exposed to our game,” he said. “That’s what I’m excited 
about, to not only create more fans but make more people aware of 
Hurricane hockey.” 

This story was originally  

Published February 8, 2023, 5:44 PM. 
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NHL Stadium Series is in Raleigh, NC, this year. Where else has it been? 
What’s next? 

 

Justin Pelletier  

 

Preparations are underway to convert Carter-Finley Stadium into an NHL 
hockey rink for a Carolina Hurricanes 2023 Stadium Series Game 
against the Washington Capitals on Feb. 18. 

The NHL Stadium Series is bringing outdoor hockey to Raleigh this year, 
the first time North Carolina will host one of the NHL’s marquee events. 

The 2023 Stadium Series game at N.C. State’s Carter-Finley Stadium — 
across the parking lot from the Carolina Hurricanes’ home venue, PNC 
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Arena — will be the NHL’s 37th regular-season outdoor game since 
2004, at its 33rd unique venue. 

Here is an interactive look at previous outdoor venues across North 
America at which NHL events were held. 

This story was originally  

Published February 8, 2023, 5:30 AM. 

News Observer LOADED: 02.09.2023 
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Rangers' Jacob Trouba keeps finding new way to make big impact 

 

Mollie Walker  

 

Jacob Trouba has hit the ground running in the Rangers’ first two games 
since the All-Star break, landing game-changing hits and punches in the 
first and notching his first two points in over a month in the second. 

The Rangers’ captain assisted on Alexis Lafreniere’s goal in the second 
period and on Mika Zibanejad’s goal in the third to help propel his team 
to a 4-3 win over the Canucks on Wednesday night at Madison Square 
Garden. Both helpers came in the form of shots from the top of the zone, 
which were then somehow deflected into Vancouver’s net somehow. 

Perhaps his contributions Wednesday night weren’t as exciting as those 
on Monday, but Trouba managed to get back on the score sheet for the 
first time since Jan. 7. 

In a 5-4 overtime win over the Flames on Monday night, Trouba recorded 
two momentum-swinging hits and engaged in two fights, one of which 
resulted in a critical power-play goal. Each sequence played a critical role 
in the Rangers’ ability to start the final stretch of the season strong. 

Filip Chytil and Jacob Trouba 

Jacob Trouba and Filip Chytil celebrate a goal in the Rangers 4-3 win 
over the Canucks. 

Charles Wenzelberg / New York Post 

“It’s always how I’ve played, even as a kid,” Trouba said after practice 
Tuesday. “It’s always been a part of how I play hockey. It gets me 
involved in the game, it gets my energy back up after a long break. It’s 
always been something I’ve done.” 

Those game-changing blows delivered by Trouba have become more 
frequent in the last two seasons or so, but they’re not an every-night 
occurrence. Not only is it almost impossible to operate at that level of 
intensity on a game-to-game basis, the 6-foot-3, 203-pound blueliner is 
selective when it comes to the moments he chooses to utilize that style of 
play. 

Trouba throws his body around like that only when it’s warranted or when 
it’s going to give the Rangers a much-needed jolt. We saw it earlier this 
season, when the Rangers needed a wake-up call and Trouba delivered 
it with three fights in December, including a helmet toss during the Dec. 3 
matchup in Chicago that has since gone viral. 

“A hundred percent,” head coach Gerard Gallant said when asked if he 
feels Trouba has been playing better hockey than at the start of the 
season. “He’s played strong. Nobody is perfect through 82 games.He’s a 
big part of our group. He might not bring big offense all the time, but he 
brings the physicality and he brings a dimension to our team that we 
need. He’s character. He’s a leader. I like the way he’s playing, him and 
K’Andre [Miller] are playing great hockey for us and they play against top 
lines every night.” 

The Flames’ Nazem Kadri was asked about the hit Trouba landed on him 
that knocked his helmet off in the second period Monday. 

“Good hit,” Kadri told reporters the following day, after the hit had gone 
viral. “I took it like a man, got right back up, dusted myself off and away 
you go.” 

Libor Hajek was a healthy scratch for the 21st game in a row Wednesday 
night against the Canucks. Julien Gauthier sat for a second straight 
contest and Vitali Kravtsov sat for the fourth consecutive game. 

New York Post LOADED: 02.09.2023 
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Rangers fend off lowly Canucks for third consecutive win 

 

Mollie Walker  

 

Not every game can be as riveting as the Rangers’ overtime win over the 
Flames on Monday, but the Blueshirts didn’t need anything exciting to 
secure another two points over the Canucks on Wednesday night. 

All the Rangers needed was some will, which they managed to show as 
they defended a one-goal lead for a majority of the night en route to a 4-3 
victory over Vancouver at Madison Square Garden. The Blueshirts did 
their thing against a team ranked seventh-to-last in the NHL, and in the 
process won for the third straight game. 

“Wasn’t our best game, for sure,” said Rangers captain Jacob Trouba, 
who had two assists. “It feels better to win games as a group when you’re 
not your best. I think we’ve all probably been on teams in the past where 
we lose those games. You’ve got to bring you’re A game to win. It’s nice 
to be able to win a couple games when you don’t have your A game. 

“It’s not a recipe for success, for us. Be better and work on it. Watch 
some tape and move on and play better next game.” 

Mika Zibanejad celebrates after scoring the game-winning goal in the 
Rangers' 4-3 victory over the Canucks. 

Mika Zibanejad celebrates after scoring the game-winning goal in the 
Rangers’ 4-3 victory over the Canucks. 

The Canucks never let the Rangers get comfortable. Toward the end of 
the second period, J.T. Miller forced a turnover through some aggressive 
forechecking before the Canucks forward found Vasily Podkolzin off the 
bench for a wonky shot that deflected off Artemi Panarin’s stick and in to 
cut the Rangers’ lead to 3-2. 

Even after Mika Zibanejad tipped in a Trouba shot from the top of the 
zone toward the end of the third period for a 4-2 lead, Canucks star Elias 
Pettersson zoomed down the ice and buried one past Rangers goalie 
Igor Shesterkin just 10 seconds later to keep his team within striking 
distance. 

“Troubs and I both looked at each other thinking it was icing,” said 
K’Andre Miller, who had three assists for the first three-point night of his 
career. “Next thing you know, their guys are taking the puck and putting it 
in the back of the net. That’s just being ready for everything at any 
situation. We weren’t really prepared to that puck, but stuff happens in 
the game you can’t control.” 

Filip Chytil remained scalding hot, extending his goal streak to five 
straight games with a tally in the first period. Taking a feed from Kaapo 
Kakko, who battled behind the Canucks’ net to make the pass, Chytil 
backhanded the puck past goalie Spencer Martin to give the Rangers a 
2-0 lead 8:31 into the game. 
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The goal was Chytil’s 11th since Jan. 3, which is tied for the third most in 
the NHL over that span. His current five-game scoring tear also has tied 
his career-long streak, which he set Nov. 12-21, 2018. 

Skating in their fifth game in a row together, all members of the Kid Line 
made their presence felt. In addition to Chytil’s goal, Alexis Lafreniere 
notched one by way of good positioning. Trouba’s slapper from the top of 
the zone deflected off Lafreniere and in for a 3-1 lead in the second 
period. 

The Rangers needed that third goal to keep Vancouver at arm’s length, 
but the visitors capitalized on the opportunities given them. After the 
Rangers took a 2-0 lead less than halfway through the opening frame, 
the Canucks’ Quinn Hughes skated with ease around two-thirds of the 
Blueshirts’ fourth unit — caught in a change — before dishing to Conor 
Garland, who wristed one past Shesterkin. 

“That wasn’t quite like the other night,” head coach Gerard Gallant 
quipped. “It’s two points and we played well enough to win the two points, 
but that was about it. It was a tough game.” 

New York Post LOADED: 02.09.2023 
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MSG spins Dolan's facial tech meeting with NY liquor board as voluntary 
— after receiving subpoena 

 

Zach Williams  

 

Madison Square Garden tried to put a happy face on a Monday “formal 
interview” with State Liquor Authority officials over its use of facial 
recognition tech to keep out perceived enemies of CEO James Dolan – 
but the state agency says attendance was compulsory. 

“As part of MSG Entertainment’s full and total cooperation with the 
ongoing State Liquor Authority investigation … we participated in a 
voluntary interview with the SLA,” an MSG spokesperson said in a 
statement emailed out late Monday. 

“We are hopeful our participation and transparency will put an end to this 
investigation and ensure our fans continue to have an exceptional 
experience in our venues.” 

But the SLA had a different take on the meeting and how Dolan was 
effectively volun-told to appear following the issuance of a subpoena. 

“We can confirm a formal interview was held [Monday], as is standard 
practice. This took place only after the SLA had to issue a subpoena to 
compel the interview following MSGE’s failure to comply with repeated 
requests for a formal interview,” SLA Spokesman Joshua Hiller told The 
Post. 

Hiller said Wednesday the “subpoena was valid” despite claims by MSG 
to the contrary. 

“The subpoena was issued and served by the SLA, and service was 
accepted by [the company] without any claim of defect,” he added. 

MSG CEO James Dolan suggested weeks ago he would sic angrily 
sober Blueshirts on SLA honcho Sharif Kabir (center) to get the agency 
to back off a probe of MSG’s controversial use of facial recognition tech. 

New York State Liquor Authority/Facebook 

Elected officials have dumped loads of haterade on Dolan in recent 
weeks over his company’s use of the controversial technology to identify 
and remove attorneys employed by firms with litigation against MSG – 
whether or not the ejected lawyers were personally involved. 

“We are gravely concerned that MSG Entertainment is using facial 
recognition technology against its perceived legal enemies, which is 
extremely problematic because of the potential to chill free speech and 
access to the courts,” reads a letter by Rep. Jerrold Nadler, state Sens. 
Liz Krueger, Brad Hoylman-Sigal and other electeds. 

The company has also seemingly taken revenge against its political 
opponents. 

“I was excited to drop the puck on Hockey Night,” Assemblyman Tony 
Simone said of being disinvited from an MSG Pride event. “Then to be 
excluded just because I want to speak out against the policy kind of 
proves our point.” 

Dolan with black jacket and white shirt with a grey background 

Garden CEO James Dolan has defended the policy denying event entry 
to thousands of lawyers who work for firms tied to litigation against his 
company. 

“That’s dystopian. How would you know if other corporate leaders won’t 
start using this? How do we know if they are already using it? Come on,” 
Simone added. 

This includes a mother who was booted from Radio City Music Hall last 
November while awaiting a Rockettes performance alongside her 
daughter’s girl scout troop. 

The SLA warned MSG later that month that way of doing business might 
cost them the right to sell alcohol at its venues considering existing rules 
that require alcohol licenses serve the general public. 

“MSG instituted a straightforward policy that precludes attorneys from 
firms pursuing active litigation against the Company from attending 
events at our venues until that litigation has been resolved. While we 
understand this policy is disappointing to some, we cannot ignore the fact 
that litigation creates an inherently adversarial environment,” a 
spokesperson previously told The Post. 

Dolan responded in a TV interview last month by threatening to stop 
alcohol sales at Rangers games so beer-deprived Blueshirts fans could 
deal the SLA a massive hit like they are Jacob Trouba himself. 

Whether voluntold or voluntary, Dolan did a formal interview with state 
liquor authorities on Monday about its ‘dystopian’ use of facial recognition 
software. 

“This isn’t gonna bother me because I’ve been sober 29 years. I don’t 
need the liquor,” Dolan told Fox 5 before holding up a photo of SLA CEO 
Sharif Kabir while urging sober-phobes to pester Kabir to back down. 

“Tell him to stick to his knitting and to what he’s supposed to be doing 
and stop grandstanding and trying to get press,” Dolan, who owns the 
Rangers and Knicks, added. 

While Dolan eventually appeared before the SLA to testify in the ongoing 
investigation, his company is still not playing nice with the state agency, 
with MSG filing a petition in state Supreme Court to block an SLA 
subpoena issued in February. 

That order for documents related to a 2021 case in Deleware Chancery 
Court over the restructuring of MSG could reveal additional information 
on the context of Dolan’s ongoing rule banning lawyers tied to roughly 90 
firms from attending MSG events. 

A woman's face with dark curly hare with a focus square over her face 
mimicking facial recognition software 

Facial recognition software at MSG venues identify Dolan’s perceived 
legal enemies so they can be kicked off the premises. 

MSG removed some firms tied to litigation involving Tao Group 
Hospitality after Dolan decided to explore a “potential sale of its majority 
interest,” according to an MSG press release. 
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Dolan is still feeling heat from elected officials who say his company is 
risking a lucrative state tax abatement in addition to an expiring city 
permit that allows the famed Garden to have more than 2,500 people in 
arena crowds. 

State Attorney General Letitia James has raised questions about whether 
MSG is also violating anti-discrimination and civil rights laws. 

But the NHL and NBA have effectively declined to take any action 
against Dolan despite pleas from Hoylman-Sigal. 

“I’ll continue to advocate for our legislation in Albany to stop James Dolan 
from banning fans from the Garden on his enemies list and as we enter 
the budget season, raise the alarm on the taxpayer-funded giveaway to 
Madison Square Garden that amounts to over $40 million a year,” 
Hoylman-Sigal told The Post last week. 
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Rangers' Filip Chytil dilemma just got worse 

 

Larry Brooks  

 

The Small Market Sabres did no favors for the Metropolis Rangers by 
signing Dylan Cozens, midway through the 21-year-old center’s third 
season, to a seven-year extension worth an average annual value of 
$7.1 million per year. 

Cozens, the seventh-overall selection of the 2019 draft, has scored 17 
goals while having a breakout season for the Sabres, who seem to be 
coalescing after 11 straight seasons out of the playoffs. 

Hmm. 

Filip Chytil has scored 19 goals while having a breakout season for the 
Rangers, notching his seventh in the last five games and 11th in the last 
13 in a soporific 4-3 victory over the Canucks on Wednesday at the 
Garden. 

The 23-year-old center also is a pending free agent with arbitration rights. 
Guess whose contract now will become part of the presentation for Chytil 
as he negotiates with Rangers president and general manager Chris 
Drury? 

Why, yes, Cozens’ contract. Cozens has a career 94 points (34-60) in 
169 games as opposed to Chytil’s 125 points (61-64) in 296 games. The 
Buffalo center entered Wednesday with .20 goals-per-game and .64 
points-per-game as contrasted with the Blueshirt pivot’s .20 GPG and .42 
PPG. 

Up until a week or so ago, it appeared as if signing K’Andre Miller to a 
second contract this summer would represent Drury’s heaviest lifting 
while confronting a 2022-23 salary cap scenario that is impossible. 

New York Rangers center Filip Chytil #72 celebrates with his teammates 
on the bench 

Getting Filip Chytil on the cheap seems to be a Rangers’ pipe dream at 
this point. 

Charles Wenzelberg / New York Post 

Now, the Rangers are directly under this double-edged sword that the 
NHL enjoys dangling over teams’ heads when draft picks make good and 
thus are in line to rake it in on second or third contracts. Teams are 
penalized in the standings when draft picks bust and teams are penalized 
by the cap when draft picks boom. 

The trade deadline is three weeks and one day away, but the parameters 
under which Drury works in the interim will be informed by the cap for 
next season. Here is the stark reality: 

The Rangers have seven forwards (Artemi Panarin, Mika Zibanejad, 
Chris Kreider, Vincent Trocheck, Kaapo Kakko, Barclay Goodrow and 
Jimmy Vesey), five defensemen (Adam Fox, Jacob Trouba, Ryan 
Lindgren, Braden Schneider and Ben Harpur) and one goaltender (Igor 
Shesterkin) under contract next season for a cap hit of approximately 
$66.739 million. 

New York Rangers left wing Alexis LafreniÃ¨re #13 skates down ice as 
New York Rangers center Filip Chytil #72 follows 

Alexis Lafreniere’s upcoming contract won’t make things any easier on 
the cap space-strapped Rangers. 

Charles Wenzelberg / New York Post 

Under next season’s projected $83.5 million cap, that will leave Drury 
with approximately $16.761 million to add an additional six forwards, two 
defensemen and a backup goaltender. That includes signing pending 
restricted free agents Chytil, Miller and Alexis Lafreniere. Depending on 
the state of negotiations, those three youngsters may eat close to all of 
that $16-plus million. 

Now you tell me how on earth Drury is going to add a player with term on 
his contract leading into this deadline. The Rangers may have to sacrifice 
Goodrow or — heaven forbid — Lindgren to be cap compliant next 
season just as they are. 

But they are supposed to have interest in trading for Timo Meier and his 
$10 million qualifying offer. Where are the laughing-crying emojis when 
you need them? 

Similarly, Nino Niederreiter would be a terrific fit for this team heading 
into the playoffs, but the checking wing has one year at $4 million left on 
his contract. Jordan Greenway would be an interesting add, but the 
Minnesota wing has two years at $3 million per remaining on his deal. 

I have advocated attempting to pry Tanner Jeannot away from Nashville 
even though he is a pending restricted free agent with arbitration rights 
who is going to merit a substantial bump over the current $800,000 entry 
level cap hit. That would be tricky enough, but I would project the hard-
edged 25-year-old winger to become part of the core for the next five 
years. So for me, the cap headache would be worth it. 

Chytil is the only one of the Rangers’ three marquee pending restricted 
free agents who holds arbitration rights. He is also just two years away 
from unrestricted free agency, meaning that the Rangers would not be 
able to save a little by bridging the Czech. Unless, that is, the idea is to 
usher Chytil onto the open market. If not, the Blueshirts are going to have 
to buy out the first three or four years of his free agency if it becomes a 
five-year or six-year deal. 

Before Cozens, I had been checking comparables for Chytil out of his 
2017 draft class, from which the 21st-overall selection ranks third in 
games played (295), seventh in goals (60) and 10th in points (124). 

Ottawa’s 121st-overall Drake Batherson (40-57-97 in 145 games) is on a 
six-year deal worth $4.975 million per that I presume the Rangers would 
jump at. The Senators’ Josh Norris (54-39-93 in 133 games), 19th-
overall, is on an eight-year second contract worth $7.95 million per. 
Montreal’s Nick Suzuki (65-118-183 in 260 games), 13th-overall, is on an 
eight-year second contract for $7.85 million per. 

By the way. Chtyil leads the Rangers with 14 goals at five-on-five and is 
eighth in the NHL (among players with at least 500 minutes) in five-on-
five goals-per-60:00 at 1.57. 

If you think the Rangers are going to get Chytil on the cheap, I would 
advise you to think again. I would also advise Drury to procure an abacus 
or two. He’s going to need them. 
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Rangers vs. Canucks prediction: This one could get lopsided Wednesday 

 

Action Network 

 

The Vancouver Canucks kicked off trade season with a bang last week 
by sending Bo Horvat to the New York Islanders for Anthony Beauviller, 
Aatu Raty, and a conditional first-round draft pick. The Canucks are 
tearing things down, and they’re just getting started. 

Vancouver was already a poor team before trading away Horvat, who led 
the team with 31 goals, but things are looking particularly ugly for this 
group for the rest of the season. 

It’s no wonder that the Canucks are a +195 underdog against the New 
York Rangers at Madison Square Garden on Wednesday night. 

Get a $50 Bonus Bet + up to $1K Back in Bonus Bets! with code 
NPBONUS50 

21+. New customers only. AZ, CO, CT, IA, IL, IN, MI, NJ, PA, TN, VA, 
WV only. Tu0026amp;C apply 

Caesars Sportsbook Logo Square 

First bet up To $1,250 On Caesars 

New players only, 21+. Available in AZ, CO, IA, IL, IN, KS, LA, MI, NJ, 
NY, TN, VA, WV only. Full T&C apply. 

Bet $5 on Any Market, Get $150 in Free Bets! 

New users only, 21 or older. Available in AZ, CT, CO, IA, IL, IN, KS, LA, 
MD, MI, NJ, NY, PA, TN, VA, WV, WY only. Full T&C apply. 

Check out more of the Best Sportsbook Promo Codes 

New York Rangers Defenseman Ryan Lindgren 

New York Rangers Defenseman Ryan Lindgren 

Canucks vs. Rangers prediction 

(8 p.m. ET, ESPN+ and MSG) 

Both of these teams played wild games on Monday night, with the 
Cancuks falling, 5-4, to the Devils in overtime and the Rangers winning 
by the same score in an overtime thriller against the Flames.  

While those kinds of scorelines are pretty typical of the Canucks, whose 
games average 7.26 total goals per game this season, that is not what 
we’re used to seeing out of the Rangers, who average 5.82 total goals 
per contest.  

Part of the reason that the Canucks play such high-event games is that 
their goaltending has been a mess this season. Thatcher Demko went 
down with an injury early this season, and since then, it’s been all 
downhill for Vancouver, which ranks last in the NHL with a .876 save 
percentage.  

You can basically flip that script for the Rangers, who have Igor 
Shesterkin set to start on Wednesday and allow the third-fewest goals 
per game in the entire league. 

It’s no wonder that the Rangers have been a profitable under team (28-
22) this season, while the Canucks have been the third-best over team 
(31-18-1).  

So which way will this one play out?  

Because of their defensive personnel and lack of depth up front, the 
Canucks are a mistake-happy team that ends up playing its way into 

back-and-forth affairs. Vancouver is one of the worst teams in the entire 
NHL at managing pucks, and their propensity for errors often puts the 
Canucks behind the 8-ball to begin with. 

That’s a recipe for disaster against every team, but it’s especially 
worrisome against a clinical team like the Rangers, who thrive on 
pouncing on loose pucks and transitioning quickly.  

One or two goals from the Rangers should force Vancouver to play an 
even riskier game, creating a clear path for this to be a high-event 
hockey game, which should play into New York‘s hands. 

Canucks vs. Rangers pick 

Rangers Team Total Over 4.5 Goals (+155, BetMGM) 
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K'Andre Miller gets 3 assists, Rangers hold off Canucks for third straight 
win 

 

By Colin Stephenson  

 

A game against the out-of-it Vancouver Canucks, with former Islander 
Anthony Beauvillier in the lineup instead of Bo Horvat, looked like a great 
opportunity for the Rangers to pick up two easy points Wednesday night 
at the Garden. 

Ultimatelhe Rangers did get the two points, but probably made it a little 
closer than it needed to be, jumping out to an early lead and then 
effectively keeping the Canucks at bay in the third period to close out a 4-
3 victory. 

K’Andre Miller had three assists and Filip Chytil extended his goal streak 
to five games in the Rangers’ third straight win and fourth in the last five 
(4-0-1). They are 18-4-3 in the last 25 games. 

"I think the puck found me tonight. Guys made some great plays off of a 
breakout pass, and were making good first passes so credit to them," 
Miller said about his first career three-point game. 

Mika Zibanejad’s nifty deflection of a Jacob Trouba shot at 16:05 of the 
third period looked like insurance as it gave the Rangers a 4-2 lead. On 
the ensuing faceoff, Beauvillier shot the puck in off the back boards and 
Elias Pettersson got to it before Trouba could and jammed it past Igor 
Shesterkin (22 saves) to pull the Canucks within 4-3 at 16:16. 

But the Rangers managed to hold on. 

“You know, two points, and we played well enough to win the two points, 
but that was about it,” Gerard Gallant said. “It was a tough game.’’ 

Alexis Lafrenière, who scored in overtime in the Rangers’ win Monday 
over Calgary, put the Rangers up 3-1 late in the second period, and the 
Rangers carried a 3-2 lead for most of the third. The Kid Line of 
Lafreniere, Chytil and Kaapo Kakko continued to be red hot. 

Chris Kreider opened the scoring in the first period with the 250th goal of 
his career, pulling him into a tie with Mark Messier for seventh place on 
the Rangers’ all-time goal-scoring list. 

Gallant stuck with the same lines he used Monday, which meant keeping 
Lafrenière, Chytil and Kakko together for the fifth straight game. As hot 
as they’ve been, Gallant was asked at Tuesday’s practice if he had to 
keep the trio together. 

“It’s all about the team, really,’’ he said. “I mean, we’re winning hockey 
games . . . So you don’t want to tinker with it. But it doesn’t hurt. I mean, 
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if Kaapo goes up and happens to play the right wing with somebody else, 
I don’t think it’s going to hurt anything.’’ 

This line likely won't be tinkered with anytime soon as Chytil scored his 
19th goal of the season to give the Rangers a 2-0 lead at 8:31 of the first 
period. 

Kreider’s 21st goal had opened the scoring at 6:53, when he drove to the 
back post and tapped in a feed from Vincent Trocheck on a two-on-one. 
Miller started the play with a breakout pass off the boards. 

Chytil made it 2-0 when he took a pass from Kakko in the lower left circle, 
cut to the middle and flicked a backhand, far side, past goalie Spencer 
Martin (17 saves). 

Conor Garland’s goal at 17:36 of the period got Vancouver on the board 
before intermission, but Lafrenière got his second goal in two games 
when he happened to be standing in front of the goal as Trouba’s shot, 
which was partially blocked, slithered past Martin. The puck appeared 
likely to cross the goal line on its own, but Lafreniere nudged it in for his 
eighth goal at 6:23 of the second. The goal came after the Canucks had 
dominated the Rangers for the first six or so minutes of the period. 

After that goal, the Rangers started to control the game, but a giveaway 
in his own end by Ryan Lindgren, to former Ranger J.T. Miller, led to 
Vancouver’s Vasily Podkolzin’s first goal of the season, at 16:06, to pull 
the Canucks within 3-2. 

Miller said: “I think we all kind of knew that game wasn’t our best game. 
But . . . find a way to get two points, and I think that’s the biggest thing.’’ 

Colin Stephenson 

Colin Stephenson covers the Rangers for Newsday. He has spent more 
than two decades covering the NHL and just about every sports team in 
the New York metropolitan area. 
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Rangers' Will Cuylle, Sammy Blais remain in lineup vs. Canucks 

 

By Colin Stephenson  

 

Rangers coach Gerard Gallant used the same lineup Wednesday night at 
the Garden against the Vancouver Canucks as he did Monday against 
Calgary. That meant rookie forward Will Cuylle played his fourth game in 
a row and Sammy Blais played his second straight since his recall from 
AHL Hartford. 

“They played well they had a good game (Monday),’’ Gallant said of 
Cuylle and Blais, who skated together on the fourth line, flanking center 
Jake Leschyshyn. “Lots of hits, skated hard, played well, did a real good 
job. Exactly the way we want them to play.’’ 

Blais’ big hit on Milan Lucic at center ice  precipitated a scrum late in the 
first period of Monday’s game.  It ended with Cuylle fighting Calgary 
defenseman MacKenzie Weegar. 

The decision to keep the same lineup meant a second straight game in 
the press box for Julien Gauthier, whose six goals (in 35 games) is the 
most of any fourth-liner. It also meant that rookie forward Vitali Kravtsov 
was scratched for the fourth consecutive game, and defenseman Libor 
Hajek sat out for the 21st straight game. Hajek has not played since Dec. 
12. 

Black History Night at MSG 

The Rangers celebrated Black History Night, in recognition of Black 
History Month. Regina Wilson, a Black woman member of the Fire 

Department of New York, sang the Canadian and U.S. National Anthems 
before the game, and Carl Heastie, who is the first Black person to serve 
as the Speaker of the New York State Assembly, dropped the ceremonial 
first puck. 

The Rangers also announced they will donate $10,000 to Black Girl 
Hockey Club, a non-profit organization focused on making hockey more 
inclusive for Black women. 

The Rangers players also wore special Black History Night-themed 
jerseys during warmups that were to be auctioned off for charity after the 
game. 

Kreider ties Messier 

Chris Kreider opened the scoring in the first period Wednesday off a pass 
from Vincent Trocheck on a two-on-one. Kreider's 250th career goal tied 
Mark Messier for seventh place all-time in Rangers franchise history. 

Colin Stephenson 

Colin Stephenson covers the Rangers for Newsday. He has spent more 
than two decades covering the NHL and just about every sports team in 
the New York metropolitan area. 
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Rangers hope Artemi Panarin finds a home on Mika Zibanejad's line 

 

By Colin Stephenson  

 

Rangers coach Gerard Gallant keeps searching for the perfect line 
combinations, but it’s possible he won’t really be able to find lines that he 
truly likes until after the March 3 trade deadline, when GM Chris Drury 
makes a move to beef up the Blueshirts’ top-six forward group. 

So, judging by Tuesday’s practice, Gallant was sticking with the same 
lines he used Monday for Wednesday's game at the Garden against the 
Vancouver Canucks. That meant keeping the red-hot Kid Line of Alexis 
Lafrenière, Filip Chytil and Kaapo Kakko together, and it meant keeping 
his top two forwards, Mika Zibanejad and Artemi Panarin, together as 
well. 

Zibanejad and Panarin are a work in progress. The two haven’t really 
played much together at even strength since Panarin arrived as a free 
agent before the 2019-20 season. They started that season together, but 
then-coach David Quinn split them up, and both players thrived playing 
on separate lines. Zibanejad scored 41 goals and might have gotten 50 
had the campaign not been cut short because of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Panarin had a then-career-high 95 points (in 69 games) and 
was one of three finalists for the Hart Trophy as the NHL’s Most Valuable 
Player. 

But with the departure of his center, Ryan Strome, last summer, the 
2022-23 season has been a bit of a chore for Panarin. He did play in his 
first All-Star Game last weekend (It was the second time he made the All-
Star team. He earned his first honor in 2019-20 but missed the event due 
to injury) and he did enter Wednesday tied with Zibanejad for the team 
lead in points (52, in 50 games). 

But he hasn’t seemed to click as naturally with Strome’s replacement, 
Vincent Trocheck, as he did with Strome. So Gallant has separated those 
two for the time being. He tried Panarin, Zibanejad and Chris Kreider 
together, with Kreider shifting to right wing, but that experiment lasted 
four periods before Gallant moved Kreider to left wing on a line with 
Trocheck. 
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In the long term, Gallant would probably want to put longtime linemates 
Zibanejad and Kreider back together, but Panarin has to play with 
someone. The coach could try him with Chytil, the team’s hottest player 
(six goals in the last four games entering Wednesday), but that would 
mean breaking up the Kid Line, which has been the Rangers’ best line of 
late. 

Could he really risk doing that? 

“It's all about the team, really,’’ Gallant said after Tuesday’s practice. “I 
mean, we're winning hockey games . . . So you don't want to tinker with 
it. But it doesn't hurt. I mean, if Kaapo goes up and happens to play the 
right wing with somebody else, I don't think it's going to hurt anything.’’ 

Still, the three Kids have looked exceptional in the last four games, and 
Lafrenière, who was a healthy scratch for one game in late December, 
seems to be playing with more jump now than he has all season. He 
scored the winning goal in Monday’s overtime victory over Calgary and is 
brimming with confidence. 

 The safest play for Gallant was to stay with Monday’s lines, which 
means keeping Panarin and Zibanejad together, along with Jimmy 
Vesey. Those three seemed to find something in the third period of 
Monday’s game, as the Rangers fought back from a 4-3 deficit. Panarin 
set up Zibanejad’s second goal, which tied the score and forced 
overtime. Vesey got an assist on that goal as well, and maybe that will be 
the start of something good for that trio. 

“Obviously with ‘Artie,’ he’s such a good player and we’re trying to figure 
each other out,’’ Zibanejad said after Monday’s game. “I thought we had 
some good shifts. ‘Vese’ as well, is a big key on our line. I think it’s going 
to come more and more, hopefully. And I thought the third [Monday] was 
our best period together.’’ 
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Are Rangers and Vladimir Tarasenko a trade match? Breaking down the 
fit, asset cost and other factors 

 

Jeremy Rutherford, Arthur Staple  

 

It’s been 21 months since Blues winger Vladimir Tarasenko asked 
general manager Doug Armstrong for a trade. And he may finally get one 
soon, though not because Armstrong is yielding team control to fulfill the 
request. He tried that and couldn’t find one to his liking. 

Now, though, it’s different. 

The NHL trade deadline is less than a month away, the Blues are well 
clear of the playoff field and Tarasenko will be an unrestricted free agent 
this summer. It’s time to sell. Teams can add a player who’s been one of 
the league’s top scoring threats for the past decade for a pro-rated 
portion of his $7.5 million salary-cap hit and a fraction of his actual $5.5 
million paycheck this season. 

The 31-year-old, however, has a full no-trade clause, and regardless of 
how many times he tells you to “ask Doug Armstrong” when asked about 
his future, he has control of where he goes. 

Proud of our All-Star 🤩 pic.twitter.com/Vn9lLOewJI 

— St. Louis Blues (@StLouisBlues) February 4, 2023 

So where would Tarasenko go? According to one source close to him 
and familiar with his list of preferred NHL teams but not at liberty to speak 
about it publicly, he would be very welcoming of a trade to the Rangers. 

That shouldn’t be a surprise. 

The Rangers were a team that Tarasenko would’ve approved a trade to a 
couple of years ago when he made his request. They’re currently sitting 
in third place in the Metropolitan Division, with 64 points. And they’ve got 
one of his best friends, Artemi Panarin, on their roster. 

Fresh off Tarasenko’s four-point performance in the NHL All-Star Game, 
the fit seems perfect. 

But is it? With the assistance of The Athletic’s prospects guru Scott 
Wheeler and TSN analyst Craig Button, let’s dig into all the big questions 
around Tarasenko ending up in the Big Apple. 

Is Tarasenko still an offensive threat? 

Rutherford: Before I address where he’s at in his career, from a 
production standpoint, let’s bring Rangers fans up to speed on his health. 

Tarasenko had three surgeries on his left shoulder in a 28-month span, 
with the last of those coming in late 2020. The Athletic interviewed three 
shoulder specialists, who said that if the third operation was a Latarjet 
procedure, a well-known surgery to stabilize the shoulder, then his career 
could continue without issue. 

In July 2021, The Athletic interviewed Tarasenko’s physician, Dr. Peter 
Millett, a shoulder specialist at the Steadman Clinic in Edwards, Colo., 
and he confirmed that the third operation was indeed a Latarjet 
procedure. In fact, Millet took it a step further, saying, “There is no doubt, 
Vlad will be 100 percent ready for the upcoming season. I am confident 
he will be ready to play and that he will make a big impact for his team.” 

In the 2021-22 season that followed Millett’s comment, Tarasenko had 34 
goals and a career-high 82 points in 75 games. 

This year hasn’t been as productive, scoring-wise, with just 10 goals and 
29 points in 38 games, and Tarasenko’s expected goal share is a sub-
par 44.59 percent. That adds up to a market value of $4.6 million, 
according to The Athletic’s player cards, well below his $7.5 million cap 
hit. 

So it’s definitely been a down year offensively for Tarasenko. He’s 
averaging just 2.7 shots per game, which would be the fourth-lowest total 
of his 11-year career. Keep in mind, too, that shoulder issues could’ve 
accounted for the other low figures. And his 9.7 shooting percentage is 
the second-lowest of his career. 

In general, though, it’s been a difficult season for most Blues. Robert 
Thomas, who has centered Tarasenko’s line a lot over the past two 
seasons, is off the pace of his career-high 57 assists from last season. 
And a player Rangers fans are familiar with, Pavel Buchnevich — the 
other piece of Tarasenko’s line — has missed 13 games due to injury. 

In the big picture, which is probably what’s most important, Tarasenko 
has remained healthy. Since his third surgery, he’s played in 137 of the 
Blues’ 166 regular-season games and missed none due to the shoulder 
problems. In those 137 games, he has 48 goals (tied for 75th in the NHL 
in that span) and 125 points (tied for 70th). 

Where would he fit on the Rangers? 

Staple: Right where the Rangers’ biggest need is at the moment: top line, 
right wing. Coach Gerard Gallant has changed line combinations as often 
as he’s changed dress shirts this season out of necessity, given that 
Panarin and Vincent Trocheck have not meshed well, no one can 
properly fill the top right wing spot with Mika Zibanejad and the Kid Line 
of Alexis Lafrenière, Filip Chytil and Kaapo Kakko has been among the 
best trios this season. 

Tarasenko and Panarin are the same age and have represented Russia 
together many times, going back to the 2011 world juniors, but they 
haven’t played on the same line much. It would be worth a look at this 
top-nine alignment: 

Panarin – Zibanejad – Tarasenko 

Lafrenière – Chytil – Kakko 
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Chris Kreider – Trocheck – Barclay Goodrow 

Tarasenko has been a top-unit power-play guy in St. Louis for almost a 
decade now. Any move the Rangers make would necessitate shaking up 
their locked-in PP1, which might be a good thing as the power play sits 
17th as of Monday and has looked stagnant for a month or so. 

Trocheck likely gives up his spot for Tarasenko, but is he best suited to 
play the bumper spot? There would be some new wrinkles from a 
Tarasenko-included top unit to make it work. But that’s what would 
happen if the Rangers made this move. 

What would the Blues want in return? 

Rutherford: Blues fans have been dreaming about the possibility of 
Lafrenière, the No. 1 pick in 2020, being available. He has played on the 
fourth line and even been a healthy scratch this season, but it still seems 
like a pipe dream. The Rangers aren’t going to sell low or create a hole 
on their current roster even if they’re bringing in Tarasenko. If you’re 
Armstrong, you have to ask for a first-round pick, which the Rangers 
have two of this summer, and a prospect. If the Rangers won’t give up 
the first-rounder, perhaps a second-rounder and a higher-ranked 
prospect. 

I roped in Wheeler and Button for help with the Rangers’ prospect pool … 

Wheeler: Brennan Othmann is their top prospect, but he’d be a hard ask. 
I would say their two other prospects of greatest value are Zac Jones and 
Adam Sykora. Jones is an excellent young defenseman, who is caught in 
the numbers game behind other young defensemen like K’Andre Miller 
and Braden Schneider. Sykora is a forward playing in Slovakia who has 
middle-six upside. A first-round pick is a higher value than both of those 
guys, though. They also have Will Cuylle, who is a big, strong winger and 
projects to be a good bottom-six forward. But I’d say Jones and Sykora 
are slightly better prospects than Cuylle. 

Button: I would say four prospects. Matthew Robertson is an excellent 
skater — a defending-type player with very good size. Cuylle is a very 
good skater with size and some scoring ability. He’s probably a third-line 
winger who can play on the second line. Bryce McConnell-Barker is a 
very strong skater with size and scoring ability, and he’s more of a 
shooter. He competes, too, and he’s really progressed this season. The 
last one is Sykora, who is having a very strong season and was excellent 
with Slovakia at the world juniors. He’s quick, fast, competitive, 
tenacious, has a very good skill level, and with maturity, I think he will be 
a really solid player. 

What would the Rangers be willing to pay? 

Staple: Rangers GM Chris Drury would prefer not to move either of his 
2023 first-rounders, his own or Dallas’ from the Nils Lundkvist trade in 
October. Perhaps Tarasenko’s veto power would allow the Rangers to 
get away with offering a second-round pick plus a prospect and make the 
pick a conditional one that turns into a first if the Rangers make the 
Eastern Conference final, as Drury did with the Andrew Copp trade last 
deadline. But that’s unlikely. 

The ask from the Blues right now is believed to be a first-round pick plus 
a prospect. The Rangers’ prospect pool isn’t deep and it’s likely that the 
few they have currently on an NHL track — Othmann, Robertson, Jones 
and Cuylle — are untouchable. Unless St. Louis wants Sammy Blais 
back, it’s unlikely Drury would move anyone off the current Rangers 
roster like Vitali Kravtsov. Perhaps a second-tier prospect like Ryder 
Korczak (2021 third-round pick) or McConnell-Barker (2022 third-round 
pick) would work, but neither is close to the NHL. 

The Rangers would almost certainly need the Blues to retain half of 
Tarasenko’s $7.5 million cap hit, so that likely gets Drury zero discounts 
unless Tarasenko only wants to come to the Rangers. 

The 2023 #NYR prospect pool ranking: 

1. Brennan Othmann 

2. Zac Jones 

3-15 (plus full scouting reports, video, player tiers, and more): 
https://t.co/ewB85VJRYo 

— Scott Wheeler (@scottcwheeler) January 19, 2023 

Does it make sense? 

Rutherford: It really does. The biggest thing is the Rangers have a need 
that Tarasenko can fill. It’s a team he’d be willing to go to and a market 
I’m sure he’d relish. 

The thing I’d be interested in is whether the Rangers and Tarasenko 
would find a long-term fit, which would be an incredibly tight squeeze. 
The Rangers have $15 million in projected cap space next season, 
according to CapFriendly, but have to sign Miller, Chytil, Lafrenière and a 
backup goalie. That might require too much of a haircut for Tarasenko, 
who probably wouldn’t be interested in a discount on his last big contract. 

A sign and trade would be perfect for the Blues, but if that’s not an 
option, the Blues and Rangers could still make it work. 

Staple: If the trade terms fit, then yes. The Rangers have tried to find 
anyone to grab hold of that RW1 spot and haven’t yet — not even last 
season, when the best fit was Frank Vatrano, a deadline acquisition. 

Tarasenko wants out of St. Louis. The Rangers want a top-line right 
wing, especially one who is motivated to earn a decent free-agency 
payday with a good run somewhere else. It certainly makes sense. 

What about other Blues-Rangers trade fits? 

Rutherford: I’ll defer to my colleague, Arthur, on this one, as far as the 
Rangers’ needs. I really like Barbashev and think he could help a lot of 
teams. That’s going to lead to a lot of demand without a no-move clause 
to deal with. But knowing those two guys a bit, Tarasenko and 
Barbashev, they’d be head over heels to go to New York and play with 
Panarin. 

Staple: Definitely shouldn’t sleep on Barbashev, whose versatility (can 
play either wing and on pretty much any line) is something Drury covets. 
He may draw more interest than Tarasenko given his much smaller cap 
hit and lack of control of his destination, so bidding could drive the price 
up and out of the Rangers’ comfort zone. 

Noel Acciari would be a solid 4C addition in a spot the Rangers would 
love to upgrade, though a top-nine addition could bump Goodrow down 
to 4C and fill that spot the way the Rangers would like. 

Niko Mikkola would certainly bolster the Rangers’ defensive depth and 
give them a better option than Ben Harpur on the third pair, but Mikkola 
will be in high demand, too. 
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Caps infuse youth into core with Strome, Milano extensions 

 

Matt Weyrich  

 

The Atlantic Division may have won the All-Star Game, but the true 
winners of the All-Star Break were nowhere near FLA Live Arena this 
weekend. Taking advantage of their 10-day gap between games, the 
Capitals ensured two young forwards would be part of their core in 2024 
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and beyond by working out extensions with Dylan Strome and Sonny 
Milano. 

Washington announced the deals in consecutive days, retaining Strome 
on a five-year, $25 million deal and coming to terms with Milano for three 
years and $5.7 million. Both players originally signed with the Capitals on 
prove-it deals after their former teams declined to make them qualifying 
offers and they took advantage of the opportunity to earn minutes in D.C. 

Strome, 25, has spent most of the season as the Capitals’ top center on 
Alex Ovechkin’s line, ranking third on the team with 36 points including 
14 on the power play. The 26-year-old Milano joined the team on Nov. 5 
and gradually took on more responsibilities as the season progressed. 
He went into the All-Star Break with eight goals and 14 assists in 40 
games. 

Considering the two forwards are earning a combined $4.25 million this 
season, their contributions have been massive for a Washington team 
brushing up against the $82.5 million salary cap. Now, they’re being 
rewarded with long-term security on a roster that developed into one of 
the oldest groups in the NHL. 

Among the eight other players the Capitals have signed through 2024-25, 
the youngest is goaltender Charlie Lindgren at 29 years old. Evgeny 
Kuznetsov, the youngest skater, is a year older. Not only are the Strome 
and Milano signings relatively team-friendly, but they also present serious 
upside as players whose best years could still be in front of them. 

Strome and Milano were each first-round picks who reached the NHL as 
teenagers. Despite mostly playing for teams that lacked a strong stable 
of talent around them, they each showed plenty of promise even as they 
were traded from one rebuilding club to another. 

In Washington, the two former top prospects have had the chance to play 
alongside established stars. Strome has assisted on seven of Ovechkin’s 
goals this season while Milano has often found himself on lines with T.J. 
Oshie and Evgeny Kuznetsov. All four of those forwards will now be back 
again next season along with Nicklas Backstrom, Tom Wilson and 
others. 

As much as Strome and Milano have impressed already, their extensions 
are more about what the Capitals believe they’re capable of moving 
forward. They present insurance in the event players like Oshie or 
Backstrom continue to struggle with injuries and could end up outplaying 
their deals should they take another step or two forward in their 
development. 

The Capitals will go into the second half with the same roster they 
finished the first half with last week. Their path to contention next year 
and beyond, however, has become much clearer. 
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Capitals prospect update: When might Connor McMichael and others 
arrive in D.C.? 

 

Tarik El-Bashir  

 

HERSHEY, Pa. — The Capitals, the NHL’s oldest team with an average 
age of 30.9 years old, are making an effort to get younger, as the 
signings of Dylan Strome and Sonny Milano last week demonstrated. 

Eventually, those efforts will also involve graduating recent draft picks to 
Washington. 

Ivan Miroshnichenko, the 20th overall selection last July, earned top 
billing on colleague Scott Wheeler’s most recent ranking of the Caps’ 
prospect pipeline. But the 19-year-old winger, who has three goals in 21 

KHL games this season, is still some ways away from challenging for a 
spot in D.C.  

Much closer — literally and figuratively — are a handful of other 
prospects who are honing their skills 130 miles up I-83 in Hershey, Pa., 
where the Caps’ AHL affiliate leads the Atlantic Division and sits one 
point out of first place in the league. 

So, how are Connor McMichael, Hendrix Lapierre and Co. coming along 
and when might they arrive at Capital One Arena? I made the two-hour 
drive to Chocolatetown on Saturday to watch the Bears host the Lehigh 
Valley Phantoms and speak to assistant general manager Chris Patrick, 
who oversees Washington’s minor league operation. 

Here’s what I learned: 

C Connor McMichael 

McMichael, the No. 2 prospect on Wheeler’s list, has had a weird 
season.  

The 2019 first-round pick earned a spot on the Caps’ opening night roster 
but appeared in only six of the first 20 games before (finally) being sent 
to Hershey.  

Since joining the Bears, McMichael overcame a self-described “slow 
start” to become a trusted player who is deployed by coach Todd Nelson 
in all situations. In his last 10 games, the 22-year-old center has four 
goals and seven assists. 

“I’ve been rolling lately,” he told The Athletic. “I’ve been playing with (Joe 
Snively) ever since he’s come down we’ve been clicking pretty well.” 

In addition to centering the second line and skating on the power play, 
he’s been killing penalties, too. It’s a role he hasn’t filled since his days in 
OHL London. 

“It’s been a few years but I like it,” he said. “It’s something that will help 
my game a lot, especially at that next level. It just gives coaches another 
opportunity to put me out on the ice.” 

Those who have watched McMichael on a nightly basis say he’s 
deployed growing confidence and made significant improvement in the 
area of consistency, as well. But there’s more there, and he knows it. 

“I have to show the coaching staff that they can rely on me so they know 
what they’re getting out of me every single night,” he said. 

In a span of 24 hours last week, the Caps re-signed Strome to a five-year 
contract extension and winger Sonny Milano to a three-year extension. 
Like that, two potential openings in Washington’s top-nine went from 
potentially open next season to occupied. Asked about the signings and 
the possible hurdle they present, McMichael was quick to say he can’t 
worry about that. 

“It doesn’t matter,” he said. “To make the NHL, you have to beat 
someone out anyway. I’m not trying to look at future lineups. I’m just 
focusing on my game and we’ll see what happens.” 

Chris Patrick’s take: “He was frustrated in Washington at (the) start of the 
year role, playing time. He came into camp with a good attitude and 
worked hard in the offseason, yet for whatever reason, it wasn’t clicking 
at the NHL level. But he came down here with a great attitude, and he’s 
been really good. He’s taken it as an opportunity to develop more 
aspects of his game that he wasn’t able to do at the NHL level.” 

“You see him handling pucks more, getting the power-play time, getting 
more offensive looks, being on the ice in the big moments of games, 
taking important faceoffs. That has been big for him.” 

“The issue with him (in Washington) was he’d get himself in position to 
do something, and an NHL defender could pretty effectively bottle him 
up. In traffic, with the puck on his stick, he had a hard time. So getting 
more strength, and being able to fight through some of that, that’s what 
will get him back to the NHL.” 
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“As for Strome re-signing, a lot of our centers can go to the wing and he’s 
done it. So if I were him, I wouldn’t let it affect me too much. Leave that 
decision in the coaches’ hands and make it as hard on them as possible. 
Just be one of the 13 or 14 forwards coming out of camp.” 

C Hendrix Lapierre 

Lapierre, ranked No. 3 by Wheeler, got off to a strong start in Hershey, 
racking up seven goals and nine assists in his first 22 games. In the last 
22 games, though, he’s produced three goals and four assists. 

As a result, Lapierre, 20, is a bit frustrated and he sounded so after a 5-1 
loss to the Phantoms. 

The grind of the first full pro season is an eye-opening experience for a 
lot of prospects, and it’s been exactly that for the 2020 first-round pick. 

“I started off pretty strong but it’s been pretty tough recently,” he said. “I 
don’t feel like I’ve put two good games together. I’m in my head a little bit; 
as soon as I make a bad play, I’m thinking about it too much. I just got to 
be better, that’s it.” 

Lapierre made big strides in the weight room last summer, bulking up 
from 180 pounds to 188. But as this season has underscored, it’s a 
grown man’s game in the pros and he must get stronger still.  

“Obviously, the guys are big and they’re strong, too,” said Lapierre, who 
is listed at 6 foot. “It’s kind of an adjustment. Sometimes I try to outsmart 
them because I know if I try to be physical, it’s going (to be) tougher for 
me. But if I can bring that physical side and that mental side, I can have 
success.” 

Another challenge for Lapierre according to those who’ve watched him 
closely is finding a measure of consistency. It’s an assessment that 
Lapierre himself endorses.   

“Every shift I got to bring it. Every game I got bring it,” he said. 
“Consistency — that’s got to be my main focus.” 

Off the ice, Lapierre said living with fellow rookies Vincent Iorio and 
Henry Rybinski has helped all three cope with the trials and tribulations of 
trying to make a living playing hockey. 

“We chirp each other a lot,” he said with a laugh. “There’s no other guys 
I’d rather be with my first pro year. We’re kind of all living it together — 
the ups and downs.” 

Chris Patrick’s take: 

“I’d say he had a really good start. It’s been a little up and down since but 
that’s typical for a lot of guys in their first-year pro. This is a hard league, 
it’s a hard schedule. The grind has gotten to him a little bit; it’s showing 
him how hard it is to be a pro.” 

“He does a lot of things that not many guys in this league can do from a 
skills perspective. But like McMichael, it’s about getting that strength and 
being able to fight through some of these strong guys up here.” 

“Any player can improve their skating. I’d say his is adequate, but there’s 
definitely room for improvement. And if he did that, it would really help his 
overall game.” 

“Our goal is to not force somebody into a role; our goal is to have guys 
ready for the role when they get it. So it’s hard to say what his ETA is. 
We’ll have to see how the rest of the year plays out. If he has a strong 
second half, I don’t see why he wouldn’t be battling for a job next camp.” 

C/LW Aliaksei Protas 

The 6 foot 6, 225-pounder comes in at No. 5 on Wheeler’s list, one spot 
behind 2022 second-round pick Ryan Chesley, who’s currently manning 
the blue line at the University of Minnesota. 

At this point in Protas’ trajectory, though, he’s somewhere between 
prospect and NHLer. He appeared in the Caps’ first 41 games before the 
return of Nicklas Backstrom and Tom Wilson — and his contract status 
— led to his demotion last month. (Protas, who is currently on his entry-

level contract, was the only forward who did not require waivers in order 
to be sent to Hershey.) 

In Washington, the 2019 third rounder has managed to do a lot in limited 
ice time (10:55 per game). In fact, among all NHL forwards averaging 
less than 11 minutes, he’s third in shots on goals (54), tied for fourth in 
assists (7) and tied for ninth in points (10). 

Since joining the Bears, Protas has two goals and three assists in eight 
games. 

The Caps’ decision-makers like Protas at center and hope that he 
eventually earns a full-time job in the middle. That said, it’s not easy to 
envision him as a center on the NHL roster anytime soon. Indeed, after 
Strome re-upped, the Caps have Evgeny Kuznetsov, Backstrom, Strome 
and Nic Dowd signed for the next two seasons. 

Of course, things can — and often do — change. But if they don’t, Protas 
might find himself skating on the wing.   

Chris Patrick’s take:  

“I’ve been really happy with Pro’s development. Selfishly, my only 
disappointment with his season is that he just hasn’t played as much 
center. But he’s been playing wing in the NHL so beggars can’t be 
choosers. To me, when I look at him, I see a guy who can play center in 
the NHL, be a hard guy to play against and play against good players.”  

“In Hershey, he’s playing wing, too, because the Bears have a lot of 
centers. And because he’s been up and down (between the NHL and 
AHL), you end up trying to get him into the lineup versus having (an) 
established spot.” 

“He just has to stay patient. He came into training camp in fantastic 
shape — physically really strong, skating was better. He tested really 
well. He’s done everything that we’ve asked him to do. So, for him, it’s 
stay the course, don’t start getting frustrated or thinking he’s got to 
change his ways. What he’s doing is working, and he just has to keep 
doing it.” 

RHD Vincent Iorio 

At 6 foot 3, 205 pounds, Iorio looks like a future NHL defenseman. The 
challenging part, as many D prospects find out as they transition from 
junior to the pro ranks, is doing all the little things that it takes to play like 
one, too.  

Those who have observed Iorio — the No. 6 prospect in Washington’s 
system on Wheeler’s list — are pleased with his development. Learning 
to defend at the AHL level takes time, they point out, and the Bears are a 
good team with a lot of veteran experience in front of him. That cuts two 
ways: Iorio has solid pros to learn from but it also means he must bide 
his time until more minutes are available.  

This season, the 2021 second rounder has played primarily on the third 
pair. He has also killed penalties and has two goals and 12 assists in 43 
games.  

Although the Caps currently have only one defenseman — John Carlson 
— under contract for next season, it feels like a stretch to pencil Iorio into 
a full-time role in D.C. A more realistic expectation would be for him to 
make his NHL debut during the 2023-24 campaign and then compete for 
a spot the following fall. 

Chris Patrick’s take: “When you see him, he looks like an NHLer in the 
making. Big guy, good teammate, very confident. He doesn’t play on the 
power play but plays all other situations for us. He’s out there in 
important points of the game.” 

“He’s going through his first pro season and learning the ups and downs 
and the grind of it. But he’s been doing — for the most part — very well.” 

“For me, ideally, he has a good season down here and then maybe next 
year maybe he gets some looks. Maybe he comes in, has a great camp 
and gets some looks early in the season. Either way, it would be nice to 
see him in some NHL games next year, see where he is and then maybe 
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the year after that, you can begin to project where he fits into your 
lineup.” 
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Sean Monahan looms large in Canadiens' short- and long-term plans 

 

Pat Hickey  •  Montreal Gazette 

 

Will Sean Monahan be in the Canadiens’ lineup this weekend? 

That’s the major question as the players return from their bye week to 
host the traditional Super Bowl weekend matinées against the New York 
Islanders Saturday and the Edmonton Oilers Sunday. 

opening envelope 

HI/O: Montreal's Road to the Cup 

Since the Montreal Canadiens making the Stanley Cup finals for the first 
time in 28 years, this newsletter is the dedicated Montreal Canadiens 
fan's source for exclusive Habs content, insight and analysis. 

The answer will have an impact on the Canadiens’ short- and long-term 
plans. 

Monahan, who has been sidelined since Dec. 5 when he suffered a foot 
injury against Vancouver, would provide much needed depth at the 
centre position and take some of the pressure off Nick Suzuki, who has 
been playing far too many hard minutes. 

Suzuki has been averaging 21:22 a game this season and only three 
centres — Connor McDavid, Nathan MacKinnon and Leon Draisaitl — 
have seen more ice time. Suzuki’s workload increased during the past 
month as head coach Martin St. Louis started dressing only 11 forwards 
and frequently double-shifted his captain. He also sees action on the 
power play and penalty kill. 

With Monahan out, it has been easier for opponents to concentrate on 
stopping Suzuki and that, combined with the more recent losses of sniper 
Cole Caufield and gritty centre Jake Evans, is reflected in the statistics. 
Suzuki racked up 14 goals and 14 assists in his first 25 games and was 
among the top 20 scorers in the NHL. Since then, he has two goals and 
10 assists in 26 games and ranks 86th. 

Monahan was a pleasant surprise. He was coming off hip surgery and 
the Calgary Flames were so anxious to dump his US$6.375-million cap 
hit that they threw in a conditional first-round draft pick. 

That was a no-brainer for the Canadiens, who gave up future 
considerations. The first-round pick was the key to the deal and Monahan 
represented a low-risk gamble. If his hips didn’t hold up, the Canadiens 
could afford to eat the final year of his contract. If he played well, 
Montreal would be in a position to flip him for a draft pick or prospect at 
the trade deadline. 

That March 3 deadline is fast approaching and that’s the second reason 
why the Canadiens need Monahan back in the lineup. If they hope for a 
decent return — is another first-rounder too much to ask? — he must 
prove that he’s healthy and productive. 

Monahan met both criteria before his foot injury. He was on pace for an 
eighth 20-goal season and was the team’s fourth-leading scorer with six 
goals and 11 assists. 

There is one other possible scenario and that would involve the 
Canadiens deciding to keep Monahan. Draft choices involve a certain 
degree of risk — hello, Jesperi Kotkaniemi — while Monahan represents 
a proven commodity. He has a track record at centre, which has been a 

problem area for the Canadiens. He’s the team’s most reliable player in 
the faceoff circle, with a success rate of 55.1 per cent, and he provides 
veteran leadership on a young team. 

If the Canadiens decide Monahan is part of the rebuild, they’ll have to 
reach an agreement on money and term before the trade deadline. With 
Caufield in line for a major raise, the salary cap will be a concern, but 
given Monahan’s recent injury history and his age — he’s a relatively 
young 28 — the length of the contract will be important. 

The Canadiens, who have been off since Feb. 1, resume practice in 
Brossard at 2 p.m. on Thursday. 
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NHL99 roundtable: Why we voted the way we did, and who got snubbed 

 

James Mirtle, Dom Luszczyszyn, Scott Wheeler, Michael Russo, Eric 
Duhatschek, Shayna Goldman, Sean McIndoe, Sean Gentille  

 

A year ago, we started with a basic question: If Wayne Gretzky is the 
greatest player of the modern era of the NHL, who are the 99 after No. 
99? 

We’ve spent four months presenting those players to you, through stories 
of what made them special and unique. The only question left to answer 
is, how did we come up with the list? We invited our voters — writers and 
editors at The Athletic, who made their ballots public — to explain their 
process and their opinions on how the project turned out. 

1. When you voted, how did you approach it? What did you value? 

Eric Duhatschek: There have been lots of attempts to quantify the NHL’s 
Top 100 previously, but until our project came along, the two definitive 
versions were created by The Hockey News just before 2000, and then 
by the NHL in 2017 to mark the 100th anniversary of the league. I voted 
in both. This process was far more complex than the other two, however, 
because not only did you have to consider players still in the primes of 
their careers on the one end, but you also had to subtract the NHL’s pre-
expansion years, and the WHA years, on the other end. It made the 
exercise doubly complicated. 

Let’s use Dave Keon as an example. Keon played seven full seasons for 
Toronto before expansion, eight seasons for Toronto after expansion, 
and then six years in the WHA and a final three years (for the Hartford 
Whalers) back in the NHL. The full arc of Keon’s 24-year career in 
professional hockey easily makes him one of the greatest players of all 
time. But the 11 seasons that we considered, within the eligibility 
parameters of our list, meant he didn’t make the cut. Because there were 
goalposts set on two sides of the divide, it made the task twice as 
difficult. I would also add this: As the oldest member of the panel, who 
already was watching avidly as a fan by 1967, I probably gave more 
weight to players who’ve faded from memory over time, at the expense of 
players still in their primes. What is the opposite of recency bias? That 
was me. 

Sean Gentille: In exercises like this, all you can do is approach it with an 
emphasis on intellectual honesty — almost more so than the concept of 
“getting it right” because our question didn’t have a traditionally correct 
answer. You’re as good as the points you can defend, pretty much. Also, 
I’m trying not to get yelled at. I felt good about the process as a group; 
we all understood the assignment from a big-picture perspective, then 
applied our own framework to the individual lists. That seemed like the 
best route to take. 

The biggest specific issue for me was “high peak” players vs. compilers. I 
decided, basically, to treat them the same. Longevity is valuable. Also, I 
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made a point to listen to Eric. When he says you’re underrating Serge 
Savard, you adjust accordingly. 

Dom Luszczyszyn: This project was particularly daunting for someone 
born in the 1990s — I’m not going to pretend like I ever watched a lot of 
these players actually play. I stuck to my strengths: Looking at the data 
and how players compared across generations while adjusting for the era 
they played in. Shuffling players from the ’80s and early 2000s is 
impossible without taking into account the scoring environment they 
played in, and adjusting for that created a more balanced list. 

When voting on a historic list, there are two big determining factors: peak 
and longevity. I tried to strike a consistently fair balance for both, but I did 
slant toward a player’s peak performance. It’s a delicate balancing act, 
but give me the guy who won one Hart Trophy over the guy who finished 
fifth for three consecutive years. That, coupled with my indifference to 
nostalgia, probably allowed for a larger number of more recent players on 
my list compared to others. 

On top of looking at each player’s numbers (GSVA after 2007, Hockey-
References point shares modified into GSVA before 2007), I also put a 
lot of weight into “Trophy Points,” which was our way of measuring how 
decorated each player was. 

Shayna Goldman: The data that Dom explained weighed heavily into my 
decision process. Looking at a player’s one-year, three-year, and five-
year peaks definitely helped show how long a skater was truly dominant. 
Longevity was key, too. A player can’t help if their career was shortened 
by injury, but it has to come into the conversation if their time at this level 
was condensed to a huge degree. Trophy points were another 
consideration but were secondary to the other information we compiled. 
The collection process for that data did allow us to get a deeper look at 
so many players, and that helps balance what we think we know about 
someone, and what the facts are about their careers. That was extra 
helpful for me as someone who didn’t see so many of these players in 
action live. 

Adjusting for era with the data was another key in everything because 
points today are not apples to apples with the ’70s. I also considered 
things like which team someone played for, what era they were a part of, 
why they were successful and whether it centered on individual success 
or whether being on an elite team or in a system helped as well. And 
when I was a bit worried I’d be too biased toward the more modern 
players that I know so well, I did a vibe check with people who actually 
watched those stars from the ’70s and ’80s live — including my parents, 
who made me defend quite a few of my choices. 

Sean McIndoe: The first thing I did was figure out which players were the 
personal favorites of you, the person reading this, and then I made sure 
to intentionally rank them too low just to make you sad. But I guess that 
part is obvious. Beyond that, I’ve always been more of a “peak” guy over 
longevity, although both matter in an exercise like this. But yeah, give me 
a guy who had four or five years in which they were among the best in 
the world at their position over someone who tacked on a bunch of 60-
point seasons in their late 30s to boost their overall numbers. 

James Mirtle: I’ve covered the league for closing in on 20 years and had 
never tackled something like this before. It felt as though the more you 
dug into it, the more complex the assignment became because, as others 
have said, you’re comparing very disparate eras, scoring environments 
and players. 

How do you weight a superstar whose career trajectory was significantly 
hindered by injury? How do you compare them to a “compiler” who 
played far more games but never burned as brightly? And even if you do 
nail the statistical piece of it all, how do you compare goalies to 
defensemen, and defensemen to forwards, etc.? 

Ultimately, I placed a high value on the peak performance piece of the 
equation, as to be one of the 100 greatest players of the modern era, I 
reasoned you had to be truly great in your prime. I also leaned heavily on 
era adjustment to account for comparing things like the Dead Puck Era 
players to those from the high-scoring 1980s. 

And I tried to not penalize players who didn’t play for dynastic teams and 
had some of their numbers deflated as a result. But this was always 
going to involve some art with the science. 

Michael Russo: Look, there are no right or wrong answers and I’m sure 
every ballot can be picked, prodded and dissected, including that of 
yours truly, who is never, ever wrong. But I did my best during this fun, 
incredibly analytical exercise. Luckily, I’ve covered this league long 
enough and watched this exciting sport long enough to watch most of 
these players. 

I made an initial list basically off the top of my head, then did about a 
half-dozen iterations in which I focused on the common stats we all use 
— goals, assists, points and memories. 

I’ll be honest: I didn’t focus on the advanced metrics at all because I 
figured we had those experts involved in our voting process and they’d 
have that covered. I looked back at the top 100 players of all time list that 
the league did at the 2017 All-Star Game, I brushed up on Hall of Fame 
bios and then I refined my list a few times based off stats and accolades. 

Scott Wheeler: I tried to approach my ballot keeping three things in mind. 

1. The data. Dom and Shayna helped us set some important baselines 
and I don’t think you can execute a project like this with the appropriate 
respect for the greats of a wide range of eras without properly 
contextualizing their production, the trophies they won (or didn’t win) and 
who they did it with (or did it without). 

2. I wanted to read, a lot, about the players of the late-’60s, ’70s and 
’80s, whose mythology I’m quite familiar with, but whose games I wasn’t 
alive to witness. I knew my ballot would likely be scrutinized because of 
my age and I wanted to make sure I did everything I could to make sure 
that it could stand up to that scrutiny. So, in the weeks that we had to 
think on it, I studied up on players such as Jean Ratelle and Brad Park in 
an effort to bridge that knowledge gap as best I could. 

3. The je ne sais quoi. Sports are intrinsically about aura, fame and 
legacy, and that first feeling/thought you have when you hear one of 
these names. I felt it was important that my ballot reflect the difference 
between what a Mark Recchi is in the history of the game (with all due 
respect to longevity and consistency) and what an Eric Lindros, or a 
Peter Forsberg (who didn’t have that longevity) were in their time and 
place. Because the latter are everlasting. 

2. If you could do it all over again, what would you change? 

Duhatschek: Not much. I had 10 players on my list who didn’t make the 
final cut, including two from the current NHL, Anze Kopitar and Leon 
Draisaitl, and I’ll stand by them. I included two goalies, Rogie Vachon 
and Jonathan Quick, who I believe belong as well. The problem is, if you 
want to add someone who you overlooked, you have to minus someone 
who you were committed to. I’ll stand pat. 

Gentille: Nope, I have no interest in Monday-morning quarterbacking 
myself on this. We had to draw the line somewhere. If Draisaitl scores 
three points a game for the rest of the season, those are the breaks. And 
while I had guys on my list who didn’t make the final list — Brad 
Marchand, Kopitar, et al — I don’t feel it’d be appropriate to go back and 
bump them higher to account for colleagues who disagreed with me. 

Goldman: I don’t think I’d change too much, honestly. I think we all put so 
much thought into our original lists. If I had to pick something, maybe I’d 
fight a little harder for some of the players in today’s game, like Cale 
Makar and even Connor McDavid. We knew those players would only get 
better, but maybe not to the degree that we saw just last spring in the 
playoffs, and now this season. 

Luszczyszyn: After last year’s playoffs, I would’ve made a bigger fuss 
about our 400-games-played minimum in order to include one name: 
Makar. He only played 178 games before the 2022-23 season, but what 
he’s already accomplished in those three years puts him in some rarified 
air — especially in the postseason, where he already has 60 points in 55 
games. Not to mention a Stanley Cup ring and a Conn Smythe Trophy. 
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This may only be his fourth season, but his trophy case is already fuller 
than a number of defenders who made the list. It’s very early, but he 
already belongs. Other than that, I stand by my process and most of my 
list. 

McIndoe: It’s tough to say because any change I make is going to nudge 
someone I felt good about into a different spot. But after reading through 
so many of the comments and other feedback, I will say that I found the 
arguments in favor of Draisaitl convincing, and he should have been on 
my list. I might revisit my thoughts on Mark Messier as well. And, of 
course, I obviously needed to do a better job of convincing everyone that 
Ray Bourque was better than Nicklas Lidstrom. 

Mirtle: I’m with Eric: Draisaitl and Kopitar should have made the list. I 
think some players currently in the league were penalized too heavily by 
the panel for still being mid-career, so I might have weighted that a bit 
differently if given another chance to vote. 

Finding a way to account for playoff performance a bit better in some of 
the data may have also changed a few of the rankings overall. But it’s 
hard to factor in players who were simply on poor teams and didn’t get 
the chance to go deep in the postseason as often, like Jarome Iginla. 

Russo: The process. With all due respect to my colleagues, I still contend 
we should have expanded the voting to a wider variety of people, and not 
just on The Athletic staff. I’ve covered the league 28 years and I still don’t 
feel fully equipped to rank players of yesteryear with players in today’s 
game. It would have been interesting to call upon some old-timers like 
Scotty Bowman, Lou Nanne, Cliff Fletcher and others who have watched 
players from many different eras and see where they’d put Mario 
Lemieux vs. McDavid, or Dominik Hasek vs. Andrei Vasilevskiy. As I got 
deeper into my rankings, I felt I was throwing the proverbial dart at the 
dartboard. 

Wheeler: For all of the attention the still-playing players who were 
included got, and how challenging it was for us to appropriately slot them 
on our ballots, I agree on Draisaitl and Makar. (Bourque still wasn’t better 
than Lidstrom, though, McIndoe.) 

3. Who’s the second-best of all time: Mario Lemieux or Bobby Orr? 

Duhatschek: There isn’t a definitive way to separate two absolute giants 
of the game, other than to say that one – Bobby Orr – completely 
reinvented a position that up until he came along, involved mostly 
defending the goal. Orr turned it into something completely else. You 
often see replays of a goal Lemieux scored going end-to-end in the 
playoff series win over Minnesota. Orr, it seemed, did that almost weekly. 

Gentille: Lemieux. It’s bad enough that I didn’t have him at No. 1. 
Dropping The Big Guy down to No. 3? I’d get banned from family 
holidays. His run after Comeback No. 2 — 1.47 points per game in 2000-
03 — is what makes him an unimpeachable silver medalist here. 

Goldman: It’s Lemieux every day of the week. I think I voted Orr the 
lowest out of everyone at No. 8. While both were excellent at their 
positions. Lemieux has a huge edge in longevity. Obviously, Orr can’t 
help injuries that shortened his career, but when there’s that big of a 
difference in time played, it has to be considered. The other part that 
watered down Orr’s time in the NHL for me was the era he played in. 
Again, that’s out of his control. But go back and look at all the highlights, 
and the teams he was dunking on — it was a much different time versus 
when Lemieux was dominating the league. 

Luszczyszyn: I didn’t even have Orr in the top three (oops?) so I’ll have 
to go with Lemieux here. 

Both were so uniquely dominant at their position, but Lemieux did it for 
longer and proved he could do it across eras. Orr was obviously beyond 
special, but the NHL was also a bit of a watered-down league in the ’70s. 
Lemieux dominated in not only the high-flying ’80s, but also in the height 
of the Dead Puck Era. It’s not that Orr couldn’t do the same, it’s just that 
Lemieux did, and that’s meaningful. If their peaks are relatively equal, 
Lemieux deserves the edge for his lasting a bit longer. Add in the returns 
from cancer and injuries and his legacy only grows. 

McIndoe: It’s a tough call. Lemieux was the most skilled player I’ve ever 
seen, and if he had stayed healthy for 20 years, I have no doubt he 
would be ranked ahead of Gretzky. But Orr literally redefined how the 
entire sport was played. I think you have to go with that, although there 
are days when you could convince me to swap them. 

Mirtle: This question felt completely impossible, to be honest. But I’ve 
often worn No. 66 in beer league for a reason, so the tie went to Mario. 

Russo: Lemieux. I cannot imagine how many goals and points he’d have 
if he would have had a full, healthy career. 

Wheeler: I went back and forth on this. Orr was quite literally the best 
player at his position from virtually the moment he stepped into the 
league until the moment he left. So say what you will about longevity, but 
he was still that for more than a decade, which is basically unheard of in 
sport. I still went with Lemieux, but I’m not sure I’ll ever be flag-in-the-
ground sure in saying he was the greater player in hockey’s history 
books. 

4. If we do this again in a few years, how high will Connor McDavid (No. 
16) rise? 

Duhatschek: McDavid is 26 and in his eighth season. In a few years, he’ll 
be 28 and in his 10th season. He might leapfrog a handful of players if 
we did this again in 24 months. But if McDavid keeps on his current 
career trajectory and plays 17 to 20 years, he could well be No. 1 by the 
time the 2033 iteration of this project rolls around. 

Gentille: I assume he’ll be just below Alex Ovechkin (No. 6) in a couple 
years and either immediately above or behind Sidney Crosby (No. 4), 
barring injury. If he drags the Oilers to a championship or two? All bets 
are off. 

Goldman: I think he’ll be closer to Crosby, which is fitting since the 
conversation the last year or two has been about which of them is the 
best player in the league. To leapfrog Crosby, he probably needs a 
Stanley Cup ring (or to drag his team to the Stanley Cup Final once or 
twice without a championship to show for it). There’s no doubt in my mind 
that he’s going to land in the top 10 in the very, very near future at the 
rate he’s playing. 

Luszczyszyn: Our goal was to make sure the list wouldn’t be out of date 
the minute it dropped. That was always going to be difficult while ranking 
current players, with McDavid being the biggest threat to that. His 
placement already feels low with the trajectory he’s currently on this 
season, and that will likely only continue with each passing year. 

If McDavid adds another Hart Trophy and Art Ross Trophy to his mantle 
this year, plus his first Rocket Richard, his trophy case will already be 
among the 10 best this sport has ever seen. In a few years’ time, he’ll be 
an easy candidate for top 10 — it’s just a matter of where he’ll fit in that 
top 10. 

McIndoe: First of all, he was too high on this year’s list, as was Auston 
Matthews (No. 64). But guys who are in their prime will always be tough 
in this sort of thing, and I lost the argument. As for McDavid, in five years 
he’s top-15, and by the time he’s done, I’d expect he’ll be top five. 

Mirtle: I had him the highest of anyone at 12th this go around. Again, I 
think there was a reluctance to give current players as much credit as 
they’d earned, as you can see from the peak data that what McDavid’s 
already done weights among the best three- and five-year stretches in 
league history. (His five-year peak is ninth among eligible players for this 
list, and that’s before including this season!) 

He’s coming hard and fast for the top four, at minimum. 

Russo: Top five. Probably right after Crosby and in front of Jaromir Jagr 
on my ballot. 

Wheeler: I have no doubt he’ll continue to produce offensively well clear 
of this era and comparably or above the non-Gretzky/Lemieux greats 
across eras. Add in a dump truck of trophies and going down as the 
greatest pure skater in the sport’s history, and it feels like getting to neck 
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and neck with Crosby behind the big three in a do-over is almost a 
foregone conclusion, assuming good health. A Stanley Cup 
championship or two probably enters him into the Lemieux/Orr 
conversation without hyperbole, which is a crazy thing to type out about a 
26-year-old. 

5. Who was the biggest snub from the top 100? 

Duhatschek: Glenn Anderson. What do we value above all else in 
hockey? Playoff performance. Anderson is fourth all-time in playoff 
points, fifth in goals, third in overtime goals and fifth in game-winners. He 
won six Stanley Cup championships and he’s a Hockey Hall of Famer. 

Gentille: Draisaitl was a justifiable exclusion, but those optics are already 
rough. Kopitar, too. He deserved the Conn Smythe in 2014. 

Goldman: I agree that Draisaitl was a justifiable exclusion at the time we 
voted, and that probably changes next time around. Otherwise, 
Marchand and Kopitar should have made the cut, probably somewhere in 
that last quarter. 

Luszczyszyn: Draisaitl has a Hart Trophy and Art Ross Trophy, one of 24 
NHL players in history with both. He’s the only one of those 24 players 
who qualifies for this list and isn’t on it. 

McIndoe: Of the guys who didn’t make it, one of the highest on my 
personal list was Cam Neely. Again, peak over longevity, and there was 
a five-year stretch when Neely was the most feared winger in the league. 

Mirtle: It’s Draisaitl. He’ll likely end up in the top 50 in whatever the next 
version of this list is down the road. I think Yvan Cournoyer should have 
made it, too. 

Russo: Draisaitl. I bet he’d skyrocket up the charts if we do this again in a 
few years. 

Wheeler: Yeah, in hindsight it’s Draisaitl. He’s our “the NHL excluded 
Evgeni Malkin from its top 100″ guy. 
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The Athletic’s NHL99 concludes — as promised — with Wayne Gretzky. 
Simple. Easy. Our road to the Great One, though, was a little less cut-
and-dry. 

The process began more than a year ago and wound up pulling in 
hundreds of thousands of words from more than 30 writers. Our readers 
(and, of course, our commenters) saw the finished project unfold, bit by 
bit over 4 1/2 months. Thanks for going on this journey with us. 

So how did we get here? It started with a nine-person panel in February 
2022 that spent a month considering the data, holding each other 
accountable, arguing a bit, amending their choices and eventually 
sending in their final list. 

Here are those ballots, starting with the voting totals for every player in 
our top 100, followed by the individual ballots of our nine voters. 
Remember, players received 100 points for a first-place vote, 99 for a 
second-place vote and so on down to one point for a 100th-place vote. A 
run-off, head-to-head vote of the panel settled the ties. 

Voting totals 

NHL99 player voting totals 

Rank Player Total Best Vote Worst Vote 

1 

Wayne Gretzky 

900 

1 

1 

2 

Mario Lemieux 

888 

2 

3 

3 

Bobby Orr 

879 

2 

8 

4 

Sidney Crosby 

870 

3 

7 

5 

Jaromir Jagr 

854 

3 

9 

6 

Alex Ovechkin 

850 

5 

10 

7 

Dominik Hasek 

847 

4 

11 

8 

Nicklas Lidstrom 

841 

5 

13 

9 
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Phil Esposito 

822 

4 

13 

10 

Raymond Bourque 

821 

5 

15 

11 

Patrick Roy 

800 

9 

15 

12 

Mike Bossy 

780 

8 

23 

13 

Joe Sakic 

769 

11 

24 

14 

Guy Lafleur 

767 

11 

28 

15 

Steve Yzerman 

755 

10 

21 

16 

Connor McDavid 

755 

12 

26 

17 

Mark Messier 

740 

7 

30 

18 

Paul Coffey 

730 

14 

29 

19 

Denis Potvin 

721 

10 

51 

20 

Marcel Dionne 

716 

13 

30 

21 

Martin Brodeur 

698 

14 

40 

22 

Brett Hull 

692 

16 

35 

23 

Teemu Selanne 

689 

16 

37 

24 

Larry Robinson 

686 

12 

43 

25 

Ken Dryden 

677 

20 

28 

26 

Evgeni Malkin 
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657 

15 

47 

27 

Peter Forsberg 

638 

24 

41 

28 

Bryan Trottier 

636 

17 

47 

29 

Chris Chelios 

625 

22 

39 

30 

Brian Leetch 

610 

21 

42 

31 

Bobby Clarke 

590 

18 

58 

32 

Joe Thornton 

587 

24 

57 

33 

Sergei Fedorov 

580 

23 

60 

34 

Jarome Iginla 

579 

23 

55 

35 

Chris Pronger 

566 

30 

57 

36 

Pavel Bure 

544 

27 

59 

37 

Al MacInnis 

535 

27 

54 

38 

Eric Lindros 

529 

21 

62 

39 

Jari Kurri 

524 

18 

62 

40 

Luc Robitaille 

517 

27 

63 

41 

Patrick Kane 

515 

33 

74 

42 

Ron Francis 

505 

30 

65 

43 

Pavel Datsyuk 

504 
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18 

67 

44 

Tony Esposito 

500 

32 

65 

45 

Scott Niedermayer 

499 

36 

56 

46 

Patrice Bergeron 

496 

38 

65 

47 

Stan Mikita 

459 

25 

70 

48 

Bernie Parent 

445 

33 

77 

49 

Scott Stevens 

445 

32 

71 

50 

Henrik Lundqvist 

430 

25 

76 

51 

Mike Modano 

405 

39 

69 

52 

Victor Hedman 

405 

35 

81 

53 

Brad Park 

393 

33 

87 

54 

Borje Salming 

391 

19 

OFF 

55 

Dale Hawerchuk 

390 

31 

99 

56 

Peter Stastny 

389 

27 

OFF 

57 

Zdeno Chara 

386 

41 

97 

58 

Paul Kariya 

383 

31 

99 

59 

Brendan Shanahan 

376 

51 

66 

60 

Erik Karlsson 

368 

34 
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87 

61 

Mats Sundin 

314 

42 

84 

62 

Martin St. Louis 

299 

30 

OFF 

63 

Roberto Luongo 

284 

50 

95 

64 

Auston Matthews 

272 

52 

85 

65 

Jonathan Toews 

271 

45 

OFF 

66 

Doug Gilmour 

265 

50 

93 

67 

Mike Gartner 

262 

52 

OFF 

68 

Gilbert Perreault 

247 

44 

OFF 

69 

Adam Oates 

241 

58 

97 

70 

Jean Ratelle 

239 

45 

90 

71 

Grant Fuhr 

237 

49 

OFF 

72 

Nikita Kucherov 

233 

44 

OFF 

73 

Drew Doughty 

219 

61 

92 

74 

Nathan MacKinnon 

219 

56 

96 

75 

Steven Stamkos 

216 

56 

OFF 

76 

Daniel Sedin 

216 

62 

OFF 

77 

Henrik Sedin 

212 

57 

OFF 
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78 

Duncan Keith 

196 

60 

OFF 

79 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 

196 

39 

100 

80 

Joe Nieuwendyk 

189 

61 

97 

81 

Ed Belfour 

182 

59 

OFF 

82 

Darryl Sittler 

180 

62 

OFF 

83 

Marian Hossa 

177 

58 

OFF 

84 

Serge Savard 

167 

34 

OFF 

85 

Denis Savard 

164 

57 

OFF 

86 

Billy Smith 

158 

52 

OFF 

87 

Rob Blake 

142 

61 

99 

88 

Carey Price 

142 

69 

OFF 

89 

Alexander Mogilny 

140 

54 

OFF 

90 

Shea Weber 

130 

65 

OFF 

91 

Mark Recchi 

113 

74 

OFF 

92 

Bob Gainey 

110 

47 

OFF 

93 

Mark Howe 

106 

64 

OFF 

94 

Pat LaFontaine 

103 

67 

OFF 

95 
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Sergei Zubov 

102 

62 

OFF 

96 

John Bucyk 

102 

75 

100 

97 

Henrik Zetterberg 

96 

64 

100 

98 

Guy Lapointe 

95 

56 

OFF 

99 

Kris Letang 

89 

62 

OFF 

100 

Marc-Andre Fleury 

85 

73 

OFF 

Nine writers from The Athletic were given votes in this project: Eric 
Duhatschek, Sean McIndoe, Dom Luszczyszyn, Scott Wheeler, James 
Mirtle, Ian Mendes, Shayna Goldman, Sean Gentille and Michael Russo. 
The voters each submitted a list of 100 players in the spring of 2022, 
before the start of the playoffs. 

NHL99 panel votes 

Eric Duhatschek Sean McIndoe Dom Luszczyszyn 

1 

Wayne Gretzky 

Wayne Gretzky 

Wayne Gretzky 

2 

Bobby Orr 

Bobby Orr 

Mario Lemieux 

3 

Mario Lemieux 

Mario Lemieux 

Sidney Crosby 

4 

Sidney Crosby 

Phil Esposito 

Bobby Orr 

5 

Nicklas Lidstrom 

Raymond Bourque 

Alex Ovechkin 

6 

Jaromir Jagr 

Nicklas Lidstrom 

Dominik Hasek 

7 

Alex Ovechkin 

Sidney Crosby 

Nicklas Lidstrom 

8 

Dominik Hasek 

Dominik Hasek 

Jaromir Jagr 

9 

Raymond Bourque 

Jaromir Jagr 

Raymond Bourque 

10 

Mark Messier 

Alex Ovechkin 

Phil Esposito 

11 

Joe Sakic 

Patrick Roy 

Guy Lafleur 

12 

Mike Bossy 

Mike Bossy 

Patrick Roy 

13 

Phil Esposito 

Marcel Dionne 
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Connor McDavid 

14 

Larry Robinson 

Guy Lafleur 

Paul Coffey 

15 

Patrick Roy 

Denis Potvin 

Joe Sakic 

16 

Connor McDavid 

Larry Robinson 

Brett Hull 

17 

Denis Potvin 

Bryan Trottier 

Evgeni Malkin 

18 

Bobby Clarke 

Jari Kurri 

Steve Yzerman 

19 

Borje Salming 

Bobby Clarke 

Denis Potvin 

20 

Bryan Trottier 

Brett Hull 

Ken Dryden 

21 

Steve Yzerman 

Steve Yzerman 

Teemu Selanne 

22 

Martin Brodeur 

Martin Brodeur 

Martin Brodeur 

23 

Paul Coffey 

Mark Messier 

Mike Bossy 

24 

Ken Dryden 

Joe Sakic 

Chris Chelios 

25 

Stan Mikita 

Paul Coffey 

Brian Leetch 

26 

Teemu Selanne 

Connor McDavid 

Jarome Iginla 

27 

Peter Stastny 

Ken Dryden 

Al MacInnis 

28 

Guy Lafleur 

Sergei Fedorov 

Joe Thornton 

29 

Marcel Dionne 

Peter Forsberg 

Mark Messier 

30 

Ron Francis 

Chris Pronger 

Marcel Dionne 

31 

Dale Hawerchuk 

Brian Leetch 

Peter Forsberg 

32 

Joe Thornton 

Teemu Selanne 

Sergei Fedorov 

33 

Bernie Parent 

Brad Park 

Patrick Kane 

34 

Serge Savard 

Chris Chelios 

Erik Karlsson 

35 
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Brett Hull 

Luc Robitaille 

Victor Hedman 

36 

Brad Park 

Pavel Bure 

Martin St. Louis 

37 

Chris Pronger 

Joe Thornton 

Chris Pronger 

38 

Al MacInnis 

Evgeni Malkin 

Tony Esposito 

39 

Chris Chelios 

Eric Lindros 

Pavel Datsyuk 

40 

Brian Leetch 

Jarome Iginla 

Patrice Bergeron 

41 

Peter Forsberg 

Borje Salming 

Zdeno Chara 

42 

Mats Sundin 

Scott Stevens 

Bryan Trottier 

43 

Jari Kurri 

Bernie Parent 

Larry Robinson 

44 

Patrick Kane 

Al MacInnis 

Nikita Kucherov 

45 

Jean Ratelle 

Zdeno Chara 

Luc Robitaille 

46 

Scott Niedermayer 

Henrik Lundqvist 

Eric Lindros 

47 

Evgeni Malkin 

Patrice Bergeron 

Jonathan Toews 

48 

Luc Robitaille 

Pavel Datsyuk 

Scott Niedermayer 

49 

Grant Fuhr 

Patrick Kane 

Scott Stevens 

50 

Mike Modano 

Scott Niedermayer 

Bernie Parent 

51 

Brendan Shanahan 

Tony Esposito 

Jari Kurri 

52 

Sergei Fedorov 

Dale Hawerchuk 

Paul Kariya 

53 

Eric Lindros 

Gilbert Perreault 

Pavel Bure 

54 

Patrice Bergeron 

Grant Fuhr 

Henrik Lundqvist 

55 

Jarome Iginla 

Ron Francis 

Bobby Clarke 

56 

Guy Lapointe 

Nathan MacKinnon 
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Stan Mikita 

57 

Denis Savard 

Peter Stastny 

Brad Park 

58 

Pavel Datsyuk 

Tim Horton 

Daniel Sedin 

59 

Pavel Bure 

Ed Belfour 

Henrik Sedin 

60 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 

Adam Oates 

Duncan Keith 

61 

Rob Blake 

Mike Modano 

Drew Doughty 

62 

John Bucyk 

Darryl Sittler 

Kris Letang 

63 

Mike Gartner 

Brendan Shanahan 

Mike Modano 

64 

Mark Howe 

Billy Smith 

Brendan Shanahan 

65 

Tony Esposito 

Victor Hedman 

Ron Francis 

66 

Roberto Luongo 

Doug Gilmour 

Steven Stamkos 

67 

Doug Gilmour 

Paul Kariya 

Mats Sundin 

68 

Joe Nieuwendyk 

Auston Matthews 

Roberto Luongo 

69 

Henrik Lundqvist 

Martin St. Louis 

Carey Price 

70 

Gilbert Perreault 

Stan Mikita 

Shea Weber 

71 

Scott Stevens 

Jacques Lemaire 

Henrik Zetterberg 

72 

Glenn Anderson 

Jean Ratelle 

John LeClair 

73 

Adam Oates 

Mats Sundin 

Mark Howe 

74 

Rogie Vachon 

Roberto Luongo 

Nathan MacKinnon 

75 

Sergei Zubov 

Erik Karlsson 

Auston Matthews 

76 

Darryl Sittler 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 

Anze Kopitar 

77 

Auston Matthews 

Mike Gartner 

Rob Blake 

78 
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Victor Hedman 

Denis Savard 

Ed Belfour 

79 

Marc-Andre Fleury 

Steven Stamkos 

Marian Hossa 

80 

Erik Karlsson 

Pat Lafontaine 

Phil Housley 

81 

Drew Doughty 

Drew Doughty 

Leon Draisaitl 

82 

Ed Belfour 

Serge Savard 

Brad Marchand 

83 

Bob Gainey 

Pekka Rinne 

Keith Tkachuk 

84 

Nathan MacKinnon 

Cam Neely 

Corey Perry 

85 

Billy Smith 

Jonathan Toews 

Markus Naslund 

86 

Yvan Cournoyer 

Marian Hossa 

Borje Salming 

87 

Larry Murphy 

Guy Lapointe 

Roman Josi 

88 

Jonathan Quick 

Sergei Zubov 

Alexander Mogilny 

89 

Michel Goulet 

Duncan Keith 

Sergei Zubov 

90 

Shea Weber 

Marc-Andre Fleury 

Jean Ratelle 

91 

Mark Recchi 

Shea Weber 

Peter Bondra 

92 

Jacques Lemaire 

Anze Kopitar 

Daniel Alfredsson 

93 

Doug Wilson 

Roman Josi 

Doug Gilmour 

94 

Pat Lafontaine 

Mark Recchi 

Mark Giordano 

95 

Carey Price 

Nikita Kucherov 

Joe Nieuwendyk 

96 

Duncan Keith 

Doug Wilson 

Patrik Elias 

97 

Zdeno Chara 

Joe Nieuwendyk 

Adam Oates 

98 

Leon Draisaitl 

Alexander Mogilny 

Serge Savard 

99 

Paul Kariya 

Rob Blake 
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Dale Hawerchuk 

100 

Anze Kopitar 

Larry Murphy 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 

Scott Wheeler James Mirtle Ian Mendes 

1 

Wayne Gretzky 

Wayne Gretzky 

Wayne Gretzky 

2 

Mario Lemieux 

Mario Lemieux 

Bobby Orr 

3 

Bobby Orr 

Bobby Orr 

Mario Lemieux 

4 

Sidney Crosby 

Sidney Crosby 

Sidney Crosby 

5 

Alex Ovechkin 

Jaromir Jagr 

Dominik Hasek 

6 

Dominik Hasek 

Dominik Hasek 

Jaromir Jagr 

7 

Jaromir Jagr 

Alex Ovechkin 

Alex Ovechkin 

8 

Nicklas Lidstrom 

Nicklas Lidstrom 

Mike Bossy 

9 

Mike Bossy 

Patrick Roy 

Phil Esposito 

10 

Phil Esposito 

Raymond Bourque 

Denis Potvin 

11 

Raymond Bourque 

Phil Esposito 

Raymond Bourque 

12 

Steve Yzerman 

Connor McDavid 

Patrick Roy 

13 

Patrick Roy 

Guy Lafleur 

Nicklas Lidstrom 

14 

Guy Lafleur 

Joe Sakic 

Marcel Dionne 

15 

Paul Coffey 

Evgeni Malkin 

Guy Lafleur 

16 

Connor McDavid 

Teemu Selanne 

Steve Yzerman 

17 

Joe Sakic 

Brett Hull 

Joe Sakic 

18 

Denis Potvin 

Paul Coffey 

Mark Messier 

19 

Mark Messier 

Denis Potvin 

Brett Hull 

20 

Marcel Dionne 

Marcel Dionne 

Connor McDavid 
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21 

Eric Lindros 

Steve Yzerman 

Larry Robinson 

22 

Teemu Selanne 

Mike Bossy 

Bryan Trottier 

23 

Martin Brodeur 

Jarome Iginla 

Sergei Fedorov 

24 

Bryan Trottier 

Joe Thornton 

Peter Forsberg 

25 

Ken Dryden 

Martin Brodeur 

Evgeni Malkin 

26 

Peter Forsberg 

Pavel Datsyuk 

Martin Brodeur 

27 

Pavel Bure 

Ken Dryden 

Ken Dryden 

28 

Larry Robinson 

Eric Lindros 

Bobby Clarke 

29 

Evgeni Malkin 

Peter Forsberg 

Paul Coffey 

30 

Brett Hull 

Mark Messier 

Jari Kurri 

31 

Ron Francis 

Larry Robinson 

Chris Pronger 

32 

Sergei Fedorov 

Tony Esposito 

Scott Stevens 

33 

Bobby Clarke 

Chris Pronger 

Eric Lindros 

34 

Al MacInnis 

Chris Chelios 

Pavel Bure 

35 

Chris Chelios 

Victor Hedman 

Brian Leetch 

36 

Tony Esposito 

Patrick Kane 

Chris Chelios 

37 

Peter Stastny 

Bryan Trottier 

Teemu Selanne 

38 

Jari Kurri 

Patrice Bergeron 

Scott Niedermayer 

39 

Pavel Datsyuk 

Pavel Bure 

Ron Francis 

40 

Erik Karlsson 

Brian Leetch 

Jarome Iginla 

41 

Chris Pronger 

Al MacInnis 

Luc Robitaille 

42 

Brian Leetch 
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Ron Francis 

Peter Stastny 

43 

Frank Mahovlich 

Sergei Fedorov 

Dale Hawerchuk 

44 

Luc Robitaille 

Stan Mikita 

Gilbert Perreault 

45 

Nikita Kucherov 

Nikita Kucherov 

Patrick Kane 

46 

Mats Sundin 

Scott Niedermayer 

Pavel Datsyuk 

47 

Joe Thornton 

Paul Kariya 

Bob Gainey 

48 

Dale Hawerchuk 

Henrik Lundqvist 

Patrice Bergeron 

49 

Jarome Iginla 

Bernie Parent 

Grant Fuhr 

50 

Doug Gilmour 

Roberto Luongo 

Bernie Parent 

51 

Brendan Shanahan 

Borje Salming 

Tony Esposito 

52 

Auston Matthews 

Martin St. Louis 

Billy Smith 

53 

Paul Kariya 

Zdeno Chara 

Henrik Lundqvist 

54 

Alexander Mogilny 

Dale Hawerchuk 

Al MacInnis 

55 

Stan Mikita 

Jonathan Toews 

Borje Salming 

56 

Scott Niedermayer 

Auston Matthews 

Zdeno Chara 

57 

Scott Stevens 

Brendan Shanahan 

Joe Thornton 

58 

Adam Oates 

Bobby Clarke 

Paul Kariya 

59 

Gilbert Perreault 

Daniel Sedin 

Brendan Shanahan 

60 

Mike Modano 

Henrik Sedin 

Cam Neely 

61 

Henrik Lundqvist 

Mats Sundin 

Mike Gartner 

62 

Darryl Sittler 

Jari Kurri 

Adam Oates 

63 

Roberto Luongo 

Luc Robitaille 

Denis Savard 
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64 

Mike Gartner 

Mike Modano 

Stan Mikita 

65 

Patrice Bergeron 

Erik Karlsson 

Jean Ratelle 

66 

Steven Stamkos 

Duncan Keith 

Michel Goulet 

67 

Pat Lafontaine 

Brad Park 

Erik Karlsson 

68 

Denis Savard 

Scott Stevens 

Joe Nieuwendyk 

69 

Phil Housley 

Peter Stastny 

Mike Modano 

70 

Marian Hossa 

Adam Oates 

Ed Belfour 

71 

Larry Murphy 

Darryl Sittler 

Doug Gilmour 

72 

Pierre Turgeon 

Jean Ratelle 

Martin St. Louis 

73 

Brad Park 

Gilbert Perreault 

Auston Matthews 

74 

Patrick Kane 

Ed Belfour 

Victor Hedman 

75 

Kent Nilsson 

Carey Price 

Drew Doughty 

76 

Joe Nieuwendyk 

Doug Gilmour 

Duncan Keith 

77 

Bernie Parent 

Mark Recchi 

Darryl Sittler 

78 

Jean Ratelle 

Drew Doughty 

Mats Sundin 

79 

Mark Recchi 

Steven Stamkos 

Alexander Mogilny 

80 

Mark Howe 

Henrik Zetterberg 

Jonathan Toews 

81 

Victor Hedman 

Pat LaFontaine 

Phil Housley 

82 

John Bucyk 

Joe Nieuwendyk 

Larry Murphy 

83 

Borje Salming 

Sergei Zubov 

Pat Lafontaine 

84 

Ed Belfour 

Marian Hossa 

Nathan Mackinnon 

85 

Rob Blake 
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Leon Draisaitl 

Steven Stamkos 

86 

Daniel Sedin 

Grant Fuhr 

Marian Hossa 

87 

Henrik Sedin 

Billy Smith 

Brad Park 

88 

Martin St. Louis 

Mike Gartner 

Serge Savard 

89 

Zdeno Chara 

Shea Weber 

Carey Price 

90 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 

Rob Blake 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 

91 

Carey Price 

Yvan Cournoyer 

Mark Recchi 

92 

Drew Doughty 

Nathan MacKinnon 

Nikita Kucherov 

93 

Jonathan Toews 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 

Rick Tocchet 

94 

Henrik Zetterberg 

Serge Savard 

Jacques Lemaire 

95 

Leon Draisaitl 

Alexander Mogilny 

Roberto Luongo 

96 

Nathan MacKinnon 

Anze Kopitar 

Marc-Andre Fleury 

97 

Guy Lapointe 

Dave Keon 

Sergei Zubov 

98 

Yvan Cournoyer 

Phil Housley 

Rob Blake 

99 

Sergei Zubov 

Marc-Andre Fleury 

Mark Howe 

100 

Sergei Gonchar 

Markus Naslund 

Keith Tkachuk 

Shayna Goldman Sean Gentille Michael Russo 

1 

Wayne Gretzky 

Wayne Gretzky 

Wayne Gretzky 

2 

Mario Lemieux 

Mario Lemieux 

Mario Lemieux 

3 

Jaromir Jagr 

Bobby Orr 

Bobby Orr 

4 

Dominik Hasek 

Sidney Crosby 

Sidney Crosby 

5 

Sidney Crosby 

Alex Ovechkin 

Jaromir Jagr 

6 

Nicklas Lidstrom 

Jaromir Jagr 
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Alex Ovechkin 

7 

Alex Ovechkin 

Nicklas Lidstrom 

Mark Messier 

8 

Bobby Orr 

Dominik Hasek 

Nicklas Lidstrom 

9 

Raymond Bourque 

Raymond Bourque 

Phil Esposito 

10 

Steve Yzerman 

Phil Esposito 

Mike Bossy 

11 

Phil Esposito 

Patrick Roy 

Dominik Hasek 

12 

Patrick Roy 

Joe Sakic 

Larry Robinson 

13 

Connor McDavid 

Mike Bossy 

Joe Sakic 

14 

Paul Coffey 

Martin Brodeur 

Patrick Roy 

15 

Guy Lafleur 

Steve Yzerman 

Raymond Bourque 

16 

Mark Messier 

Guy Lafleur 

Guy Lafleur 

17 

Joe Sakic 

Mark Messier 

Martin Brodeur 

18 

Pavel Datsyuk 

Paul Coffey 

Denis Potvin 

19 

Teemu Selanne 

Connor McDavid 

Connor McDavid 

20 

Mike Bossy 

Brett Hull 

Steve Yzerman 

21 

Brian Leetch 

Denis Potvin 

Bobby Clarke 

22 

Chris Chelios 

Marcel Dionne 

Marcel Dionne 

23 

Marcel Dionne 

Teemu Selanne 

Paul Coffey 

24 

Jarome Iginla 

Larry Robinson 

Teemu Selanne 

25 

Henrik Lundqvist 

Evgeni Malkin 

Borje Salming 

26 

Evgeni Malkin 

Sergei Fedorov 

Ken Dryden 

27 

Peter Forsberg 

Peter Forsberg 

Luc Robitaille 

28 
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Ken Dryden 

Ken Dryden 

Stan Mikita 

29 

Brett Hull 

Brian Leetch 

Chris Chelios 

30 

Martin St. Louis 

Bryan Trottier 

Evgeni Malkin 

31 

Paul Kariya 

Chris Chelios 

Brett Hull 

32 

Joe Thornton 

Joe Thornton 

Pavel Bure 

33 

Sergei Fedorov 

Bobby Clarke 

Joe Thornton 

34 

Larry Robinson 

Chris Pronger 

Bryan Trottier 

35 

Al MacInnis 

Jarome Iginla 

Patrick Kane 

36 

Victor Hedman 

Scott Niedermayer 

Brian Leetch 

37 

Tony Esposito 

Patrick Kane 

Peter Forsberg 

38 

Patrice Bergeron 

Jari Kurri 

Jarome Iginla 

39 

Erik Karlsson 

Mike Modano 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 

40 

Martin Brodeur 

Ron Francis 

Mike Modano 

41 

Patrick Kane 

Patrice Bergeron 

Ron Francis 

42 

Pavel Bure 

Zdeno Chara 

Patrice Bergeron 

43 

Chris Pronger 

Pavel Bure 

Scott Stevens 

44 

Luc Robitaille 

Tony Esposito 

Scott Niedermayer 

45 

Jonathan Toews 

Luc Robitaille 

Zdeno Chara 

46 

Scott Niedermayer 

Dale Hawerchuk 

Serge Savard 

47 

Bryan Trottier 

Henrik Lundqvist 

Victor Hedman 

48 

Eric Lindros 

Al MacInnis 

Bernie Parent 

49 

Jari Kurri 

Scott Stevens 
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Peter Stastny 

50 

Brad Park 

Eric Lindros 

Brad Park 

51 

Denis Potvin 

Paul Kariya 

Jonathan Toews 

52 

Stan Mikita 

Peter Stastny 

Mike Gartner 

53 

Scott Stevens 

Victor Hedman 

Al MacInnis 

54 

Bobby Clarke 

Erik Karlsson 

Dale Hawerchuk 

55 

Zdeno Chara 

Bernie Parent 

Tony Esposito 

56 

Daniel Sedin 

Stan Mikita 

Jari Kurri 

57 

Henrik Sedin 

Borje Salming 

Chris Pronger 

58 

Mike Modano 

Marian Hossa 

Daniel Sedin 

59 

Bernie Parent 

Brendan Shanahan 

Henrik Sedin 

60 

Duncan Keith 

Nathan MacKinnon 

Sergei Fedorov 

61 

Ron Francis 

Martin St. Louis 

Joe Nieuwendyk 

62 

Steven Stamkos 

Roberto Luongo 

Eric Lindros 

63 

Brendan Shanahan 

Brad Park 

Nathan MacKinnon 

64 

Henrik Zetterberg 

Pavel Datsyuk 

Adam Oates 

65 

Shea Weber 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 

John Bucyk 

66 

Drew Doughty 

Mike Gartner 

Brendan Shanahan 

67 

Marian Hossa 

Drew Doughty 

Pavel Datsyuk 

68 

Roberto Luongo 

Kris Letang 

Paul Kariya 

69 

Mats Sundin 

Doug Gilmour 

Guy Lapointe 

70 

Grant Fuhr 

Duncan Keith 

Billy Smith 

71 
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Auston Matthews 

Shea Weber 

Grant Fuhr 

72 

Anze Kopitar 

Henrik Sedin 

Jonathan Quick 

73 

Brad Marchand 

Daniel Sedin 

Marc-Andre Fleury 

74 

Doug Gilmour 

Steven Stamkos 

Mark Recchi 

75 

Mike Gartner 

Mats Sundin 

Denis Savard 

76 

Nikita Kucherov 

Alexander Mogilny 

Henrik Lundqvist 

77 

Alexander Mogilny 

Nikita Kucherov 

Bob Gainey 

78 

Gilbert Perreault 

Rob Blake 

Doug Gilmour 

79 

Jean Ratelle 

Jean Ratelle 

Roberto Luongo 

80 

Keith Tkachuk 

Auston Matthews 

Yvan Cournoyer 

81 

Nathan MacKinnon 

Jonathan Toews 

Steven Stamkos 

82 

Ed Belfour 

Carey Price 

Carey Price 

83 

Carey Price 

Mark Howe 

Gilbert Perreault 

84 

Kris Letang 

Marc-Andre Fleury 

Mats Sundin 

85 

Markus Naslund 

Joe Nieuwendyk 

Auston Matthews 

86 

Peter Stastny 

Sergei Zubov 

Rob Blake 

87 

Daniel Alfredsson 

Adam Oates 

Erik Karlsson 

88 

Joe Nieuwendyk 

Mark Recchi 

Glenn Anderson 

89 

Pierre Turgeon 

Bob Gainey 

Drew Doughty 

90 

Sergei Zubov 

Billy Smith 

Jean Ratelle 

91 

Darryl Sittler 

Grant Fuhr 

Cam Neely 

92 

Dale Hawerchuk 

Larry Murphy 
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Darryl Sittler 

93 

Rob Blake 

John Bucyk 

Dino Ciccarelli 

94 

Roman Josi 

Phil Housley 

Anze Kopitar 

95 

Patrik Elias 

Sergei Gonchar 

Duncan Keith 

96 

Ryan Getzlaf 

Anze Kopitar 

Dave Keon 

97 

Adam Oates 

Darryl Sittler 

Ed Belfour 

98 

Yvan Cournoyer 

Serge Savard 

Pat Lafontaine 

99 

Bob Gainey 

Brad Marchand 

Doug Wilson 

100 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 

Henrik Zetterberg 

Sergei Zubov 
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Disney CEO Bob Iger commits to keeping ESPN, wants to retain NBA TV 
rights 

 

Daniel Kaplan  

 

When The Walt Disney Company ousted CEO Bob Chapek in November 
and returned Bob Iger to his old post, the main questions in sports 
swirled around ESPN. Would Iger seek to sell ESPN? Would he slow 

down buying sports rights, or dismantle ESPN the TV network and move 
it all to streaming on ESPN+? 

Iger began to answer some of those questions Wednesday in his first 
earnings call with analysts since his return. In his absence between CEO 
stints, some investors grew more vocal in demands for Disney to sell 
ESPN. One Wall Street firm predicted an ESPN sale this year. 

Iger threw cold water on that idea, even though a new reorganization he 
unveiled on the call includes ESPN getting stripped out of Disney’s media 
and entertainment group. The Sports Network will operate in its own 
standalone silo within the larger entertainment conglomerate. It is now 
one of three divisions — the others are theme parks, and media and 
entertainment. 

“We were fairly certain when we created this structure and broke ESPN 
out on its own, that it would lead to questions like this,” he said of one 
such query from J.P. Morgan analyst Philip Cusick about whether ESPN 
standing alone within the company meant it was being primed for a sale. 
“We did not do it for that purpose. Actually, ESPN is a differentiator for 
this company, it is the best sports brand in television. It’s one of the best 
sports brands in sports. It continues to create real value for us. It is going 
through some obviously challenging, challenging times because of what’s 
happened to linear programming (with cord cutting). But the brand of 
ESPN is very healthy. And the programming of ESPN is very healthy. We 
just have to figure out how to monetize it.” 

Disney on the call disclosed it will be laying off 7,000 employees and 
seeking $5.5 billion in cost savings. Will any of that come out of ESPN? 
Iger didn’t quite say. If some does, it would not appear that much. In 
discussing the cost cuts, Iger said the company expected to deliver $3 
billion in savings on the content side, but added: “not in sports.” 

Iger conceded the company needed more scrutiny about inking news 
sports rights deals, but he added some caveats. First, ESPN is already 
locked into expensive long-term agreements with the NFL and the SEC.  
The big deal hanging out there is the NBA, whose contracts with ESPN 
and Turner expire after the 2024-25 season. 

The NBA’s current deals are worth $25 billion, and some reports have 
the basketball league wanting to triple that. If true, Iger appeared 
unfazed. 

“The one that’s looming is the NBA, I know that’s on people’s minds,” he 
said. “This, which is a product that we’ve enjoyed having and hope to 
continue to enjoy having, because not only its volume, but its quality. 
ESPN has been selective in the rights that they bought. I’ve had long 
conversations about this with (ESPN president) Jimmy Pitaro. And we’ve 
got some decisions that we have to make coming up — not anything 
particularly large, but on a few things, and we’re simply going to have to 
get more selective.” 

Any speculation that Iger might make a change in leadership there was 
put to bed when he said Pitaro would continue managing the sports 
media giant. 

Iger’s comments on the NBA contrast with one made by David Zaslav, 
CEO of Turner parent Warner Brothers Discovery, who said in November 
his company doesn’t “have to have the NBA.” 

The major challenge for all media companies is the balance between 
streaming and linear TV, with Disney no exception. Tens of millions of 
subscribers have fled the cable bundle system over the last few years for 
streaming services. The problem for companies like Disney is those 
streaming services bleed money. For example, Disney reported a $1.1 
billion quarterly loss for Disney+ (this includes Hulu and ESPN+), 
projecting it would make its first profit at the end of next year. Disney also 
reported its linear networks, which include ESPN, earned $1.2 billion in 
the quarter. 

Disney did not break out how much ESPN+ is losing, reporting only that 
the service’s subscribers rose 600,000 to 24.9 million.  Migrating sports 
content from linear ESPN to streaming ESPN would chip away at the red 
ink. 
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“We’re in a very interesting transition period, but one, I think, is inevitably 
heading toward streaming,” Iger said. 

In that vein, Iger seconded his predecessor’s commitment to one day 
shifting ESPN entirely to streaming. But not yet. 

“Is the shift inevitable? The answer is yes,” Iger said. “But I’m not going 
to give you any sense of when that could be. Because we have to do it 
obviously at a time that really makes sense for the bottom line and we’re 
just not there yet. And that’s not just about how many subscribers we 
could get. It’s also about what is the pricing power of ESPN, which 
obviously ties to the menu of sports that they’ve licensed.” 
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Jason Robertson’s All-Star weekend: White-knuckle driving, ‘awesome’ 
swag and ‘a dream come true’ 

 

Michael Russo  

 

SUNRISE, Fla. — Jason Robertson’s first NHL All-Star adventure 
actually began Tuesday — three days before the skills competition and 
four before the showcase game. 

An ice storm was heading toward Dallas, and Robertson, the Stars’ 23-
year-old breakout star, and the team’s director of communications, Joe 
Calvillo, had flights scheduled for Fort Lauderdale on Wednesday 
morning. 

Being preemptive — and shrewd — Calvillo and Robertson decided it 
would be wise to rent a car and drive to Houston, spend the night and fly 
to South Florida from there. 

It was a harrowing, white-knuckle drive for the first 2 ½ hours of a six-
hour trip down I-45. 

“It was slippery, black ice, and definitely a little dangerous,” Robertson 
said. “We had to drive slow, but Joe handled it well. He’s a good driver.” 

Calvillo got his precious cargo to Houston safe and sound. Good thing, 
too. If he hadn’t, who knows when Robertson would have been able to 
join the rest of the NHL’s best players at the league’s annual celebration. 

“We checked,” Robertson said. “Our flight did get canceled.” 

From there, it was a dream weekend for Robertson and his parents, 
Mercedes and Hugh. To say he never stopped smiling is an 
understatement, which was refreshing when some All-Stars — let’s be 
blunt — don’t give it their all or wish they were on vacation with the rest 
of their teammates. 

Not Robertson. 

“This is a dream come true,” he said multiple times in a four-day span. 

The California native was giddy over the “awesome” All-Star apparel he 
received, other cool swag and getting to meet players he competes 
against on a regular basis. 

“Like I never thought I’d be hanging with the Winnipeg guys, although I 
skate with (Connor Hellebuyck) in the summer, and guys like (Arizona’s 
Clayton) Keller and chatting and getting to know (Minnesota’s Kirill) 
Kaprizov,” Robertson said. “These are usually rivals.” 

In fact, Wednesday night against the Wild, Robertson and the Stars will 
be going head-to-head with Kaprizov, the player he finished second 
behind in the Calder Trophy race two years ago (albeit with Kaprizov 
getting 99 out of 100 first-place votes). 

“I know he beat me by a few laps (for the Calder) a few years ago, but I 
respect his game a lot,” Robertson said. “He’s one of the best players in 
the NHL for a reason. It’s not fun when he is doing well against us, but 
he’s fun to watch and a really nice guy.” 

Kaprizov also happened to be Robertson’s linemate and stallmate for 
Saturday’s All-Star Game. 

In the days leading up to that, Robertson gave The Athletic a behind-the-
curtain look at what it was like to be teammates with hockey’s finest, 
participate in the various events and live the life of an All-Star. 

That’s #NHLAllStar Jason Robertson to you ⭐ 
pic.twitter.com/cppfXO7ONl 

— Dallas Stars (@DallasStars) February 5, 2023 

Pitch ‘n Puck 

On Wednesday, Robertson headed out to a golf course in Plantation with 
Keller, Montreal’s Nick Suzuki and Columbus’ Johnny Gaudreau, where 
the four players used a combination of hockey and golf shots to play a 
par-4 hole featuring an island green. 

Let it fly, Robo!#NHLAllStar pic.twitter.com/TO95ykQXyi 

— Dallas Stars (@DallasStars) February 4, 2023 

Corey Conners, the top-ranked Canadian golfer on the PGA Tour and a 
huge hockey fan, coached the players as they used hockey sticks and 
synthetic pucks to drive the green and sink a putt. 

Robertson was nervous. Despite living in Dallas, he hadn’t golfed in two 
or three years. 

“Well, no one invites me,” Robertson joked. 

Robertson fared well, ripping one drive over the water and to the edge of 
the green. 

GOLF CLAPS, EVERYONE! GOLF CLAPS!#NHLAllStar 
pic.twitter.com/aZaGyKm5Xo 

— Dallas Stars (@DallasStars) February 4, 2023 

But it was Suzuki who won the event. 

“I can’t believe he got a birdie using a hockey stick,” Robertson said, 
laughing. “Real impressive.” 

The competition was pre-taped two days before it aired, but Robertson 
didn’t let the cat out of the bag as to which of the four players won the 
event. 

Coolest part? 

After the event, the four players got to golf with Conners. 

“He’s one good golfer,” Robertson said. 

‘Morning skate’ for skills event? 

If you know Robertson, he’s a guy who loves to practice. 

So much so, guess which player took advantage of the ice being 
available Friday morning to prepare for a skills competition he didn’t 
really have to take part in live, since his event had already been 
recorded? 

“I like to go on the ice whenever I can,” Robertson said. “We’ve had 
enough time at the beach and in the hotel, so I figured it would be fun to 
come down and get on the ice. The goalies came out and we did some 
breakaway drills, so it was a lot of fun.” 

Our All-Star hits the ice ⭐ @JasonRob1999 | #NHLAllStar 
pic.twitter.com/GybVroN31p 

— Dallas Stars (@DallasStars) February 3, 2023 
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Robertson was one of only two other players to attend the “morning 
skate,” with the Blues’ Vladimir Tarasenko and Golden Knights’ Chandler 
Stephenson. 

He went back to the hotel after to relax with his girlfriend, threw on some 
threads, signed autographs and boarded a 3 p.m. bus for FLA Live 
Arena, where he shared a lot of laughs with his fellow competitors but, 
again, didn’t have much to do. 

“It was fun. It was a little long, but I mean, it was fun and we had some 
fun,” Robertson said. “I think sometimes we forget this is for the fans and 
for the kids to be entertained. I think they were.” 

Stick tricks 🏒 @JasonRob1999 | #NHLAllStar 
pic.twitter.com/NRwgCUXDqc 

— Dallas Stars (@DallasStars) February 3, 2023 

The All-Star Game(s) 

Game Day began with Robertson walking down the red carpet, posing for 
pictures and signing more autographs. 

He got to the rink, suited up and was part of the Central Division’s 6-4 
victory over the Pacific to advance to the final and a chance to split $1 
million with his teammates. 

But after waiting in the locker room for what felt like two hours to play in 
the championship game, the Central wound up losing to the Atlantic. 

First #NHLAllStar, first #NHLAllStar goal. 

You go, Robo! pic.twitter.com/QkjzMch2v1 

— Dallas Stars (@DallasStars) February 4, 2023 

However, Robertson scored his first All-Star Game goal by way of a 
backdoor tap-in set up by Jets rival Josh Morrissey. 

“Honestly, as fun as this was for me, I think it’s something unique for my 
parents,” Robertson said. “I know they’re proud. For them coming here 
and seeing all the talent and seeing what’s out here, it’s something they 
have been looking forward to since I told them I was coming. They’re 
really happy.” 

Back to work 

Many All-Stars earn the right to skip that first practice after the break. 

But Robertson boarded the first flight back to Dallas on Sunday and 
made sure he was on the ice with the rest of the conference-leading 
Stars in advance of Monday’s shootout win over Anaheim. 

“We have a quick turnaround and need to keep our foot on the gas, so I 
don’t want to miss practice,” Robertson said. 

His commitment impressed teammates. 

“He’s still young. I only say that because he was on a 7 a.m. flight and at 
practice and I would never have done that,” said teammate Tyler Seguin, 
tongue firmly planted in cheek. “I don’t think I did that any of my six times 
I went, so that’s something he’ll learn from. He’s still a kid in the aspect 
that he just loves being out there. He’s on the ice probably still right now. 
He just loves hockey. He’s such a gifted hockey player. I don’t think 
we’ve still seen his ceiling yet. He’s still growing into a man.” 

Sky’s the limit 

Players who miss part or all of training camp, as Robertson did this year 
while his four-year, $31 million contract was being negotiated, often 
arrive out of shape and get off to painfully slow starts. 

Pete DeBoer, in his first year as Stars coach, worried that could be the 
case this season for Robertson, especially with a new system. 

“He made me look pretty dumb on that. He didn’t need any extra time. I 
joke with him to this day that he should be calling the Players’ 

Association. They might eliminate all training camps based on what he’s 
done.” 

Robertson is no doubt the exception to the rule. 

He had an 18-game point streak earlier this season, and after a 45-point 
rookie season, has followed up last year’s 41-goal, 79-point campaign 
with 33 goals and 67 points in 52 games, ranking sixth and tied for 
seventh in the NHL, respectively. 

“I’m not going to lie, it took me probably a week or two of actual games to 
get fully back into the groove,” Robertson said. “But our team just came 
out hot to start the year. So it certainly helps the guy who’s playing his 
first games. I’m playing with Roope (Hintz) and (Joe Pavelski). So it was 
pretty familiar. I didn’t have to really learn anything differently. Systems, 
maybe. But when Pete came in, I kind of played that way anyways. It 
wasn’t too hard to transition.” 

DeBoer loves Robertson’s journey. 

He wasn’t a high pick in the OHL draft before going to Kingston. He 
wasn’t a top-10 pick in the NHL, going 39th in 2017. He played 60 games 
in the minors. 

“And now he’s walking amongst the best scorers on the planet,” DeBoer 
said. “I think he’s going to be there for the next 10 years. But it hasn’t 
happened by accident. This guy works at his craft every day.” 

Two words: bucket hat. pic.twitter.com/tOBkg8yHFG 

— Dallas Stars (@DallasStars) February 3, 2023 

He proved that throughout his dreamy weekend. 

“This was one special, eye-opening experience,” said Robertson, who 
got a jersey signed by every All-Star. “It’s an honor, and I hope I get to 
take part in many more of these. To me, the coolest part of the whole 
weekend was stepping on the ice and looking around and seeing how 
many different jerseys and how many different fans from all over the 
continent came out to watch us. 

“It’s pretty unique, pretty colorful, and I thought the NHL did a great job 
hosting us.” 

The Athletic LOADED: 02.09.2023 
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Hockey with a drawbridge: Welcome to the Saskatchewan rink that went 
viral 

 

Sean Fitz-Gerald  

 

Many among the 200 residents of Lang, Sask., have spent their lifetime 
in the shadow of the province’s most famous exports. There is a grain 
elevator on the edge of town, with the former filming location for “Corner 
Gas” just up the road in Rouleau, which is less than an hour from where 
the beloved Roughriders play, in Regina. 

In late January, a series of short videos posted to social media drew an 
international spotlight to the tiny prairie town. Suddenly, television 
cameras from CTV, the CBC and Global were pointing into Lang, all 
asking the same question: What exactly is that drawbridge doing in the 
local skating rink, anyway? 

Mike Saip, the village mayor, could not say for sure. Neither could Ray 
Beck, whose father used to tell stories about the night it opened more 
than 90 years ago. Rustie Sobchuk loves the place so much she used it 
as a backdrop for her engagement photos, and she can see why 
outsiders might be so curious. 
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“It’s quite magical,” she said. “And it’s very charming.” 

The Lang Community Skating Rink was built in 1928 — only two decades 
after the town was founded — and is held together by the strength of 
local volunteers. It has a natural ice surface, with an old-fashioned, hand-
drawn ice resurfacer, and a catwalk where fans stand to watch the action 
below. 

Its two long dressing rooms are in the attic, which lead out to what has 
become the rink’s most famous feature: A drawbridge that lowers players 
down from the ceiling to the ice below. 

Video of an adult recreational player nearly tumbling down the wooden 
steps went viral last month, as did another of U9 players making tentative 
movement down from the rafters. Some locals say there is never a 
danger of falling so long as you grip the rope railing on your way down. 

Looks like everyone loves the stairs! Our assistant coach got video of the 
kids heading down the drawbridge. pic.twitter.com/beNbSiT7Hc 

— Braden Konschuh (@the_konch) January 29, 2023 

“If we had a permanent camera up there, you wouldn’t believe the 
amount of people who have bit it going down those stairs,” Sobchuk said 
with a laugh. “It’s amazing.” 

An unwritten rule of playing beer league in Lang is that the losing team 
has to scrape the ice after the game. A half-dozen players grab the 
scrapers and shovel the surface snow toward the window, where the 
shavings are shoveled out into the cold prairie air. 

Once that task is complete, the rink custodian can begin to resurface the 
sheet. There is no space for a motorized ice resurfacer in the building, so 
the warm water is carried in a 45-gallon drum mounted on wheels, then 
spread across the ice with a long terrycloth. 

Beck, 70, was enshrined in the Saskatchewan Baseball Hall of Fame in 
2008, and was part of a senior hockey team that played out of the Lang 
rink. 

“We would play a new team in provincial play, and we would let that 
drawbridge down when they were coming in,” he said. “We always 
figured it was a two-goal advantage for the home team, because they 
knew they had to get on the ice.” 

Lang, Saskatchewan has gone viral for their unique player entrance. 
What was the most unique thing about your small town rink? 
pic.twitter.com/GQf9TxzqB9 

— The Green Zone (@GreenZoneSK) January 31, 2023 

If a player was ever thrown out of a game, Beck said play would be 
stopped, and the drawbridge would be lowered. A linesman would escort 
the player to the bottom step, then ensure the stairs were pulled back 
into the rafters so the game could resume. 

There is also only one penalty box in the rink. If players were sent off for 
fighting — which Beck said could happen during some of the more 
heated senior games — they would have to serve them side-by-side in 
the box. (“We made sure we had bigger individuals who worked the time 
box, who could step in and break things up if that happened,” said Beck.) 

“At one time, the rink was the heartbeat of the community in the 
wintertime,” said Beck. “Things have changed a little bit, with so many 
other activities, and so much on television and the internet. People don’t 
tend to use it as much as they should. 

“But for a guy like me, who grew up in here, it’s a very important part of 
the history of Lang. We’ve worked fairly hard at keeping it up.” 

There used to be a curling rink next door, he said, but it fell into disrepair. 
When the roof was damaged during a storm just before the turn of the 
century, the villagers made the decision to pull the rink down, which 
helped focus their limited resources on the skating rink. 

“It’s really important for us to have this particular building,” said Beck. 
“Because we know, if we lose this rink, we’re not going to be big enough 
to build another one.” 

From the outside, the rink looks like it could be another rural storage 
building. There are no signs that highlight its history. 

How the catwalk is supposed to work. @spittinchiclets #Saskatchewan 
#Lang 

Fundraiser for the ol barn 

*Lang Rink Fundraiser*https://t.co/4dpi59bBRj 
pic.twitter.com/MHg8nEq8fP 

— Mike Williams (@williams55mike) February 1, 2023 

Braden Konschuh is director of marketing and communications for the 
University of Regina’s athletics department. He is also a minor hockey 
coach whose team of seven-, and eight-year-olds was scheduled to play 
a game in Lang during a recent tournament. 

The dressing rooms at the rink are heated, as is the concession area. 
The rink itself is not heated, which means if it is minus-22 Celsius 
outside, it is almost certainly minus-22C inside. 

“I wasn’t sure what we were walking into there, but they turned on the 
lights and it was just gorgeous,” said Konschuh. “You’d think, walking into 
a rink like that, it might be a little dim. It was so well-lit. The ice was 
great.” 

In the end, only one of the 12 children on his roster needed a reprieve 
from the cold. He was taken back to a heated space to warm up: “He 
only missed a couple of shifts, and he was right back out a couple of 
minutes later.” 

Konschuh, who grew up outside the province, took pictures and videos to 
help him remember his trip. 

“It’s incredibly cool that the centre of the community is an ice rink,” he 
said. “It’s hard not to feel a little bit romantic about that.” 

“As long as I’ve been around,” said Saip, the village mayor, “that rink has 
been the hub of everything: From curling to the old guys sitting in there 
playing cards, to the rec hockey to the senior hockey. Our biggest thing is 
just to kind of keep it here, to keep that going on for generations in the 
future.” 

Sobchuk, who is on the rink’s volunteer management board, said the 
building needs upgrades. There are old toilets that need replacing. The 
kitchen — home to the rink’s famous hamburgers (onions are a secret 
weapon) — also needs an upgrade. 

“This is probably the one time Lang Rink has made the news, and it 
probably will never make the news again,” said Sobchuk. “We’re just 
trying to encourage people to join us in fundraising to keep the charm. 
We’re never going to get rid of the stairs. We’re never going to get rid of 
the barn feel.” 

Following all of the international attention online, as well as from legacy 
media outlets across Canada, a GoFundMe drive has already raised 
more than $20,000 for the rink. 

“We do not have a sign,” Sobchuk said with a laugh. “Hey: That’s what 
we could use the GoFundMe for.” 

(Photo: Courtesy of Rustie Sobchuk) 
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Sportsnet.ca / ‘We just weren’t on our A-game’: Canucks unable to catch 
Rangers after lacklustre start 
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Iain MacIntyre  

 

NEW YORK, N.Y. – The Vancouver Canucks spent another night 
chasing. But by the end of Wednesday’s 4-3 loss to the New York 
Rangers, they were chasing without leading goal-scorer Andrei 
Kuzmenko. 

The 27-year-old dynamo, whose excellent first season in the National 
Hockey League just earned the Russian an $11-million-US, two-year 
contract extension, played only four third-period shifts for new coach Rick 
Tocchet and finished with his lowest ice time (12 minutes) since Nov. 15. 

Kuzmenko wasn’t an exception on Wednesday, but he was the best 
example yet that the Canuck landscape has changed with the arrival of 
Tocchet, who is quicker to reprimand and less discriminating while doing 
so than previous coach Bruce Boudreau. 

“We had some guys, we had four or five guys, that were just, they weren't 
good,” Tocchet told reporters after his team played about half as well as 
it did in Monday’s overtime loss to the New Jersey Devils. “Listen, I 
played the game; I've been bad myself. But if you're bad and you don't 
have it, you've got to make sure that you get the puck in deep or you're in 
good position. You can't be bad at every area, and I thought we had five 
guys that were just not good.” 

Asked specifically about Kuzmenko, the 22-goal scorer who was dropped 
off the Canucks’ top line after the first period, Tocchet said: “Yeah, he 
wasn't good. He was spinning everywhere. I mean, it's just not him. But 
you know, he's a young kid. He'll learn.” 

The forward trio of Kuzmenko, Sheldon Dries and Dakota Joshua spent 
most of the third period on the bench. By contrast, Tocchet’s energetic 
fourth line of Curtis Lazar, Nils Aman and minor-league callup Phil Di 
Giuseppe had seven third-period shifts and all three players finished with 
more ice time than Kuzmenko. 

Although fans will be debating Kuzmenko and Tocchet until former 
Vancouver captain Bo Horvat takes the opening faceoff for the New York 
Islanders against the Canucks on Thursday, semi-benching Kuzmenko 
made a clear statement about culture and accountability – two of general 
manager Patrik Allvin’s buzzwords since he arrived in Vancouver one 
year ago. 

This is the job he hired Tocchet to do. 

“We've got to value little plays,” the new coach said, speaking about all of 
his players. “Wall plays when you have nothing and the puck has to go 
deep, there's bad habits that. . . we have to get rid of. There's just some 
value plays. . . that's team identity, and I think sometimes we overlook. 
We're looking for the result; we want to score the goal. But there's a lot 
more to scoring a goal. It could be chipping a body, it could be winning a 
battle, it could be boxing a guy out.  

“We want to go from A to Z too quick. We've got to go through the 
progression. Tonight it showed that if we don't value certain plays, they're 
going to be tough games to win. You're always going to play catch up.” 

Terrific for all but a few minutes of the New Jersey game, the Canucks 
trailed 2-0 in the first nine minutes against the Rangers and 3-1 early in 
the second.  

The Rangers have one of the best goalies in the world in Igor Shesterkin, 
the third-best defensive record in the NHL and have lost just two of 20 
games they have led into the third period. 

They are not a team to chase, but the Canucks forced themselves to try 
by surrendering easy goals early. 

Veteran defenceman Oliver Ekman-Larsson was caught going the wrong 
way on the opening goal when the speedy Rangers turned a two-on-one 
into a two-on-zero that ended with Kris Kreider tapping the puck behind 
Spencer Martin at 6:53. 

Two shifts later, after Tyler Myers iced the puck and the Canucks lost the 
ensuing faceoff, everyone wearing a Vancouver jersey stood watching as 
Kaapo Kakko centred to Filip Chytil, who scored uncontested from just 
above the crease. 

After Conor Garland scored for the Canucks against the run of play on a 
brilliant setup from Quinn Hughes, Vancouver fell behind 3-1 at 6:23 of 
the second period when Elias Pettersson, Anthony Beauvillier and Brock 
Boeser were punished for a long shift and bad luck on a double 
deflection that left Alexis Lafreniere with a gimme. 

By that point, Boeser had replaced Kuzmenko on the top line. But 
Boeser, too, appeared to draw criticism from Tocchet afterwards for an 
offensive-zone faceoff play late in the game when “we have two guys that 
don't screen on the draw.” 

“Sometimes there's a play to be made, but a lot of times you just have to 
live to fight another day,” Canucks leader J.T. Miller said. “I think we 
need to do a better job of that. 

“I thought that we had a really slow start. We just weren't on our A-game 
tonight. We responded well after they had their pushes, but I think we 
can do better tomorrow, that's for sure. I think we need to worry about 
having a better start.” 

But as Garland said, standing in the visitors’ dressing room at Madison 
Square Garden: “It shouldn't be that hard to get ready in this building, 
right?” 

Pettersson and Vasily Podkolzin, with his first goal of the season two 
games after his recall from the American Hockey League, scored for the 
Canucks to keep them close. 

“We hung in there, yes, but did we truly make a push?” Lazar asked.  
“We've got to find a way to dictate the play and kind of weather the storm, 
and that's by buying into predictable hockey. I think you saw in the first 
period, and the second, too, just some plays where we're not getting the 
puck in deep, and then (problems) compound. 

“We have to understand that we don't have to hit the home run each and 
every shift. Just chip away. A nothing shift sometimes is a good thing 
when you just stay patient, especially on the road. That's big. You kind of 
have to stick around until you get your chance. It's all learning.” 

These are hard lessons. 

• Vancouver defenceman Luke Schenn, a key trading chip ahead of the 
March 3 deadline, returned from a second-period injury but struggled 
through the third period, unable to sit at the bench between shifts. 
Schenn may be questionable for Thursday’s game. Hughes is expected 
to play in a full visor after getting his nose broken on the first shift of the 
third period by a puck lifted by Ranger Barclay Goodrow. Despite missing 
11 minutes, Hughes still logged 21:14 of ice time and he and defence 
partner Ethan Bear were probably the best Canucks. 
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Sportsnet.ca / 32 Thoughts: Ideas to fix All-Star weekend for 2024 in 
Toronto 

 

Elliotte Friedman  

 

• Kane, Toews decisions could come around 10 days before trade 
deadline 

• NHLPA nears decision to make Marty Walsh next executive director 

• Flyers ask fans for patience through another tough season 
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Fixing All-Star weekend is now an NHL priority.  

However you feel about All-Star, it is an important showcase, and, at 
least on Sportsnet, our executives say the skills competition tends to 
outdraw the game itself. So, it can’t be flat and uninspiring, as it was — 
for the most part — on Friday.  

Toronto’s last All-Star Game, back in 2000, was the quietest one I’ve 
been to, so energizing the audience in 2024 will be critical. What to do? I 
have ideas: 

• Two hours for skills, max. (One of our executives said it probably has to 
be two hours and 30 minutes to account for commercial time, but you get 
the idea.) Be strict. 

• Start with a bang. Grab everyone’s attention right away. There was bad 
luck with Cale Makar wiping out to start the fastest skater competition. He 
went first for a reason: the hope he’d blaze a great number, get the juices 
flowing.  

Apparently, a few players wondered about bringing back the draft. On 
Feb. 19, the NBA All-Stars will do their draft, then immediately play the 
game. It’s a great idea, but I’d do it the night before, make it the official 
All-Star starting point. First thing: announce the captains, pick the teams. 
Fans on television and in attendance would love it.  

And the players have shown they are great at it. The previous drafts were 
excellent entertainment.  

As I understand it, this was eliminated for two reasons. First, the NHLPA 
didn’t like the embarrassment of someone being picked last and, second, 
the NHL didn’t like the fact alcohol was consumed in 2016 because it 
took things too close to the line. The second one is easy to solve. Being 
picked last? It happens to everyone.  

We’ve got to have thicker skins than that. 

Some of you suggested picking the teams through the time-honoured 
hockey tradition of throwing in the sticks. I like it, good idea. But not as 
entertaining. This could be fantastic. 

• Make a change to the fastest skater competition. No more tight corners. 
What happened to Makar is not something worth risking. Consider pre-
taping, and instead of quickest lap, award the title to who can reach the 
highest top speed. Use a frozen pond/lake, or create a straightaway track 
of the NHL’s own. Plenty of room to go as fast as you can, and award the 
winner that way. 

Possible pushback: I’ve heard there could be a move away from taped 
events. I understand it on some level; there’s concern pre-taping isn’t as 
exciting for the in-arena crowd, even if the event is good. (I loved the 
visual of a soaked Sidney Crosby standing in the dunk tank as David 
Amber interviewed Mikko Rantanen. It was hilarious, and if Crosby can 
play along like this, everyone should.) 

Reason I’d keep this one: you’re going to need something to transition 
the arena floor from draft to the rest of the events, it has potential to be 
great and you can edit it tight.  

• Make sure people with tickets are in their seats. If not, put kids in the 
seats. Do something to get butts in the seats. You cannot have an 
empty-looking building, it’s awful, whether the events are taped or live.  

Florida just opened a Jameson’s Whiskey Bar, and I confess I went in 
there during the skills competition to see what it was like. It’s terrific. 
Busy, people were having a great time. But every person in there means 
they’re not in an assigned seat.  

Toronto’s notorious for empty seats close to the ice. 

• The accuracy shooting and hardest shot were the best parts of this 
year’s event, so keep them. It’s unfortunate the momentum was lost 
before Nazem Kadri and Connor McDavid went head-to-head in the 
accuracy semifinals. It was riveting how McDavid — who really wanted to 
win — didn’t miss a target and still lost to the hugely competitive Kadri.  

The NHL should consider using a skills consultant to come up with any 
other ideas. There are so many creative players who can do more than 
ever. Whether it is Darryl Belfry or Jari Byrski or Adam Oates or Yogi 
Svejkovsky or whoever, bring in someone who can design an event or 
two that will challenge players and entertain fans. 

• The players have to buy in. Some do, but others don’t. This is a big 
weekend for sponsors and television. It doesn’t have to be a car crash 
like Flames-Rangers, but it’s got to have some positive viral moments. 
That’s important.  

• Finally, there was a minor hockey tournament (the Florida Exposure 
Cup) going on at the same time, for 2007-, 2008- and 2009-born players. 
It was unaffiliated with the NHL, but I saw some of the kids at the skills 
competition. Lot of good teams and players there. It might not be a bad 
idea for the league and union to host a tournament of their own during 
the weekend. Don’t know if you could fit championship games into the 
main arena schedule, but seeing them in attendance made me think 
there’s some kind of opportunity. 

THOUGHTS 

1. For the record, Jim Rutherford denies he is considering resigning from 
the Canucks. Vancouver’s got a lot of decisions to make, on and off the 
ice, but he’s determined to lead that process. 

2. While trade talk has picked up, it’s still a poker game between the 
buyers and the sellers. The sellers are asking big returns, with the buyers 
claiming they won’t pay it. There’s still time, with the biggest pieces 
including Timo Meier, Vladimir Tarasenko, Ryan O’Reilly, Jakob 
Chychrun and Patrick Kane.  

3. We’re going to have a better idea what Kane and Jonathan Toews are 
thinking around 10 days before the March 3 deadline. On some level, 
they hoped that there could be a way to stay, but that’s dissipating. The 
Blackhawks want to move on and the reality of what Chicago is doing 
has set in on both. The big question is, how many teams both players are 
willing to consider. A few players at All-Star praised Kane for playing 
through something that clearly is bothering him, especially since Chicago 
is hoping what they get in return benefits the rebuild. 

4. Dylan Larkin had a good line about what fellow All-Stars were saying 
to him in Florida: “Guys are asking why it hasn’t got done yet, stuff like 
that.” That tells you what you need to know, that his peers believe Larkin 
when he says he wants to be a Red Wing.  

5. We’ll see if Bo Horvat’s eight-year, $68-million extension moves the 
line for Larkin and Steve Yzerman. Generally, Yzerman digs a trench and 
doesn’t go much further, although Nikita Kucherov pushed Tampa Bay’s 
ceiling to $9.5-million two months before Yzerman resigned from the 
team. I don’t believe that’s where we’re going here, but what it shows is 
that sometimes, things can move. 

Larkin’s best attribute is that, as a centre, he’s difficult to replace. Top-
line centres are very hard to find. My guess is this ends somewhere in 
the eights. If Yzerman believed he couldn’t sign Larkin, he would have 
traded him last summer before the captain’s no-trade clause kicked in.  

6. Now that the Islanders have Horvat signed long-term, I think GM Lou 
Lamoriello uses the next five-to-seven games to determine what he does 
for this season. Same goes for Nashville. 

7. Buffalo’s long-term strategy — latest with Dylan Cozens — is the 
smart one. If you have a cornerstone player, lock him up for as long as 
you can. The price never goes down. My belief is Montreal desires the 
same path with Cole Caufield. Get term. 

8. I mentioned before that Boston has looked at left-shot options such as 
Jakob Chychrun and Vladislav Gavrikov. The Bruins also appear to be 
considering Luke Schenn on the right. 

9. The Flames are believed to be in on Schenn too, although they might 
wait to see if it makes sense for them based on the standings. You can 
see the possibility because of Chris Tanev’s injuries. Tanev is as big a 
gamer as they come, but even he can’t overcome everything. There’s 
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been a push from some in the Canucks organization to keep Schenn. I 
think it depends on what’s offered. If Vancouver deems it too low, they 
won’t move. But there’s plenty of interest, which generally pushes up the 
price.  

10. I don’t think Toronto trades for a goalie unless the Leafs are 
convinced it’s a better option than what they have in the NHL or even the 
AHL. The Maple Leafs have limited cap space and trade capital. Going 
for a goalie makes it harder to do other things. They want to add both on 
defence and up front. 

11. As U.S. Secretary of Labour Marty Walsh prepares to take over the 
NHLPA, the thing heard most over the last week was, “No matter what 
anyone thinks, we have to present a united front.” A fractured union gets 
crushed in negotiations, and, in hockey, we’ve seen that before. 

Because the search committee did a great job of keeping Walsh’s name 
private until last week, questions and concerns spilled out very quickly. 
First, there were revelations about Bruins owner Jeremy Jacobs’ 
donations to Walsh. The Boston Globe reported the Red Sox, principally 
owned by John Henry (who has added the Pittsburgh Penguins to his 
portfolio), contributed $10,000 to Walsh’s 2014 mayoral inauguration and 
transition in Boston. As someone who isn’t crazy about politicians of any 
party, I find that world greasy and expect nothing less. But those around 
the NHL/NHLPA long enough to remember the Alan Eagleson days are 
extremely sensitive about this. They desire information giving them 
reason to believe this won’t be the same thing; they want the process to 
slow down, to be convinced the players aren’t rushing into a mistake. 

A nasty, anonymous email was circulated to agents last week arguing 
against the hire. Initially, it tried to rally support for Mike Gillis, but then 
removed his name. (I can’t imagine Gillis would have wanted his name 
on that.) Whatever the case, the selection committee pressed forward, 
conveying excitement about Walsh. That enthusiasm has convinced the 
rest of the players to back the choice.  

12. Another connection for Walsh: his chief labour counsel in Boston was 
Alexis Finneran Tkachuk, from the hugely successful 
Fitzgerald/McNeil/Tkachuk family. 

13. Walsh’s most important job will be getting to know the rank and file, 
and he should immediately dedicate himself to doing that. While he may 
be a hockey fan, he doesn’t intimately know this group. On his way out, 
current executive director Donald Fehr warned the next few years 
(heading into CBA discussions) will be extremely challenging. Look at the 
ages of the selection committee: Kyle Okposo and Kevin Shattenkirk 
(34), Ian Cole and Sam Gagner (33), Nate Schmidt (31), Justin Faulk and 
Zach Hyman (30). What are the wishes of the younger players, who will 
form the backbone of the union for years to come?  

14. Heard that one of the other serious contenders for NHLPA leadership 
was CFLPA executive director Brian Ramsay. He played a decade as an 
offensive lineman with Toronto, Hamilton and Edmonton, before 
negotiating two CBAs between players and the CFL.  

15. 2023 Hobey Baker nominee Jackson LaCombe from the University of 
Minnesota has indicated he will sign with Anaheim after this season. One 
of the NCAA’s top-scoring defenders, LaCombe — taken 39th overall in 
2019 — could have become a free agent this summer. There would have 
been plenty of interest. That’s a good keep for the Ducks. 

16. There’s also interest in Ethen Frank, who won the AHL’s fastest 
skater competition this week. He’s with Hershey on a non-NHL contract, 
but there is word Washington wants to sign him and is expected to do so. 
If not, there would be others chasing him. 

17. There is word former Belleville head coach Troy Mann began the 
process Tuesday of defending himself against allegations of impropriety. 
A few weeks ago, Jeff Marek heard that marriage was headed to divorce, 
but not sure anyone saw it playing out this way. Mann has another year 
left on his contract and was not fired for cause, so I took Ottawa’s release 
of philosophical differences at face value. There is evidence the NHL 
Senators were not happy with what was happening at the AHL level. 

Then came reports of a loss of trust, and that story spread at the AHL’s 
All-Star event. Mann has no choice but to fight back. You can’t let that 
stand if it’s untrue.  

18. Over the next few weeks, expect the Senators to begin culling the 
herd of potential ownership groups.  

19. Speaking of the AHL, it appears Henderson (Las Vegas) and 
Coachella Valley (Seattle) have been as impactful in that league’s 
revenues as their parent teams are in the NHL. Strong additions. 

20. I thought an 84-game schedule might be on the docket in March’s 
GM meetings, now I’m not so sure. What I do think we could get is a 
discussion on cutting down the number of pre-season games. 

21. As mentioned during All-Star, the NHL is legitimately looking at an 
outdoor game in Florida. But, last weekend, we witnessed the 
conundrum. Two days of outstanding weather (which was awesome), 
then a day of driving rainstorms that had cars up to the top of their 
wheels in water. That’s a big, big worry. 

22. Nashville pitched an outdoor awards show this summer, basically 
where the concerts were held during the 2017 Stanley Cup Final. It’s a 
fantastic idea, and my guess is there’s some element of it. But, again, 
there was concern about committing to a full outdoor show. Too 
unpredictable.  

23. Philadelphia has had two days of interesting announcements. First, a 
note from coach John Tortorella detailing where he thinks the Flyers 
stand, featuring the line: “I’m not going to lie to you — and I want to be 
clear about this — we’re not there yet. This year was the first step in 
building the future of the Flyers and restoring our reputation as one of the 
most respected teams in hockey.” 

The Rangers scored big when they did this a few seasons ago, a clear, 
honest message of what they were thinking. Philadelphia has had trouble 
admitting a rebuild, but this is unmistakeable. The fact that Tortorella was 
chosen to be the face of this message is a sign the organization feels 
their fans will accept it most coming from him. 

Second was telling fans with season tickets that the cost of April’s three 
home games will be credited toward 2023-24’s renewal. (Those with a 
half-season plan get two games’ credit.) Ticket prices in the main bowl 
will not increase for the fourth straight year. If you’re going to ask your 
fans for patience, you better reward them. Smart play. 

24. Great teammate tributes for Jamie Benn as he played game 1,000 on 
Monday, against Anaheim. A T-shirt worn by all the Stars, everyone 
taking warmup helmetless like he does. And, most importantly, a win. He 
looks rejuvenated playing with Ty Dellandrea and Wyatt Johnston, 
definitely looks like he changed his workout style, too. A notorious 
attention-avoider, I’ll always remember his post-game interview from the 
2014 Olympic semifinal when he scored the only goal in a 1-0 Canada 
win over the U.S. We joked off-camera that the goal meant he’d have to 
do a lot of interviews, and he said with a laugh, “That’s the only bad thing 
about scoring it.” 

25. I can’t find the video, but David Backes chased Benn after the 
opening draw in St. Louis’s first meeting against the Stars after those 
Olympics. Something he said to Backes got under the Blues’ captain’s 
skin. Benn scored the winning goal that game.  

26. Some fits that may make sense: Anaheim’s Dmitry Kulikov for 
Pittsburgh, on the left side. 

27. ALSO: James van Riemsdyk in Minnesota. The Wild are looking for 
scoring. 

28. Jacob Trouba was the main topic of conversation after the excellent 
Flames-Rangers game on Monday. But what really stood out to me was 
Sammy Blais going right after the fearsome Milan Lucic. That’s a player 
who knows he’s on the roster bubble. He knows if he doesn’t play hard 
for a coach that craves it, he’s in danger of waivers.  
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29. Boston’s Brandon Carlo did some research into an off-season 
adjustment. He switched his skate to a Bauer boot, and went to a 
Marsblade underneath it. The chassis of the Marsblade “rocks” on the 
blade, and Carlo said that’s had a positive effect when he turns and 
battles.  

30. Arber Xhekaj’s younger brother, Florian, is getting attention at OHL 
Hamilton. Draft guru Sam Cosentino thinks he gets selected in June.  

31. Take some time and listen to Bill Belichick on Tom Brady’s podcast. 
There’s a lot worth listening to, but the way Belichick describes Brady’s 
ability to “see” the field stood out.   

“The things I learned from Tom as a quarterback was how to see the 
game as a quarterback, instead of as a coach. Tom would say, ‘You 
know, I can’t see that. I’m not really looking at that.’ I’m going to stop 
coaching that then, because if you can’t see it, nobody else is going to 
see it. So let’s see how you see the game, and let me learn from you.” 

There’s more and it’s so good. Recently, I recommended a book called 
Super Bowl Stories, and just finished it over All-Star weekend. The whole 
book was about why teams had success. There’s one overriding arc — 
that the players and coaches got to a point where they understood what 
each other was trying to do. They didn’t always agree, but they got it. 
One of the quotes is along the lines of, “In college, you can win with great 
talent or great coaching. In the pros, you can’t win without both.” Man, do 
I believe that, and I believe it even more in media. There was so much 
good advice on the podcast and in the book of why good teams are 
successful. I really found all of this eye-opening. 
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My NCAA hockey team was, by comparison to the division we were stuck 
in, not particularly good. We always earned a dozen-plus wins over each 
35-40 games, but our division was just too laden with superstars for us to 
hang. This was during the peak of the WCHA, where they’d send a future 
minor-leaguer like me out against guys like Jonathan Toews and Phil 
Kessel and Joe Pavelski.    

There was one season, though, when we didn’t get to that dozen win 
mark: my junior year. We won six times in 36 tries, and that win-loss 
record might be generous to how it felt. We stunk. I was fresh off a 
season when I had scored 12 goals and 23 points, and I simply could not 
do anything right to get back to those totals.   

I wasn’t very good that year, and as one of the guys expected to 
produce, I take my share of the blame for that. But part of it was 
undeniably that we had lost some other good players, the team was 
overall worse, and so we spent copious time in our own zone. Whole 
games would go by where, as a winger, it felt like I never got the chance 
to have a good game, as I rarely touched the puck. I just stood in my own 
zone, marking my D-man (which was basically all wingers did 15 years 
ago), en route to a five-goal, 13-point season.  

The next season, we had a great freshman class, we scored more and 
won more games, and I pushed that total back to 31 points in 37 games 
while playing a fairly comparable game.  

Which brings me to my understanding (and sympathy) for what players 
on bad NHL teams are going through, and why we can’t just look at any 
one metric in the lead up to the trade deadline to judge potential trade 
pieces. All circumstances are not the same.  

So, how can we tell which players on bad teams are seeing their 
individual results suffer based on their teams/situations, and which are a 
bigger part of the reason that their teams are struggling?   

This is where the multitude of departments in an NHL front office would 
come together. The team running analytics could certainly find some 
points of data that would help. Video work would help too, and discovery 
surrounding that player's attitude wouldn’t hurt either (which may come 
from scouts and those with boots on the ground). And, with all this 
information, teams are left to triangulate their best guesses of what’s left 
in a player.  

The two names I have in mind while writing this are Patrick Kane and 
Vladislav Gavrikov, both rumoured to be trade pieces at the deadline, 
both coveted for very different reasons, both of whom may inspire 
numbers people to shout “Buyer beware!” from the rooftops.   

By some basic stats, they don’t look great.  

Gavrikov has three goals and seven assists this season, and finds 
himself with a minus-10. And while those numbers don’t matter to many 
people for the stay-at-home D-man, the next layer looks similar. He’s 
17th on his own team in shot-attempt percentage, as when he’s on the 
ice, some 55 per cent of the shots happen against the Blue Jackets. It’s 
one thing to look bad compared to the league, another to your 
teammates. If you dial it in to expected goals percentage he’s … also 
17th on his own team.   

So, who wants that in a stay-at-home defender, right? 

But this is where the analytics department has to find the stats that 
provide the context. Gavrikov has started more in his defensive zone 
than anyone else on the Blue Jackets, and when you don’t have players 
who excel at breaking the puck out, that’s going to mean a lot of attempts 
against your own net. It doesn’t help that he’s also played against top-six 
lines, as opposed to being handed softer competition.   

He's the sacrificial lamb they send out to defend when it’s almost 
certainly going to go poorly for the team. But when you zoom out, he’s a 
big body who can clear the net front, and he’s an elite penalty killer, and 
again: reinvigorated on a good team – where breakout passes may 
actually take the play the other way – who knows how valuable he could 
be. There’s also the option for a good team to get him and give him third-
pair minutes against softer competition, where he could mop up.   

None of those good things are guaranteed to happen for Gavrikov, and 
teasing out the player from their context remains a huge hurdle for teams 
in the weeks ahead.  

The Kane one is more complex, because the reality is that he may be 
more prone to the type of statistical punishment that can come from 
being on a bad team. It’s tough to get points when nobody scores, and 
tough to do much about all that D-zone play as a winger. There’s also to 
reality that he’s won three Stanley Cups, and is less likely to pour his 
heart into games with no meaning, so the attitude question is more 
prominent.  

Would a motivated Kane on a good team give you more than what we’ve 
seen in Chicago this season? Because, frankly, it’s looked pretty bad for 
the Blackhawks.  

Through 45 games, Kane has just 36 points and only nine goals. His 
defensive metrics are among the worst in the NHL, but again, he plays a 
lot on a team that’s a defensive disaster and he’s a winger. It’s a hard 
position to control for what’s happening in front of your team’s net in the 
D-zone.  

Still …  

When you hand that to your analytics team, they may say, “Look, he 
starts in the offensive zone a lot, the play constantly goes the wrong way 
when he’s out there, and his name is bigger than his true performance at 
this point. We don’t want him.”  
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But there’s always the reality that he can break a game open with an elite 
play (it’s tough to not see him shaking Kimo Timonen to score the Cup 
winner for the Blackhawks), and for a team hunting goals, maybe they’ll 
believe in the rising tide of a good team raising Kane’s boat along with 
the others. Maybe they can use his remaining strengths to pull out of 
them something they need, even if the defensive stuff is still an issue.  

Because of factors of motivation, it’s possible he’s a player they believe 
there’s more to than what you can find with the numbers, and here’s 
where scouts and conversations with the player matters more than 
anything else.   

As we see names kicked around heading into the deadline, there’s a lot 
of misuse of stats that flies around social media. Excelling as a good 
player in a bad environment is more than swimming against a gentle 
current, you’re the salmon trying to climb the waterfall to get upstream. 
It’s not that their performance to date doesn’t matter, it’s that it comes 
with several asterisks.  

Whether it be Kane, Gavrikov or any of the other players rumoured to be 
on the move in the days ahead, find all the context you can with these 
players. The initial reaction will always be “They gave up too much!” 
when someone pulls out a player’s stats from this season, but it’s very 
possible that a change of jersey is all they need to re-establish 
themselves as a more effective contributor. 
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